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SPLITTING HAIRS WITH TRANSCENDENTAL ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
LETICIA PARDO-SIMO´N
Abstract. Many authors have studied the dynamics of functions in the Eremenko-
Lyubich class B; this class consists of those transcendental entire functions for which
the set of singular values is bounded. With the additional assumption that the set of or-
bits of singular values is bounded, in certain cases it has been possible to give a complete
description of the topological dynamics of the function. In this paper, for the first time,
we give a complete description of the topological dynamics of a class of functions which
do not satisfy this final hypothesis, and thus have unbounded postsingular sets. We show
that if f ∈ B is of finite order, has bounded criticality on its Julia set, and contains only
finitely many critical values that escape to infinity geometrically fast, then its Julia set is
a collection of dynamic rays or hairs, that split at (preimages of) critical points, together
with their corresponding landing points. In fact, our result holds for a larger class of
functions in B for which the assumption of finite order is relaxed to the existence of a map
in their parameter space whose Julia set is a Cantor Bouquet. The existence and landing
of rays is shown to be a consequence of a more general result; we provide a topological
model for the action of f on its Julia set. This, in turn, allows us to give a combinatorial
description of the dynamics of f .
1. Introduction
For p a polynomial of degree d ≥ 2, Bo¨ttcher’s Theorem provides a conjugacy between
p and the simpler map z → zd in a neighbourhood of infinity. Whenever all the orbits of
the critical points of p are bounded (or equivalently J(p) is connected), this conjugacy can
be extended to a biholomorphic map between C \ D and the basin of infinity of p. This
conjugacy allows us to define dynamic rays for p as the curves that arise as preimages
of straight lines from ∂D to ∞ under such correspondence map, and provide a natural
foliation of the points of p that escape to infinity. In many important cases, the Julia set
is locally connected and each ray has a unique accumulation point in the Julia set. Then
we say that the ray lands, and such limiting behaviour of the dynamic rays has been used
with great success to provide a combinatorial description of the dynamics on J(p). For
example, Douady [Dou93] constructed a topological model for J(p) as a “pinched disc”,
that is, as the quotient of ∂D by a natural equivalence relation. In this paper we aim to
define a topological model for the Julia set of certain transcendental entire maps that also
contain curves escaping to infinity.
For transcendental entire maps infinity is an essential singularity, so Bo¨ttcher’s Theorem
no longer applies. Still, it is known [Bar07, RRRS11] for functions in class B and of finite
order of growth that every point that escapes to infinity can be connected to infinity by
an escaping curve, called subsequently dynamic ray by analogy with the polynomial case.
Recall that the set of singular values S(f) of a transcendental map f generalizes that of
critical values for polynomials and is the biggest closed set on which f fails to be a covering
map. We say that a function is of finite order if log log |f(z)| is of the order of log |z| when
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2 L. PARDO-SIMO´N
|z| → ∞ (I.e. f(z) = exp(zd) has order d), and the escaping set I(f) of a transcendental
map is the set of points that escape to infinity under iteration. Given the importance in
our results, we shall now fix a definition of dynamic ray.
Definition 1.1 (Dynamic rays for transcendental maps). [RRRS11, Definition 2.2]. Let f
be a transcendental entire function. A ray tail of f is an injective curve γ : [t0,∞)→ I(f),
with t0 > 0 such that
• For each n ≥ 1, fn(γ(t)) is injective with limt→∞ fn(γ(t)) =∞.
• fn(γ(t))→∞ uniformly in t as n→∞.
A dynamic ray of f is a maximal injective curve γ : (0,∞)→ I(f) such that the restriction
γ|[t,∞) is a ray tail for all t > 0. We say that γ lands at z if limt→0 γ(t) = z, and we call z
the endpoint of γ.
Compare to [BRG17, Definition 5.1]. In this paper we restrict ourselves to functions in
class B, that has been the most widely studied class of transcendental maps given its re-
semblance to the polynomial case. See [Six18] for a survey of results. For a transcendental
function f , not just its singular set but also the closure of its forward orbit, called the
postsingular set P (f) ..=
⋃
n≥0 f
n(S(f)) plays a very important role on its dynamics. In
fact, all previously known results for which a complete topological description of the Julia
set in terms of existence and landing of rays concerned functions whose postsingular set
is bounded [Sch07, BJR12, Rem09, MB12]. Note that for polynomials, the orbit of any
point, and in particular of any critical value, is either bounded or converges to the sup-
perattracting fixed point at infinity. Even in the case when some of those singular values
escape to infinity, it is still possible to define dynamic rays as the orthogonal trajectories of
level curves for the Green function, and rays can be extended when they hit critical points
using Green’s function in a somehow natural way. See for example [GM93, Appendix A]
or [Kiw97, Section 2.2].
However, for transcendental maps, orbits necessarily interact differently with the essen-
tial singularity at infinity, leading to the trichotomy of bounded orbits, escaping orbits and
those nor bounded nor escaping (bungee set [OS16]). Hence, a priori it is not obvious what
to expect when for a transcendental map P (f) is unbounded, not even in the case when
P (f) ⊂ I(f). Moreover, unboundedness of P (f) leads to the additional challenge that
I(f) might contain critical values, and thus dynamic rays would split at critical points,
being then the landing of rays potentially compromised. This phenomenon can be illus-
trated with the function f = cosh. In this case S(f) = {−1, 1} and P (f) equals an orbit
that escapes to infinity in the real axis at an exponential rate. By previous results, the
existence of rays is guaranteed for f . Note that 0 is a critical point and is easy to check
that (−∞, 0] and [0,∞) are both ray tails. The vertical segments [0,−ipi/2] and [0, ipi/2]
are also mapped univalently to [0, 1], and thus, the union of each of them with each of the
ray tails (−∞, 0] and [0,∞) forms a different ray tail. In particular, we can think of such
structure as four ray tails that partially overlap pairwise. Their endpoints {−ipi/2, ipi/2}
are preimages of 0, leading again to two possible extensions of each ray tail, and the process
can continue looking at further preimages.
We are able to show for a larger class of functions including cosh that all their ray tails
can be extended in a thorough and converging way that results in the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.2. Let f ∈ B be a finite composition of functions of finite order. Suppose that
S(f) ∩ J(f) ⊂ I(f) is finite and all points in this set escape to infinity at more than a
constant rate. Then, every point in J(f) is either on a dynamic ray or it is the landing
point of one of such rays.
A more ambitious problem to solve for transcendental functions, that leads to a deeper
understanding of their dynamics, is to find an abstract topological model for the structure
and even the dynamics on their Julia set, in analogy to Douady’s “Pinched Disc Model”
for polynomials. This has been achieved for certain functions in class B. The seminal work
in this direction appeared in [AO93], where it is shown that the Julia set of certain expo-
nential and sine maps is homeomorphic to a universal topological object called a straight
brush (see Definition 5.1), and then naming their Julia set as a Cantor Bouquet. (Compare
[BDD+01, Rem06] for other parameters in the exponential family). Subsequently, it was
shown in [BJR12] that if f is of disjoint type (i.e. P (f) b F (f) and the Fatou set F (f) is
connected) and of finite order, then J(f) is a Cantor Bouquet.
If f ∈ B, then for λ ∈ C with |λ| small enough the function λf is of disjoint type. In par-
ticular λf is in the parameter space of f , that is, f and λf are quasiconformally equivalent.
Thus, their dynamics near infinity are related by a certain analogue of Bo¨ttcher’s theorem
for transcendental maps [Rem09]. One might regard disjoint type functions as the simplest
type of functions that lie in such parameter space, and thus playing an analogue role for f
as z → zd does for a polynomial of degree d. This idea was used in [Rem09, MB12], where
a semiconjugacy between the respective functions considered to a disjoint type map on
their parameter space is built. In particular, when these functions are of finite order, using
that the Julia set of the disjoint type function is a Cantor Bouquet by the aforementioned
result in [BJR12], they provide a topological descrition of their Julia sets as Pinched Can-
tor Bouquets, and thus a collection of landing rays. See also [ARGS19] for such a result
for geometrically finite maps.
In this paper we generalize previous results in two ways. Firstly, we generalize the maps
considered in [Rem09, MB12] in the following way: we say that f ∈ B is postcritically
separated if P (f) ∩ F (f) is compact and J(f) ∩ P (f) is discrete. If in addition f has
bounded criticality in J(f) and the points in J(f) ∩ P (f) are “sufficiently separated”, we
say that f is strongly postcritically separated. See Definition 8.3. Note that in particular
we now allow points in P (f) ∩ J(f) that are not in I(f). It is shown in a complementary
paper to this one [PS19] that all strongly postcritically separated maps are expanding with
respect to an orbifold metric in a neighbourhood of their Julia set, being expansion a key
property when constructing semiconjugacies to a topological model space.
Secondly, in order to provide a topological model for our functions, rather than assuming
that f is of finite order and using that a disjoint type map (and thus all by [Rem09, Theorem
3.1]) has a Cantor Bouquet Julia set, we consider the more general class of functions
CB ..= {f ∈ B : exists λ ∈ C : gλ ..= λf is of disjoint type and J(gλ) is a Cantor Bouquet}.
In particular, we investigate in Section 5 some interesting dynamical properties of maps
in this class, as for example the existence of dynamic rays. Recall that a transcendental
entire map f is said to be criniferous if every z ∈ I(f) is eventually mapped to a ray tail.
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Theorem 1.3. The class CB is closed under iteration and all maps in CB are criniferous.
Hence, the main result in this paper concerns strongly postcritically separated maps in
CB, for which we construct a topological model for the action of the function on its Julia
set. Since S(f) ∩ I(f) might not be empty, as shown in the case f = cosh, our model
space must reflect the splitting of rays at critical points and its topological structure can
no longer be a (Pinched) Cantor Bouquet. Thus, for f ∈ CB, we choose any gλ ..= λf of
disjoint type and define our model space as two copies of J(gλ), that is
J(gλ)± ..= J(gλ)× {−,+},
with a special topology that preserves the order of rays at infinity (see Section 7). We
consider I(gλ)± ..= I(gλ)× {−,+}, and define the model map g˜λ : J(gλ)± → J(gλ)± to act
as gλ on the first coordinate and as the identity on the sign of the points. Then, our main
result is the following:
Theorem 1.4 (Semiconjugacy to model space). Let f ∈ CB and strongly postcritically
separated. Then, there exists a continuous surjective function
ϕ : J(gλ)± → J(f)
so that f ◦ ϕ = ϕ ◦ g˜λ. Moreover, ϕ(I(gλ)±) = I(f).
A more detailed version of Theorem 1.4 is Theorem 9.6, where more information re-
garding the properties of ϕ is given. Since all functions considered in Theorem 1.2 are in
class CB and strongly postcritically separated, this theorem now follows from the following
corollary.
Corollary 1.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.4, every dynamic ray of f lands and
every point in J(f) is either on a dynamic ray or it is the landing point of at least one
such ray.
Moreover, we provide a combinatorial description of dynamic rays landing together for
the functions considered in Theorem 1.4 in Section 10. As a step towards constructing
the map ϕ in Theorem 1.3, we study properties of functions whose Julia set is a Cantor
Bouquet. In a rough sense, a Cantor bouquet consists of an uncountable collection of
disjoint curves, called hairs, tending to infinity and satisfying certain density condition
(see Definition 5.1). We have obtained the following result that we believe of interest on
its own and for future applications.
Theorem 1.6 (Continuous projection for Cantor Bouquets). Let g be a disjoint type func-
tion whose Julia set is a Cantor Bouquet, and for each R > 0 define
JR(g) ..= {z ∈ J(g) : |gn(z)| ≥ R for all n ≥ 1}.
Then, there exists a continuous function pi : J(g)→ JR(g) such that for each hair η of the
Cantor Bouquet J(g), there exists a point zη ∈ η such that pi acts as the identity map for
all points in η with greater potential than that of zη, and the image of the rest of points in
η equals zη.
See (5.5) and Theorem 5.7 for the definition of the function pi and a more precise version
of Theorem 1.6.
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Structure of the article. We start by assigning symbolic dynamics to certain criniferous
functions in Section 2. For that, we recall the usual definition of external addresses in
terms of fundamental domains for functions in class B, and then introduce a generalization
of this concept: we define signed external addresses and show that for many criniferous
functions, all points in their escaping set have at least two signed addresses. Signed ad-
dresses are defined in terms of some curves of points sharing that address called canonical
tails. Next, in Section 3 we introduce the concept of fundamental hands as preimages of
certain subsets of fundamental domains on which inverse branches can be defined, and
so that for each canonical tail, we can find an inverse branch that contains the tail on its
image. In Section 4 we recall the definition of logarithmic coordinates and prove some basic
properties that we use in Section 5, where we study general properties of functions whose
Julia set is a Cantor Bouquet and prove Theorem 1.6. It is in Section 6 where we study
the main properties of functions in class CB. In particular, we prove Theorem 1.3 using
results from [Rem09] to construct a semiconjugacy near infinity between f ∈ CB and any
disjoint type g belonging to its parameter space.
We continue by defining and studying in Section 7 the topological model for functions
in CB that concerns Theorem 1.4. We provide a formal definition of strongly postcritically
separated functions in Section 8, and include their basic properties and main results from
[PS19] that we use in the proof of Theorem 1.4. It is in Section 9 where we combine all
results and tools developed in the previous sections to construct the desired semiconjugacy
in Theorem 1.4 as limit of successive better approximations, and hence we prove Theorem
1.4 and Corollary 1.5. Finally, in Section 10 we provide a description of canonical rays
landing together in terms of their itineraries, a concept that we define using the landing
results from Corollary 1.5.
Basic notation. As introduced throughout this section, the Fatou, Julia and escaping
sets of an entire function are denoted by F (f), J(f) and I(f), respectively. The set
of critical values CV (f), that of asymptotic values AV (f) and the set of critical points
Crit(f). The set of singular values of f is S(f) and P (f) will be the postsingular set.
Moreover, PJ ..= P (f) ∩ J(f) and PF ..= P (f) ∩ F (f). We denote the complex plane by
C, the Riemann sphere by Cˆ and the right half-plane by H. A disc of radius  centred at
a point p will be D(p) and the unit disc centred at 0 will be abbreviated as D. We will
indicate the closure of a domain either by U or cl(U) in such a way that it will be clear
from the context, and these closures must be understood to be taken in C. A b B means
that A is compactly contained in B. The annulus with radii a < b ∈ C and the vertical
strip between x = a and x = b and will be denoted by
A(a, b) ..= {w ∈ C : a < |w| < b} and V (a, b) ..= {w ∈ C : a < Re(w) < b}
respectively. Whenever a function f is fixed, Orb−(A) and Orb−(A) will be the forward
and backward orbit of a set A of points under f . That is, Orb−(A) ..=
⋃∞
n=0 f
−n(A) and
Orb+(A) ..=
⋃∞
n=0 f
n(A).
Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to my supervisors Lasse Rempe-Gillen for in-
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2. Symbolic dynamics for criniferous functions
The concept of external addresses for functions in class B allows to assign symbolic
dynamics to points whose orbit stays away from a bounded set containing all singular
values of the function. In this section, we generalize this concept for certain criniferous
functions in class B in a way that all points in their escaping sets are provided symbolic
dynamics. We recall now the definition of criniferous functions introduced in [BRG17,
Definition 1.2].
Definition 2.1 (Criniferous functions). An entire function f is said to be criniferous if
every z ∈ I(f) is eventually mapped to a ray tail. That is, for every z ∈ I(f), there exists
a natural number N ..= N(z) such that fn(z) belongs to a ray tail for all n ≥ N .
Fundamental domains and external addresses
In this subsection we review the definition of external addresses for functions in class B
and the basic properties of the sets of points sharing a same external address, properties
that will serve us as a guide when defining signed external addresses in the next subsection.
2.2 (Fundamental domains). Fix f ∈ B and let D be an Jordan domain around the origin
containing S(f). The connected components of f−1(C \D) are called the tracts of f , and
we denote the set of tracts by Tf . If T ∈ Tf is a tract, then T is an unbounded Jordan
domain in and f is a universal covering f : T → C \ D on the closure of T . Let δ be an
arc connecting a point of D to infinity in the complement of the closure of the tracts. We
define
W ..= C \ (D ∪ δ) (2.1)
and call the connected components of f−1(W) the fundamental domains of f . Note that
by definition, the restriction of f to any fundamental domain is a conformal isomorphism.
Observation 2.3 (Characterization of disjoint type maps). Only finitely many (pieces of)
tracts or fundamental domains can intersect any given compact set. See [BRG17, Lemma
2.1] or [MB09, page 20]. In particular, there are only finitely many fundamental domains
whose closure intersects D, and disjoint type functions can be characterized as those maps
whose fundamental domains do not intersect D. More precisely, a function f ∈ B is of
disjoint type if and only if there exists a Jordan domain D ⊃ S(f) such that f(D) ⊂ D.
See [MB12, Proposition 2.8].
The partition of f−1(W) into fundamental domains allows us to assign symbolic dynam-
ics to points whose orbit stays sufficiently large, and in particular to escaping points. For
any fundamental domain F , let
∞
F denote the unbounded connected component of F \D.
Definition 2.4 (External addresses for functions in class B). Let f ∈ B and suppose that
fundamental domains have been defined for f as in (2.2). An (infinite) external address
for f is a sequence s = F0F1F2 . . . of fundamental domains of f . The address s is bounded
if the set of fundamental domains occurring in s is finite. For any external address s, we
denote
Js ..= {z ∈ C : fn(z) ∈
∞
Fn for all n ≥ 0}. (2.2)
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We say that s is admissible for f if Js is non-empty and denote by Addr(f) the set of all
admissible external addresses for f . Moreover, σ is the one-sided shift operator on external
addresses. That is, σ(F0F1F2 . . .) = F1F2 . . .. In particular,
f(Js) ⊆ Jσ(s) for all s ∈ Addr(f). (2.3)
Remark. Given that we have chosen the subsets
∞
F of fundamental domains to possibly
contain points on ∂D, the resulting sets Js defined in (2.2) are closed. For the reader
familiarized with [BRG17], we note that these sets are closely related to those defined as
“J0s (f)” in [BRG17, Definition 2.4], and do not equal the sets “Js” introduced in [BRG17,
Definition 4.2]. We have waived consistency in notation across articles in favour of simpli-
fying notation in this article. Meoreover, we remark that choice of the letter J for the sets
we have just defined is not arbitrary: they lie entirely in the Julia set of f , see [BRG17,
Lemma 2.6]. Thus, we informally refer to the sets “Js” as Julia constituents.
We will use in this section the following properties of Julia constituents.
Theorem 2.5 (Realisation of addresses). [BRG17, Theorem 2.5]. Let f ∈ B and suppose
that external addresses have been defined for f following Definition 2.4. Then, for any
external address s of f the following holds.
(a) If s is admissible, then Js contains a closed unbounded connected set X on which
the iterates of f tend to infinity uniformly.
(b) If X1 and X2 are unbounded, closed, connected subsets of Js with X1 * X2, then
X2 ⊆ X1 and fn|X2 →∞ uniformly.
(c) If s is bounded, then it is admissible. That is, Js 6= ∅.
We point out that Julia constituents need not be connected. Nonetheless, it follows from
Theorem 2.5 that for each s ∈ Addr(f), Js contains a unique closed connected unbounded
component, that we denote by J∞s .
Proposition 2.6 (Criniferous functions in class B). If f ∈ B is criniferous, then for each
s ∈ Addr(f), J∞s is either a ray tail or a dynamic ray together with its endpoint. In
particular,
I(f) ⊂
⋃
n
f−n
( ⋃
s∈Addr(f)
J∞s
)
. (2.4)
Proof. Fix s ∈ Addr(f) and let us choose any z ∈ J∞s ∩ I(f). Since f is criniferous, fN(z)
is the endpoint of a ray tail γ for some N ≥ 0. Then, by definition of ray tail, there exists a
constant M = M(γ) such that fm(γ) is contained in the tracts of f for all m ≥M , which in
particular implies that fm(γ) must be totally contained in a fundamental domain for each
m ≥ M . More specifically, since fN+m(z) ∈ fm(γ), the fundamental domain that fm(γ)
belongs to is determined by that of fN+m(z), and thus the external address s. Hence,
all points in fm(γ) have external address σm+N(s), and in particular, fM(γ) ⊂ J∞σN+M (s).
Moreover, by definition of Julia constituents, it also holds that fN+M(J∞s ) ⊆ J∞σN+M (s) and
thus, by Theorem 2.5(b), either fN+M(J∞s ) ⊆ fM(γ) or fM(γ) ⊆ fN+M(J∞s ). The first
case cannot occur because the restriction of f to any Julia constituent is injective as they
lie outside a Jordan domain that contains S(f), and moreover fN+M(z) ⊂ fN+M(J∞s ) and
fN+M(z) is the endpoint of fM(γ). Hence, the (N +M)-th preimage of fM(γ) in J∞s must
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be a ray tail with endpoint z, that we denote by γz. That is, γz ..= f
−N−M(fM(γ)) ∩ J∞s .
If z, w ∈ J∞s ∩ I(f), then by Theorem 2.5 (b) either γw ⊂ γz or γz ⊂ γw. Let
γ ..=
⋃
z∈I(f)∩J∞s
γz.
If we show that the accumulation set of γ in J∞s is at most one point, then we would have
shown that γ is either a dynamic ray or a ray tail, and the first part of the statement
follows. This is indeed true because J∞s \ I(f) is totally separated, a result that in turn
follows from the fact that the set of nonescaping points in J∞s has Hausdorff dimension
zero. This can be shown following the proof of [RG16, Proposition 5.9] and using that
functions in class B are expanding near infinity. See also [BRG17, Section 2]. If z ∈ I(f),
then by the same argument as before there exists N ..= N(z) > 0 and a ray tail γ such
that fN(z) ∈ γ ⊂ J∞τ for some τ ∈ Addr(f) and so equation (2.4) holds. 
Whenever f is a disjoint type function,
∞
F = F for all fundamental domains F , and for
each s ∈ Addr(f), Js ∪ {∞} is a continuum, that is, a nonempty, compact, connected,
metric space. Compare to [RG16, Definition 3.6 and page 18]. In this case, the Julia set
of f can be described as the disjoint union of its Julia constituents, that is,
f is of disjoint type ⇒ J(f) =
⋃
s∈Addr(f)
Js. (2.5)
2.7 (Cyclic order and topology in Addr(f)). For any function f ∈ B, there is a natural
cyclic order 1 on the set of its fundamental domains (resp. the set of its Julia constituents):
if A,B,C are fundamental domains (resp. Julia constituents), then we write
[A,B,C]∞ ↔ B tends to infinity between A and C in positive orientation. (2.6)
See [BRG17, Section 12] for details on the existence of a cyclic order on any pairwise
disjoint collection of unbounded, closed, connected subsets of C, none of which separates
the plane. From this cyclic order, it is possible to define a lexicographical cyclic order
on the set Addr(f): consider the cyclic order specified in 2.6 over the set of fundamental
domains together with the curve δ used in equation (2.1). From this cyclic order we can
define a linear order on the set of fundamental domains by “cutting” δ the following way:
F < F˜ if and only if [δ, F, F˜ ].
Then, the set of fundamental domains becomes a totally ordered set, and this order gives
rise to a lexicographical order “<
`
” on external addresses in the usual sense. With the
lexicographical order, Addr(f) becomes a totally ordered set, and hence we can define a
cyclic order induced by <
`
the usual way:
[s, α, τ ]` if and only if s <` α <` τ or α <` τ <` s or τ <` s <` α. (2.7)
This cyclic order on addresses agrees with with the cyclic order at infinity of their corre-
sponding Julia constituents. That is,
[s, α, τ ]` if and only if [Js, Jα, Jτ ]∞. (2.8)
Equation (2.8) follows from the cyclicity axiom of ternary relations (that is, if [a, b, c] then
[b, c, a]) together with the following claim:
1ternary relation [A,B,C] that is cyclic, asymmetric, transitive and total.
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Claim. For any pair s, α ∈ Addr(f) such that s <
`
α, it holds [δ, Js, Jα].
Proof of claim. Let s ..= F s0F
s
1 . . ., and α
..= Fα0 F
α
1 . . .. Let k be the first entry on which s
and α differ. That is, F si = F
α
i for all i < k, and F
s
k 6= Fαk . By the assumption s <` α, it
holds [δ, fk(Js), f
k(Jα)], and moreover f
i(Js), f
i(Jα) ⊂
∞
F si for all i < k. But then, since by
2.2 the function f acts as a conformal isomorphism from each fundamental domain to W ,
[δ, fk(Js), f
k(Jα)]⇐⇒ [δ, fk−1(Js), fk−1(Jα)]⇐⇒ · · · ⇐⇒ [δ, f(Js), f(Jα)]⇐⇒ [δ, Js, Jα],
and the claim follows. 4
The cyclic order on addresses specified in (2.8) allows us to provide the set Addr(f) with
a topology the following way: given two different elements s, τ ∈ Addr(f), we define the
open interval from s to τ , denoted by (s, τ), to be the set of all addresses α ∈ Addr(f)
such that [s, α, τ ]. The collection of all such open intervals forms a base for the cyclic
order topology. In particular, the open sets in this topology happen to be exactly those
ones which are open in every compatible linear order.
Remark. Unless otherwise stated, from now on and when working with external addresses,
we will assume that the set Addr(f) has been endowed with the cyclic order topology.
We would like to point out to the reader that providing Addr(f) with a topological
structure allows us to use the notion of convergence of external addresses. In particular,
for disjoint type functions, convergence of addresses is closely related to how the respective
Julia constituents accumulate on the plane. More specifically, if f is a disjoint type function
and {sk}k is a sequence of external addresses, then one can see using expansion arguments
that
sk → s ⇐⇒ Jsk → Js (2.9)
on the Hausdorff metric.
Signed external addresses
Let f ∈ B for which external addresses following the previous subsection. For a point
z ∈ J(f) such that Orb+(z) ⊂ Tf , it must occur that z ∈ Js for some s ∈ Addr(f), and
we say that z has (external) address s. Whenever it is defined, the external address of a
point is unique because by definition, Julia constituents are pairwise disjoint. If f is of
disjoint type, then all points in J(f) have an external address, but this is not the case
for a general function in class B. In this subsection, given some additional assumptions
on f , we propose a new form of address generalizing Definition 2.4 so that all points
in I(f) have (at least) one of these new addresses, that we call signed addresses. More
specifically, our aim is to define signed addresses for criniferous functions that do not
have asymptotic values in their Julia sets. In particular, we consider functions that might
contain escaping critical values. Hence, in a very rough sense, any sensible analogue of the
Julia constituents defined in equation (2.2), that is, satisfying properties (2.3) and (2.9),
would have to consider “bifurcations” or “splitting” at critical points. We develop further
the analysis performed for the map f = cosh in the introduction.
Example 2.8. Let f = cosh. Recall that S(f) = CV(f) = {−1, 1}, and so we can define
tracts and fundamental domains for f , following 2.2, using a disc D ⊃ {−1, 1} and letting
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δ be the piece of positive imaginary axis connecting ∂D to infinity. For this choice of D
and δ, each fundamental domain of f is contained in one of the vertical half-strips
SnL
..= {z : Re z < 0, Im z ∈ ((n− 1/2)pi, (n+ 3/2)pi)} or
SnR
..= {z : Re z > 0, Im z ∈ ((n− 3/2)pi, (n+ 1/2)pi)}. (2.10)
Thus, if we label the fundamental domains of f the same way as the strip they belong to,
it is easy to see that for the external addresses 0R, its Julia constituent J0R ⊂ R+.
We shall extend the curve J0R to be a ray tail the following way. Recall that by definition,
f(J0R) ⊂ Jσ(0R) = J0R and thus, there exists a preimage of J0R that contains J0R . Let us
call that preimage J0
0R
. If J0
0R
∩ Crit(f) = ∅, then J0
0R
is by definition a ray tail, we look
at the preimage of J0
0R
that contains J0
0R
and call it J1
0R
. We can continue this process
until a preimage β of Jn
0R
for some n contains the critical point 0. As explained in the
introduction, β is no longer a ray tail, but instead, its restrition to β without the segments
[0,−ipi/2] or [0, ipi/2] are ray tails. Thus, a choice has to be made on how to define Jn+1
0R
.
However, if we extend in the same fashion other Julia constituents Jsi for addresses si
sufficiently close to 0R, a more careful analysis would show that whenever si → 0R “from
above”, Jn+1si → [0, ipi/2]∪R+, and whenever si → 0R “from below”, Jsi → [0,−ipi/2]∪R+.
Hence, for an analogue of property 2.9 to hold, for every si, we would have to extend J0R
to include both of those two segments. But then, such extension would not be a ray tail.
We resolve this obstacle by considering two copies of Addr(f) indexed by {−,+} and
defining two ray tails Jn+1
(0R,+)
..= [0, ipi/2]∪R+ and Jn+1
(0R,−)
..= [0,−ipi/2]∪R+. By providing
Addr(f) × {−,+} with the “right” topology, an expression similar to 2.9 holds for the
elements in Addr(f)× {−,+}, that we call signed addresses.
We now formalize these ideas with more generality:
2.9 (Space of signed addresses). Let f ∈ B and suppose that external addresses have been
defined for f as in 2.4. Let Addr(f) be the set of admissible external addresses for f and
consider the set
Addr(f)± ..= Addr(f)× {−,+},
that we endow with a topology: let <` be the lexicographical order in Addr(f) defined as
in 2.7, and let us give the set {−,+} the order {−} <∗ {+}. We define the linear order
(s, ∗) <
A
(τ , ?) if and only if s <
`
τ or s =
`
τ and ∗ <∗ ?, (2.11)
where the symbols “∗, ?,” denote generic elements of {−,+}. As in the previous section,
this linear order gives rise to a cyclic order: for a, x, b ∈ Addr(f)±,
[a, x, b]
A
if and only if a <
A
x <
A
b or x <
A
b <
A
a or b <
A
a <
A
x. (2.12)
In turn, this cyclic order allows us to define a cyclic order topology τA in Addr(f)±.
Definition 2.10 (Signed external addresses for criniferous functions). Let f ∈ B be a
criniferous function and let (Addr(f)±, τA) be the corresponding topological space defined
according to 2.9. A signed (external) address for f is any element of Addr(f)±.
For each criniferous function f ∈ B such that J(f)∩AV(f) = ∅, we aim to define signed
external addresses for all points in I(f) by extending Julia constituents as described in Ex-
ample 2.8 in a systematic way. In order to do so, we start by establishing which extensions
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will be allowed at critical points, and defining canonical tails as curves in the escaping set
that agree with the criterion set.
Recall that for a holomorphic map f : S˜ → S between Riemann surfaces, the local degree
deg(f, z0) of f at a point z0 ∈ S˜ is the unique integer n ≥ 1, such that the local power
series development of f is of the form
f(z) = f(z0) + an(z − z0)n + (higher terms),
2.11 (Extensions at critical points). Let f ∈ B and let γ be either a ray tail or dynamic
ray (possibly together with its endpoint) such that γ ∩ AV(f) = ∅ and γ ∩ CV(f) 6= ∅.
Let β be a connected component of f−1(γ) such that β ∩ Crit(f) 6= ∅. Then, each critical
point c ∈ β is the endpoint of either deg(f, c) or 2 deg(f, c) curves in β \Crit(f), depending
on whether f(c) is or not the finite endpoint of γ. We denote the set of such curves by
L(c) and note that topologically, each of them is a radial segment centred at c. For each
α ∈ L(c), let α−, α+ ∈ L(c) be the successor and predecessor curves of α with respect
to the anticlockwise circular order of (topological) radial segments in L(c). Note that by
construction, f(α− · {c} · α) and f(α+ · {c} · α) are mapped univalently to a subset of γ.
Figure 1. Definition of bristles and canonical tails. In the picture, critical
points are represented by black dots, γ is a canonical tail and α+ and α− are
respective right and left bristles of α.
Definition 2.12 (Canonical tails and rays). In the setting described in 2.11, we define the
following:
• The curves α− and α+ are the left and right bristles of α respectively.
• For any curve ξ ⊂ β such that ξ∩L(c) equals a unique curve α ∈ L(c), the concatenations
α− · {c} · ξ and α+ · {c} · ξ
are the respective right and left extensions of ξ at c.
• If a curve λ ⊂ β is a nested sequence of right (resp. left) extensions, then we say that λ
is a right-extended curve (resp. left-extended curve).
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• If γ is ray tail (resp. dynamic ray) for which for all n ≥ 0 such that Crit(f)∩ fn(γ) 6= ∅
the curve fn(γ) is either a right-extended or left-extended curve, all of the same type,
then we say that γ is a canonical tail (resp. canonical ray) of f .
Remark. If γ ⊆ J∞s is a ray tail (resp. dynamic ray) for some s ∈ Addr(f), then γ is a
canonical tail (resp. ray), since by definition of Julia constituents, Orb+(J∞s )∩Crit(f) = ∅.
In the following Proposition 2.15, for certain criniferous functions, we establish a corre-
spondence between canonical tails and signed addresses. We achieve so by extending the
curves J∞s in such a way so that all extensions are canonical curves and all points in I(f)
belong to at least one canonical curve. In certain cases, rather than extending directly the
curve J∞s , for technical reasons it is more convenient to extend some subcurve of J
∞
s . In
fact, this will be the case in Section 9. Compare with equation (9.2) and Proposition 6.14.
The next definition establishes which conditions the mentioned subcurves must fulfil.
Definition 2.13. (Initial configuration of tails) Let f ∈ B such that J(f) ∩ AV(f) = ∅
and suppose that for each s ∈ Addr(f), there exists a set γ0s ⊂ J∞s that is a ray tail or a
dynamic ray possibly with its endpoint. We say that the set of curves {γ0s}s∈Addr(f) is a
valid initial configuration for f if for each s ∈ Addr(f), f(γ0s ) ⊂ γ0σ(s) and
I(f) ⊂ Orb−
 ⋃
s∈Addr(f)
γ0s
 =.. S. (2.13)
Observation 2.14 (Existence of initial configuration equivalent to criniferous). Note that
if for a function f ∈ B there exists a valid initial configuration, then by 2.13 f is crinifer-
ous. Conversely, if f ∈ B is criniferous such that J(f) ∩ AV(f) = ∅, by Proposition 2.6,
{J∞s }s∈Addr(f) is a valid initial configuration for f . Moreover, note that all curves in a valid
configuration are canonical.
Proposition 2.15 (Canonical tails for signed addresses). Let f ∈ B be a criniferous
function such that J(f) ∩ AV(f) = ∅. Let {γ0s}s∈Addr(f) be a valid initial configuration for
f and let S be the corresponding set given by (2.13). For each (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)± denote
γ0(s,∗)
..= γ0s . Then, for every n ∈ N, there exists a canonical tail (resp. ray with possibly its
endpoint) γn(s,∗) such that γ
n
(s,∗) ⊆ γn+1(s,∗) and f maps γn+1(s,∗) bijectively to γn(σ(s),∗). In particular,
if for each (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)± we define the Γ -curve
Γ (s, ∗) ..=
⋃
n≥0
γn(s,∗),
then S = ⋃(s,∗)∈Addr(f)± Γ (s, ∗).
Proof. Without loss of generality and for clarity in exposition, we assume that all curves
in the given initial configuration are canonical tails, since our arguments work exactly the
same way for the other cases. We construct canonical tails inductively on n and for all
pairs in Addr(f)±. Let n = 1 and choose any (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f). Since by assumption
f(γ0s ) ⊂ γ0σ(s) and the curves in the initial configuration are pairwise disjoint, there exists
a unique connected component β of f−1(γ0(σ(s),∗)) such that γ
0
(s,∗) ⊆ β. Define
γ1(s,∗) ..= β,
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which is a canonical tail as it is a preimage of the canonical tail γ0(s,∗) does not contain
any critical value, and hence, γ1(s,∗) ∩ Crit(f) = ∅. Note that γ1(s,−) = γ1(s,+), but for the
purpose of our inductive argument to hold, we assume that for all s ∈ Addr(f), γ1(s,−) is a
left-extended curve and γ1(s,+) is a right-extended curve.
Suppose that the first statement of the proposition has been proven for some n and all
elements in Addr(f)±. We shall see that it holds for n + 1. By the inductive hypothesis,
for (s, ∗) fixed in the statement, γn(s,∗) and γn(σ(s),∗) are well-defined canonical tails and
f(γn(s,∗)) = γ
n
(σ(s),∗). Moreover, γ
n
(σ(s),−) must be a left-extended curve and γ
n
(σ(s),+) a right
extended curve. Let β be the connected component of f−1(γn(σ(s),∗)) that contains γ
n
(s,∗),
which again is unique since , which again is unique since γn(σ(s),+) b γ0(s,∗) and the curves in
the initial configuration are pairwise disjoint. If (β \ γn(s,∗)) ∩ Crit(f) = ∅, we define
γn+1(s,∗)
..= β,
which is a canonical tail by the same argument as before. Otherwise, note that γn(s,∗) must
be contained in a unique connected component L1 of β \ (Crit(f)\γn(s,∗)). In fact, L1 \γn(s,∗)
does not contain any critical points, but can be extended to contain a critical point c1 ∈ β
as finite endpoint. Hence, since by the inductive hypothesis f|γn
(s,∗) maps bijectively to
γn−1(σ(s),∗), f maps the curve ({c1} ∪ L1) univalently to γn+1(σ(s),∗). If f({c1} · L1) = γn(σ(s),∗) we
define
γn+1(s,∗)
..= {c1} · L1
and the claim follows. If on the contrary f({c1} · L1) ( γnσ(s),∗), we note that L1 is a curve
containing a unique element of L(c1). Thus, following Definition 2.12, we define L2 to be
the respective right or left extension of L1 at c1 according to whether ∗ = + or ∗ = −.
That is, if α− and α+ are the respective left and right bristles of L1 at c1, then we define
L2 ..=
α+ · {c1} · L1 if ∗ = +α− · {c1} · L1 if ∗ = −.
Since β is the preimage of a ray tail, the curve L2 can be extended to contain an endpoint
c2, which is a critical point or f(c2) is the finite endpoint of γ
n
(σ(s),∗). If f({c2}·L2) = γn(σ(s),∗)
then we define
γn+1(s,∗)
..= {c2} · L2,
and the claim follows, since by construction, {c2} · L2 is either a right-extended or left-
extended curve depending only on whether ∗ = + or ∗ = −, and by the inductive hypoth-
esis, the same applies for the canonical tails γn+1(s,∗) and γ
n
σ(s), and hence γ
n+1
(s,∗) is a canonical
tail. Otherwise, if f({c2} · L2) 6= γn(σ(s),∗), the point c2 must be a critical point, and we
can define L3 to be the right or left extension of L2 at c2 following the same criterion as
before. Iterating this process we get a nested sequence · · · b Li+1 b Li b · · · of right
or left extended curves, all of the same type, contained in β. Since β ⊂ J(f) and by
assumption J(f) ∩ AV(f) = ∅, this process must converge. To see this, suppose that
the piece of γn(σ(s),∗) from its finite endpoint p to f(c1) is parametrized from [0, 1]. Then,
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f−1(γn(s,∗)([0, 1])) is bounded, and so the sequence {Li}i≥1 converges to a canonical tail
L ⊂ β such that f(L) = γn(σ(s),∗). Consequently, by defining
γn+1(s,∗)
..= L,
the first part of the proposition follows. The second part is a direct consequence of the
construction process together with equation (2.13) in Definition 2.13. 
Observe that in the previous proposition, we have shown that for a criniferous function
in class B that does not contain Julia asymptotic values, its escaping set is foliated as
a collection of Γ -curves, each of them formed by a nested sequence of canonical tails.
However, we cannot assert just yet that each of those curves is a dynamic ray, nor that
it lands, since it would still be left to show that the nested sequence indeed converges to
a curve with a finite endpoint. Nonetheless, we can still characterize each Γ -curve as a
concatenation of pieces of ray tails that in particular allows us to study the overlappings
occuring within this collection of sets.
Proposition 2.16 (Overlapping of Γ -curves). Under the conditions of Proposition 2.15,
for each (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f), either Γ (s,−) = Γ (s,+) and Orb−(Crit(f)) ∩ Γ (s, ∗) = ∅, or
Γ (s, ∗) can be expressed as a concatenation
Γ (s, ∗) = · · · · {ci+1} · γi+1i · {ci} · · · · γ10 · {c0} · γ∞c0 , (2.14)
where {ci}i∈I = Orb−(Crit(f)) ∩ Γ (s, ∗), for each i ≥ 1, if it exists, the curve γi+1i is a
(bounded) piece of dynamic ray, and γ∞c1 is a piece of dynamic ray joining c0 to infinity.
In particular, in the latter case, the following properties hold for Γ (s, ∗):
(A) γ∞c1 = Γ (s,−) ∩ Γ (s,+) and γ∞c1 does not belong to any other Γ -curve.
(B) For each i ≥ 1, the point ci belongs to exactly 2
∏∞
j=0 deg(f, f
j(z)) Γ -curves.
(C) For each i ≥ 1, γi+1i = Γ (s, ∗) ∩ Γ (τ , ?), where ? 6= ∗ and σj(τ) = σj(s) for some
j ≥ 1. Moreover, γi+1i does not belong to any other Γ -curve.
Proof. The dichotomy and characterization of Γ (s, ∗) in (8.2) are a direct consequence of its
definition in Proposition 2.15. In order to prove item (A), we start by noting that all curves
in a valid initial configuration are pairwise disjoint and by definition γ0(s,∗) = γ
0
s = γ
0
(s,−).
Let n be the smallest natural such that γn(s,∗) ∩ Orb−(Crit(f)) 6= ∅. Then c1 ∈ γn(s,∗), and
by definition for both ∗ ∈ {−,+}, f maps the restriction of γn(s,∗) from c1 to all points with
greater potential bijectively into γ0(s,−). Hence, no extensions have occurred any point in
f i(γn(s,∗)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and (A) follows. We prove together items (B) and (C), and in
order to do so, we start with the following observation:
Claim. if z ∈ γn(s,∗) for some (s, ∗) and n > 0, then z ∈ γm(τ ,?) for some (τ , ?) and m > n if
and only if z ∈ γn(τ ,?).
In other words, all Γ -curves to which a point z ∈ S belongs to are determined by the
curves “γn” it belongs to for any n ≥ 0 such that z ∈ ⋃ γn(s,∗). The observation can be
shown by contradiction: suppose that z ∈ γn(s,∗) and z ∈ γm(τ ,?) for some (τ , ?) and m > n.
Then by Proposition 2.15, fn(z) ∈ γ0(σn(s),∗) ∪ γm−n(σn(τ),?). But then by construction it must
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occur that σn(s) = σn(τ), since γ0σn(s) only belongs to curves of the form γ
n˜
(σn(s),∗) for all
n˜ ≥ 0.This implies that γ0(σn(τ),?) = γ0σn(s) and consequently by definition, z ∈ γn(τ ,?).
By this, we can prove items (B) and (C) by showing that for any n ≥ 0, the items hold
replacing in the statement all the curves Γ (s, ∗) by their restrictions to γn(s,∗). We proceed
by induction on n. For n = 0 we are in case (A). Suppose it holds for some n and we shall
see it does for n+1. Let us look at the curve γn+1(s,∗). By Proposition 2.15, f(γ
n+1
(s,∗)) = γ
n
(σ(s),∗)
and by the inductive hypothesis, the statements hold for both γn(s,∗) and γ
n
(σ(s),∗). Thus, we
are left to study the curve
γn+1(s,∗) \ γn(s,∗).
If it is the empty set, then the proposition holds using the previous claim in that it holds
for γn(s,∗). If f maps injectively γ
n+1
(s,∗) \ γn(s,∗) to γn(σ(s),∗), again by the inductive hypothesis
and the definition of the “curves γn+1” as preimages of all those overlapping γn(σ(s),∗), the
claim holds.
Hence, we are left to study the case when (γn+1(s,∗) \ γn(s,∗)) ∩ Crit(f) 6= ∅. Let z ∈
(γn+1(s,∗) \ γn(s,∗)) ∩ Crit(f). Then, by definition the map f acts like zdeg(f,z) locally around
z. By the inductive hypothesis, f(z) belongs to 2
∏∞
j=1 deg(f, f
j(z)) Γ -curves, and by the
previous claim, belongs to that number of curves of the form γn. Again by the inductive hy-
pothesis, those γn overlap pairwise, and hence, f(z) is the endpoint of
∏∞
j=1 deg(f, f
j(z)) or
2
∏∞
j=1 deg(f, f
j(z)) connected components of the union of Γ -curves without f(z), depend-
ing on whether f(z) is or not the finite endpoint of γn(σ(s),∗). We will assume without loss of
generality that f(z) is not the endpoint, since otherwise the argument in that case would
be a simplified version of the one to follow. Let G be the set of N ..= 2∏∞j=1 deg(f, f j(z))
components for which f(z) is an endpoint and let us subdivide them into two sets G1 and
G2 of the same cardinal according to whether they are or not unbounded. Note that the
sets have the same cardinal by the inductive hypothesis and by construction the bounded
sets are bristles, each of them of two canonical tails.
Then, z is the endpoint of deg(f, z) ·N connected components in f−1(G). More specifi-
cally, it contains deg(f, z) preimages of each of the N connected components of G \{f(z)},
intercalated such that if we order them topologically around z as radial segments, then each
curve in f−1(G1) is intercalated between two sets in f−1(G2) and viceversa. Consequently,
by construction in Proposition 2.15, each curve in f−1(G1) is respectively the left and right
bristle of two of the unbounded in a connected component of f−1(G2), and viceversa, for
each canonical tail in f−1(G2) there are two curves in f−1(G1) that are its right or left
extension. This means that each bristle belongs to both a left and right extension, and
there are exactly 2N deg(f, u) canonical tails sharing the critical point z. 
Definition 2.17 (Signed addresses for escaping points). Under the conditions of Proposi-
tion 2.15, for each z ∈ S ⊃ I(f), we say that z has signed address (s, ∗) if z ∈ Γ (s, ∗), and
we denote by Addr(z)± the set of signed addresses of z.
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Observation 2.18 (Escaping points have at least two signed addresses). It follows from
Proposition 2.16 that for each z ∈ S,
# Addr(z)± = 2
∞∏
j=0
deg(f, f j(z)), (2.15)
and thus, each point in S ⊃ I(f) has at least two signed addresses.
Observation 2.19 (Universality of canonical tails). We note that the concept of canonical
tail for a function f is defined independently of the choice of fundamental domains and
thus external addresses for f . However, it follows from Propositions 2.15 and 2.16 that if
γ ⊂ I(f) is a canonical tail for f , for every definition of Addr(f)±, there exists (s, ∗) ∈
Addr(f)± such that γ = γn(s,∗) for some n ≥ 0.
As a consequence, the strong version of Eremenko’s conjecture holds for f :
Corollary 2.20 (Strong Eremenko’s conjecture holds for certain criniferous functions).
Let f ∈ B be a criniferous function such that J(f) ∩AV(f) = ∅. Then every z ∈ I(f) can
be connected to ∞ by at least one curve γ such that fn|γ → ∞ uniformly. In particular, γ
can be chosen to be a canonical tail.
Observation 2.21 (Landing of Γ -curves implies landing of all dynamic rays). For a crinif-
erous function f ∈ B such that J(f)∩AV(f) = ∅, showing that all its canonical rays for f
land suffices to conclude that all dynamic rays for f land. This is because we have shown
in Proposition 2.15 that I(f) ⊂ S = ⋃(s,∗)∈Addr(f)± Γ (s, ∗), and so, since any dynamic ray
γ ⊂ I(f), γ belongs to the union of canonical rays. In particular, γ might be formed as
a concatenation at (preimages) of critical points of pieces of ray tails, where instead of
extending as in Definition 2.12, different choices of bristles are made.
Let us provide an overview of how signed addresses will aid us on our goal of proving
Theorem 1.4. Firstly, for a function f in Section 3, under the hypothesis of this section,
we construct neighbourhoods of the curves γ0(s,∗) where we define inverse branches of f
containing γn(s,∗) on their image, and such that for signed addresses close enough to (s, ∗)
the same holds. In particular this can be seen as the promised analogue of property (2.9)
for signed addresses. Our next step towards the proof of Theorem 9.6 will be to show
in Proposition 6.14 that functions in CB are criniferous, and that it is possible to choose
a convenient valid initial configuration of curves to define canonical tails for these maps.
Then, in Section 7 we construct a topological model for the functions in CB by considering
two copies of certain Julia set, that reflects the two copies of addresses in Addr(f)±. Finally,
in Section 9 we will map each connected component of the model signed with a “+” to a
Γ -curve of an address with the sign “+”, and we will do the proper for curves with the
“−” sign.
Observation 2.22. We note that the anticlockwise order of radial segments used in Defi-
nition 2.12 coincides with the circular order defined in 2.12 for the addresses in Addr(f)±,
since the collection of ray tails with a critical point as the endpoint separate the plane. In
particular, it can be shown that by construction
(sk, ∗k)→ (s, ∗) ⇐⇒ γn(sk,∗k) → γn(s,∗) (2.16)
for all n ≥ 0 with respect to the Hausdorff metric, as desired.
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3. Fundamental hands and inverse branches
Let f ∈ B be as in the previous section, that is, a criniferous function such that J(f) ∩
AV(f) = ∅. For this section we also assume:
(PF): The sets P (f) ∩ (J(f) \ I(f)) and S(f) ∩ I(f) are both finite.
In a rough sense, our goal in this section is the following: given the assumptions on
f , by Proposition 2.15 we can define for each s ∈ Addr(f)± and n ≥ 0 a canonical tail
γn(s,∗) such that f
n maps γn(s,∗) bijectively to γ
0
(s,∗). Using this, we aim to define for each
s ∈ Addr(f)± and n ≥ 0 an inverse branch of fn on a neighbourhood U of γ0(s,∗) such that
the image of this inverse branch contains γn(s,∗), and such that in addition, there exists an
interval of signed addresses containing (s, ∗) such that the same inverse branch with those
properties can be taken for all addresses in the interval. See Lemma3.8. We are able to
achieve this result thanks to the consistency on taking always either right or left extensions
in the definition of canonical tails, together with the equivalence of orders pointed out in
Observation 2.22. In order to define these inverse branches, we introduce the concept of
fundamental hands, that are defined as n-th preimages of certain simply connected subsets
of fundamental domains that do not contain singular values. Moreover, we point out that
for us, the existence of these inverse branches plays a decisive role in the construction of
the desired semiconjugacy of Theorem 1.4, as they will allow us to construct a sequence
of continuous functions that are successive better approximations of the conjugating map.
This will be reflected in Proposition 9.4. See also Figure 6.
Remark. We suggest the reader familiar with [BRG17] to compare the notion of fundamen-
tal hands with that of fundamental tails for postsingularly bounded functions, introduced
in [BRG17, Section 3] in order to define dreadlocks. We point out that for the functions we
consider in this section, we face the additional challenge of the presence of critical points
in the Julia set, and hence the existence of a sensible generalization of the concept of
dreadlocks for our functions is a priori not obvious to us.
For any function f with the properties stated above, we start by defining fundamental
domains with respect to a convenient choice of a domain D ⊃ S(f) and a curve δ connecting
D to infinity that will simplify the arguments in our proofs. Recall that by Corollary 2.20,
every point z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) is the endpoint of at least one canonical tail.
Proposition 3.1 (Parameters to define fundamental domains). Let f ∈ B be a criniferous
function such that J(f) ∩AV(f) = ∅ and satisfying (PF). For each point z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f),
let γz be a canonical tail with finite endpoint z. Then there exists a Jordan domain D ⊃
S(f)∪ (P (f)∩ (J(f)\I(f))) and an arc δ ⊂ C\f−1(D) connecting a point of D to infinity
such that the domain
W−1 ..= C \ (D ∪ δ) (3.1)
has the following property: if τ is a connected component of f−n(W0) for some n ≥ 0 and
z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) ∩ τ , then γz ⊂ τ . Moreover, τ ∩ (P (f) \ I(f)) = ∅.
Proof. Since f is in class B and satisfies (PF), we can choose a disk DR0 centred at the
origin for some R0 > 0 sufficiently large so that S(f) ∪ (P (f) ∩ (J(f) \ I(f))) ⊂ DR0 . Let
TDR0 = f−1(C \ DR0) be the corresponding set of tracts. Then, by Definition 1.1 of ray
tails, for each z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) there exists a natural number N(z) > 0 such that the ray
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tail fn(γz) ⊂ TDR0 for all n ≥ N(z). Let us consider the set of ray tails
R ..= {fn(γz) : z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) and 0 ≤ n ≤ N(z)},
which has finitely many elements as by (PF), #(S(f) ∩ I(f)) is finite. Note that if γ is a
ray tail, then by definition limt→∞ f(γ(t)) = ∞. Hence, there exists a constant R(γ) > 0
such that γ \ DR(γ) ⊂ TDR0 . Since #(R) <∞, there is a finite constant
R1 ..= max
γ⊂R
R(γ).
Thus, for all γ ⊂ R, γ \ DR1 ⊂ TDR0 . We define tracts for f with respect to DR1 as the
connected components of f−1(C \ DR1) =.. TDR1 . We can assume without loss of generality
that DR0 ⊂ DR1 , since otherwise we can replace R1 by a bigger constant, and thus it holds
that TDR1 ⊂ TDR0 . By construction, for all n ≥ 0, fn(γz) ⊂ DR1 ∪ TDR0 , and consequently,
if δ is a curve connecting a point in ∂DR1 to infinity totally contained in C \ TDR0 , it holds
that
fn(γz) ∩ δ = ∅ for all z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) and n ≥ 0. (3.2)
Note that this is equivalent to saying that⋃
z∈S(f)∩I(f)
γz ∩
⋃
n≥0
f−n(δ) = ∅.
Let us fix any such curve δ. Note that δ together with the simply connected domain DR1
do not allows us to define a set W−1 as in (3.1) satisfying the desired property: the curves
γz from the statement could a priori intersect some preimage of ∂DR1 , and the statement
would not hold. In fact, in order to define W−1 satisfying the property we are looking for,
by (3.2), it suffices to find a domain D ⊃ DR1 such that D∩ δ is a single point and so that
if z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) and fn(z) ∈ (C \D), then fn(γz) ⊂ (C \D), (3.3)
since the property on the statement is equivalent to saying that if fn(γz) ⊂ C \ (D∪ δ) for
some z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) and n ≥ 1, then fn(γz) ⊂ C \ (D ∪ δ). Hence, we are left to find a
domain D for which (3.3) holds.
Arguing as before, for each z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) there exists a constant M(z) such that
fm(γz) ⊂ (C \ DR1) for all m ≥M(z). Hence, there exists a constant Q ≥ R1 such that
DQ ⊃ {fn(z) : z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f), 0 ≤ n ≤M(z) and fn(γz) ∩ DR1 6= ∅} =.. P ,
and the set P has only finitely many elements. By the same argument as before, only
finitely many rays that are of the form fm(γz) for some m ≥ M(z) and z ∈ I(f) ∩ S(f)
intersect DQ. Hence, we can find a domain D such that DR1 ∪ P ⊂ D ⊂ DQ and so that
D ∩ fm(γz) = ∅ for all m ≥M(z) and z ∈ I(f)∩ S(f). This means that since P ⊂ D, the
hypothesis in (3.3) can only hold for fm(z) with m ≥M(z), but by construction the thesis
in (3.3) always holds for these cases. Thus (3.3) is always true for D and this concludes
the proof. 
We are now ready to define the basic objects of this section.
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Definition 3.2 (Fundamental hands). Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, let W−1
be the domain given by (3.1). Then, for each n ≥ 0 define inductively
Xn ..=
⋃
z∈Wn−1∩S(f)∩I(f)
γz and Wn ..= f
−1 (Wn−1 \Xn) .
For every n ≥ 0, each connected component of Wn is called a fundamental hand of level n.
In particular, fundamental hands of level 0 are fundamental domains for f . Some basic
properties of fundamental hands that we will use are the following:
Proposition 3.3 (Facts about fundamental hands). Fundamental hands are unbounded,
simply connected, and any two of the same level are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, each
fundamental hand of level n > 1 is mapped univalently under f to a fundamental hand of
level n− 1.
Proof. We prove all facts simultaneously using induction on n. For n = 0, fundamental
hands are fundamental domains, and so the statement follows by definition, see 2.2. As-
sume the statement holds for some n − 1, and we shall see that holds for n. Let τ be a
fundamental hand of level n. Then by definition, Then its image f(τ) is contained in a
fundamental hand τ˜ of level n−1. By Proposition 3.1, Xn does not intersect ∂τ˜ ∩f−n(W0).
Note that ∂τ˜ \ f−n(W0) is either the empty set or is formed by preimages of some Xi, that
is of the curves γz, which are ray tails. But then, Xn ∩ (∂τ˜ \ f−n(W0)) must be simply
connected, since otherwise there would be a domain enclosed by ray tails that escapes
uniformly to infinity, contradicting that I(f) has empty interior for functions in Class B.
Thus, by this and using the inductive hypothesis, τ˜ \Xn is an unbounded, simply connected
domain. Since f is an open map, the same must hold for τ .
In order to see that f|τ is injective, note that all singular values contained in Wn−1 also
belong to Xn, and hence τ ∩Crit(f) = ∅. This implies that the restriction f|τ is a covering
map into its image, and all inverse branches of f in the domain f(τ) can be continued.
Moreover, by the argument before, f(τ) = τ˜ \Xn must be simply connected. This implies
that all arcs in f(τ) with fixed endpoints are homotopic, and hence, by the Monodromy
Theorem (see [Ahl78, Theorem 2, p.295]), given any two homotopic curves in f(τ), for an
inverse branch of f defined in a neighbourhood of their starting endpoint, all its analytic
continuations along the curves lead to the same values at the terminal endpoint, and so
f|τ is injective. By the inductive hypothesis fundamental hands of level n− 1 are pariwise
disjoint, and since fundamental hands of level n are the connected components of subsets
of those hands, they are also pairwise disjoint. 
3.4 (Fixing external addresses for f). Let f ∈ B be a criniferous function such that
J(f) ∩ AV(f) = ∅ and satisfying (PF), and suppose that fundamental hands have been
defined for f . Then, we define external addresses for f with respect to its fundamental
hands of level 0, since in particular they are fundamental domains. As usual, we denote
by Addr(f) the set of admissible external addresses for f .
In the next proposition, that will serve us as an auxiliary result to prove the following
Proposition 3.7, we show that fundamental hands of any level always intersect at least one
fundamental domain in an unbounded set. As a consequence, we obtain that fundamental
hands contain Julia constituents.
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Proposition 3.5 (Fundamental hands contain Julia constituents). Under the hypotheses
of 3.4, let τ be a fundamental hand of level n for some n ≥ 0. Then there exists at least one
fundamental domain F1 such that τ ∩F1 is unbounded. Moreover, if Jω ⊂ τ \Xn for some
ω ∈ Addr(f), then for each fundamental domain F0 there exists a unique fundamental
hand τ˜ of level n + 1 such that f(τ˜) ⊂ τ and JF0ω ⊂ F0 ∩ τ˜ . In particular, there exists
s ∈ Addr(f) such that Js ⊂ τ .
Proof. In order to prove the first claim, we proceed by induction on the level n of the hand
τ . For n = 0, τ is a fundamental domain and so the first claim is trivial. Suppose it is true
for n − 1. In order to see that it also holds for n, note that by definition of fundamental
hands, f(τ) ⊂ τ2, where τ2 is a fundamental hand of level n − 1. Then by the inductive
hypothesis, there exists at least one fundamental domain F1 such that F1∩τ2 is unbounded.
Let D be the domain containing S(f) in the definition of fundamental domains, and let W−1
be given by (3.1). Moreover, let F∞1 be the unbounded connected component of F1\D, and
let U be the unbounded connected component of F∞1 ∩ (f(τ)\D). Then, since by Proposi-
tion 3.3 f|τ maps to f(τ) bijectively and since U ⊂ W0, there exists a unique fundamental
domain F0 containing the unbounded set f
−1(U)∩τ , and so we have proven the first claim.
For second claim, let ω = F1F2 . . . ∈ Addr(f) be as in the statement. In particular
Jω ⊂ F1. Then, for any other fundamental domain F0, by the same argument as before,
f−1(F1) ∩ F0 is an unbounded domain that by definition contains JF0ω. Moreover, since
F0 ∩ Crit(f) = ∅ by the definition of fundamental domains, f|f−1(F1)∩F0 is injective. This
means that there exists a unique connected component of f−1((τ \ Xn) ∩ F1) containing
JF0ω. In particular, by definition of fundamental hands and since they are pairwise disjoint,
there is a unique fundamental hand τ˜ of level n + 1 that is the connected component of
f−1(τ \Xn) that contains JF0ω.
Finally, we construct an external address s for which Js ⊂ τ . Note that for each 0 ≤ j ≤
n, f j(τ) ⊂ τj for some fundamental hand τj of level n− j. In particular, by the first part
of the proposition, for each fundamental hand τj there exists a fundamental domain Fj
such that τj ∩ Fj is unbounded. Recall that the curves γz in the definition of fundamental
hands that compose the sets Xj are canonical tails. Then, by Proposition 2.15 together
with Observation 2.19, each γz contains exactly one Julia constituent Jα for some external
address α, and consequently the same holds for the ray tails in
R ..= {f j(γz) : z ∈ S(f) ∩ I(f) and 0 ≤ j ≤ n},
which is a set of finitely many elements. In particular, the set
Addr(R) ..= {s ∈ Addr(f) : Js ∩ γ 6= ∅ for some γ ∈ R}
has the same finite cardinal. Since Addr(f) is an uncountable set, we can choose any
bounded address ω ∈ Addr(f) such that s ..= F0F1 . . . Fnω /∈ Addr(R). Then by Theorem
2.5, since s is also bounded, Js 6= ∅ and so s ∈ Addr(f). By construction, Js ∩Xj = ∅ for
all 0 ≤ j ≤ n and JFnω ⊂ Fn, which is the fundamental hand of level 0 containing fn(τ).
Then, applying the second part of the statement iteratively we see that Js ⊂ τ . 
As announced at the beginning of the section, we are interested in finding neighbourhoods
of canonical tails on which inverse branches are well-defined. These neighbourhoods will
be provided by images of closures of fundamental hands.
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3.6 (Fixing indexed canonical tails for f). Let f ∈ B be a criniferous function such that
J(f) ∩AV(f) = ∅ and satisfying (PF), and suppose that fundamental hands and external
addresses have been defined for f according to 3.4. Then we define the set of signed
addresses Addr(f)± following Definition 2.10. Moreover, let
C ..= {γn(s,∗) : n ≥ 0 and (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)±}
be a set of canonical tails provided by Proposition 2.15 for any valid initial configuration.
In particular, one can always use {J∞s }s∈Addr(f), see Observation 2.14.
Under the conditions above, in the next proposition we show that each canonical tail
γn(s,∗) ∈ C belongs to the closure of at least one and at most two fundamental hands of
level n. In addition, we assign to each canonical tail a fundamental hand that will allow
us to define the desired inverse branches in the following Lemma 3.8. Recall that we have
shown in Proposition 3.5 that given any fundamental hand, we can find a Julia constituent
contained on it.
Proposition 3.7 (Fundamental hands for canonical tails). Let f ∈ B be a criniferous
function such that J(f)∩AV(f) = ∅ and satisfying (PF) and let C be defined according to
3.6. For each γn(s,∗) ∈ C, exactly one of the following holds:
(A) There exists a unique fundamental hand τ of level n such that γn(s,∗) ⊂ τ . We denote
τn(s, ∗) ..= τ ∪ γn(s,∗).
(B) The curve γn(s,∗) belongs to the boundary of exactly two fundamental hands τ and τ˜
of level n. Let υ, ω ∈ Addr(f) such that J∞υ ⊂ τ and J∞ω ⊂ τ˜ . Then we denote
τn(s, ∗) ..=
τ ∪ γn(s,∗) if [υ, s, ω]` and ∗ = − or [ω, s, υ]` and ∗ = +τ˜ ∪ γn(s,∗) otherwise, (3.4)
where “[·]`” is the cyclic order in addresses defined in (2.7).
Remark. The definition of τn(s, ∗) in case (B) is independent of the choice of addresses
υ, ω ∈ Addr(f) such that J∞υ ⊂ τ and J∞ω ⊂ τ˜ , since the boundary of τ separates the
plane. Hence, by (2.8), if [υ, s, ω]` for some υ, ω ∈ Addr(f) such that J∞υ ⊂ τ and J∞ω ⊂ τ˜ ,
then [a, s, b]` for any pair a, b ∈ Addr(f) such that J∞a ⊂ τ and J∞b ⊂ τ˜ , and viceversa.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. We proceed by induction on the level n of the canonical tails. If
n = 0, then for each (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)±, by definition the curve γ0(s,∗) bust be contained
in J∞s , which in turn is totally contained in a single fundamental domain F0, and so
τ0(s, ∗) = F0. Suppose that the proposition holds for all addresses in Addr(f)± and for n−1.
Let us fix (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)± and note that by the inductive hypothesis, τn−1(σ(s), ∗) has
already been defined and γn−1(σ(s),∗) belongs to the closure of at most two fundamental hands
of level n− 1, let us say τ1 and τ2, where either τ1 = τ2 or τ1 6= τ2 and γn−1(σ(s),∗) ∈ ∂τ1 ∩ ∂τ2.
Since by definition γn(s,∗) is a connected component of f
−1(γn−1(σ(s),∗)), by continuity of f
the curve γn(s,∗) can potentially intersect any fundamental hand τ of level n such that
f(τ)∩ (τ1 ∪ τ2) 6= ∅. As a rough idea, note that if τ1 and τ2 do not contain singular values,
then they do not intersect Xn and so, using Proposition 3.3, there exists a unique pair
of connected constituents τ˜1 ⊂ f−1(τ1) and τ˜2 ⊂ f−1(τ2) such that τ˜1, τ˜2 are fundamental
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hands of level n and γn(s,∗) belongs to their closure. However, whenever Xn intersects those
hands, inverse branches that define fundamental hands of level n are defined in smaller
domains whose boundary contains part of Xn, and so γ
n
(s,∗) could in principle intersect more
than two fundamental hands. We shall see that canonical tails have been defined in a way
so that this cannot occur. We divide the proof into two cases:
(1) γn−1(σ(s),∗) ∩ S(f) = ∅.
In this case, it might still occur that γn−1(σ(s),∗) ∩ Xn 6= ∅, but since Xn is formed by ray
tails, C \ (γn−1(σ(s),∗) ∩ Xn) must be simply connected, since otherwise there would be a
contradiction with I(f) having empty interior. By the Monodromy Theorem, all inverse
branches of the restriction of f to int(τn−1(σ(s), ∗)) \Xn can be extended continuously
to contain γn−1(σ(s),∗) in its domain, and since they are injective into its image, we see that
case (A) or (B) holds for γ(s,∗) depending on whether Xn \ γn−1(σ(s),∗) is empty or not.
(2) γn−1(σ(s),∗) ∩ S(f) 6= ∅.
If γn(s,∗) ∩ Crit(f) = ∅, then the exists an inverse branch of the restriction of f to
int(τn−1(σ(s)), ∗) \ Xn that by the Monodromy theorem can be extended to contain
γn−1(s,∗), and so that its image contains γ
n
(s,∗). Then we can argue as in the previous case.
If on the contrary γn(s,∗) ∩ Crit(f) 6= ∅, then we cannot use the Monodromy Theorem to
extend continuously an inverse branch. We shall see that indeed γn(s,∗) has been defined
so that either case (A) or (B) holds. Note that by definition of fundamental hands, γ0(s,∗)
is either totally contained on a hand of level n, or belongs to the boundary of two such
hands whenever f(γ0(s,∗)) ⊂ Xn. We subdivide the proof into these two cases:
– Suppose that γ0(s,∗) ⊂ τ , where τ is some hand of level n. Since γn(s,∗) ∩ Crit(f) 6= ∅
and by definition τ ∩ Crit(f) = ∅, the curve γn(s,∗) must intersect ∂τ . Moreover, by
Proposition 3.1, x must lie in f−1(Xn), and thus x belongs to the intersection of (at
least) two canonical tails, namely γn(s,∗) and β ⊂ f−1(Xn) ∩ ∂τ . Hence, by Proposition
2.16, x must be a (preimage of a) critical point. Then, the continuation of γn(s,∗) at x
towards points with smaller potential must be a bristle of γn(s,∗) in the sense of Defini-
tion 2.12. Thus, by definition, this bristle is either contained in τ or it is a common
bristle of β and γn(s,∗). Let us assume without loss of generality it is a left bristle, since
the other case is analogous. Then γn(s,∗) is a nested sequence of left extensions. Since
C \ (β ∪ γn(s,∗)) is simply-connected, it follows that in both cases γn(s,∗) must be in the
closure of τ and case (A) holds.
– Suppose that γ0(s,∗) ⊂ ∂τ ∩ ∂τ˜ , where τ and τ˜ are hands of level n. Let x the point of
smallest potential in γn(s,∗) ∩ ∂τ ∩ ∂τ˜ . If x is the endpoint of γn(s,∗), case (B) holds and
we are done. Otherwise, by the same argument as before, x must be a (preimage of
a) critical point, and so, the continuation of γn(s,∗) towards points of smaller potential
than that of xis a nested sequence or left or right bristles. The bristle that contains
x is no longer in the boundary of both τ and τ˜ , so it is either in the interior or the
boundary of only one of them. Then from there we can argue as in the previous case
and we see that case (A) holds. 
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Finally, we use the sets defined in the previous proposition to define, for any given signed
address (s, ∗) and n > 0, an inverse branch of f in a (not necessarily open) neighbourhood
U of γn−1(σ(s),∗) such that f(U) ⊃ γn(s,∗). Moreover, the definition and study of the concepts
introduced in this section finds its justification in the following property, that will follow
from the next proposition: the neighbourhood U above is defined so that there exists an
interval of addresses I 3 (s, ∗) in the cyclic order topology of Addr(f)±, see (2.12), so that
for all (τ , ?) ∈ I, γn−1(σ(τ),?) ⊂ U and γn(τ ,?) ⊂ f(U). In other words, we provide an explicit
statement of the idea of convergence of canonical tails in terms of their addresses noted in
Observation 2.22.
Lemma 3.8 (Inverse branches for canonical tails). Under the conditions of Proposition
3.7, for each n ≥ 0 and (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)±:
(1) There exists an open interval of signed addresses In(s, ∗) 3 (s, ∗) such that
τn(τ , ?) ⊆ τn(s, ∗) for all (τ , ?) ∈ In(s, ∗).
(2) If n ≥ 1, the restriction f|τn(s,∗) is injective and maps into τn−1(σ(s), ∗).
Hence, for all n ≥ 1, we can define the inverse branches
f
−1,[n]
(s,∗)
..=
(
f |τn(s,∗)
)−1
: f(τn(s, ∗))→ τn(s, ∗). (3.5)
Proof. We start by showing (2). Recall that by Proposition 2.15, f|γn
(s,∗) maps injectively to
γn−1(σ(s),∗). Note that if γ
n
(s,∗) ∩ int(τn(s, ∗)) 6= ∅, then case (A) in Proposition 3.7 must occur
for both γn(s,∗) and γ
n−1
(σ(s),∗), and so since by Proposition 3.3 f(int(τn(s, ∗)) maps injectively
into a fundamental hand of level n− 1, that hand must be int(τn−1(σ(s), ∗)) and the claim
follows. Otherwise, γn(s,∗) ⊂ ∂τn(s, ∗) and γ0(s,∗) ⊂ ∂τn(s, ∗)∩ ∂τ for two fundamental hands
τn(s, ∗), τ˜ of level n. If γ0(s,∗) ⊂ f−1(Xn), then f(γ0(s,∗)) and hence f(γn(s,∗)) = γn−1(σ(s),∗) is
totally contained in a fundamental hand of level n − 1, namely τn−1(σ(s), ∗). Then, by
continuity of f both τn(s, ∗) and τ˜ are mapped under f to that fundamental hand, and the
claim follows. Hence, we are left to study the case when γ0(s,∗) * f−1(Xn), which implies
that γ0(σ(s),∗) must also belong to ∂τn−1(σ(s), ∗). By Proposition 3.5, we can choose a pair of
addresses a, b ∈ Addr(f) such that γ0a ⊂ τn(s, ∗) and γ0b ⊂ τ˜ . In particular, by Proposition
3.7 it must occur that τn(a, ∗) = τn(s, ∗) and τn(b, ∗) = τ˜ . We may assume without loss of
generality that [a, s, b]` holds, since the case [b, s, a]` is analogous. We subdivide the proof
into several cases.
• Suppose case (B) in Proposition 3.7 holds for γn(s,∗). Then by the assumption [a, s, b]`
it must occur that ∗ = −. Note that by (2.8), this is equivalent to [γ0a, γ0s , γ0a]∞. Since
[σ(a), σ(s), σ(b)]`, then it holds [f(γ
0
σ(a)), f(γ
0
σ(s)), f(γ
0
σ(b))]∞.
– If case (B) also holds for γn−1(σ(s),∗), then τn−1(σ(s), ∗) is defined as the component con-
taining f(γ0σ(a)), which by the discussion before, since τn(a, ∗) = τn(s, ∗), it must occur
that f(τn(s, ∗)) ⊂ τn−1(σ(s), ∗), as desired.
– If case (A) holds for γn−1(σ(s),∗), then this means that γ
n−1
(σ(s),∗) has a bristle, and there exists
a (preimage) of a critical point in γn−1(σ(s),∗) where the curve “turns left”, because it must
be a left bristle since ∗ = −. In particular, this “topological turning” agrees with the
order that the relation [f(γ0σ(a)), f(γ
0
σ(s)), f(γ
0
σ(b))]∞ induces in the fundamental hands
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and boundaries that contain them. That is, τn−1(σ(s), ∗) must be the component
containing f(γ0σ(a)), and by the same argument as before the claim follows.
• Suppose case (A) in Proposition 3.7 holds for γn(s,∗). If case (A) also holds for γn−1(σ(s),∗),
then by continuity of f the claim must be true. If on the contrary case (B) holds for
γn−1(σ(s),∗), then the claim follows using an analogous argument to the just analysed case of
(B) holding for γn(s,∗) and (A) holding for γ
n−1
(σ(s),∗), and hence we omit it.
We prove (1) by induction on n. If n = 0, then for any (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)±, τ0(s, ∗) = F0,
where F0 is a fundamental domain. By Theorem 2.5, we can choose a pair of bounded ad-
dresses a, b whose first entry is F0 and so that [a, s, b]`, and define I0(s, ∗) ..= ((a,−), (b,+)).
Then γ0(τ ,?) ⊂ F0 for all addresses (τ , ?) ∈ I0(s, ∗), and so τ0(τ , ?) = F0 and (1) follows.
Let us assume that the statement holds for all addresses in Addr(f)± and for n −
1. Suppose that s = F0F1... and note that by the inductive hypothesis, the interval
In−1(σ(s), ∗) 3 (σ(s), ∗) is defined. If γ0(σ(s),?) ⊂ int(τn−1(σ(s), ∗)) \Xn, then we can find a
subinterval of addresses I ′ ⊆ In−1(σ(s), ∗) such that γn−1(τ ,?) ⊂ int(τn−1(σ(s), ∗)) \Xn for all
(τ , ?) ∈ I ′. Then, for each (τ , ?) ∈ I ′, by Proposition 3.7 there exists a unique fundamental
hand τ˜ of level n such that f(τ˜) ⊂ int(τn−1(σ(s), ∗)) and γ0F0τ ⊂ τ˜ . The hand τ˜ must equal
τn(F0τ , ?), and by continuity of f , it must occur that τn(s, ∗) = τn(F0τ , ?) for all (τ , ?) ∈ I ′.
By Proposition 3.7, γ0(F0τ ,?) ⊂ τn(s, ∗), and thus, the set
S ..= {(F0τ , ?) ∈ Addr(f)± : (τ , ?) ∈ I ′}
is indeed an interval of addresses, since by continuity f preserves the order at infinity of
extensions of level 0, and so it follows from (2.8). More specifically, if I ′ = ((a, ∗), (b, ?)),
then S = ((F0a, ∗), (F0b, ?)) =.. In(s, ∗).
Otherwise, if γ0(σ(s),?) * int(τn−1(σ(s), ∗)) \ Xn, then either γ0(σ(s),∗) ⊂ ∂τn−1(σ(s), ∗) or
γ0(σ(s),∗) ⊂ Xn. In the first case, the interval of addresses In−1(σ(s), ∗) must be of the form
In−1(σ(s), ∗) =
((s,−), (a, ?)) if ∗ = +((a, ?), (s,+)) if ∗ = −.
for some signed address (a, ?). Roughly speaking, this is because since γ0(σ(s),∗) is contained
in the boundary of τn−1(σ(s), ∗), by (2.8), if [b, s, a]` for any pair of addresses a, b ∈ Addr(f)
close enough to s, then if for example ∗ = +, then γn(a, ?) /∈ τn(s, ∗) for all a 6= s. Hence,
in this case the open interval ((s,−), (a, ?)) includes the address (s,+) but it does not
include any address such that sk → s “from below”. An analogous reasoning applies when
∗ = −, since then the interval ((a, ?), (s,+)) includes (s,−) but it does not include any
address sk → s “from above”.
We can assume without loss of generality that ∗ = +. Then, as before we can find a
subinterval I ′ ⊆ In−1(σ(s), ∗) such that γn−1(τ ,?) ⊂ int(τn−1(σ(s), ∗)) \ Xn for all (τ , ?) ∈ I ′
but (s,+). By the analysis of previous case, if I ′ = ((s,+), u,+)), then for all addresses
(τ , ∗) ∈ ((F0s,+), (F0b,+)), γn(τ , ∗) ⊂ τn(τ , ∗) = τn(τ ,−). Then, for the statement to
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hold, we include the address (s,+) on the interval by defining In(s,∗) ..= ((s,−), (F0b,+)).
We are left to consider the case when γ0(σ(s),∗) ⊂ Xn. Since this implies that γn(s,∗) ⊂
∂τn(s, ∗), we treat γn−1(s,∗) as if it was in the boundary of its fundamental hand in order to
apply the same reasoning as before. That is, we choose I ′ ⊂ In−1(σ(s), ∗) of the form
I ′ ..=
((s,−), (b, ?)) if ∗ = +((a, ?), (s,+)) if ∗ = −
and proceed as in the previous case. 
We can now make explicit and justified the idea included at the beginning of the section
of finding inverse branches of fn defined on neighbourhoods of canonical tails satisfying
certain properties:
Observation 3.9 (Chains of inverse branches). Following Lemma 3.8, for each n ≥ 0 and
(s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)± we define
f−n(s,∗)
..=
(
fn|τn(s,∗)
)−1
: fn(τn(s, ∗))→ τn(s, ∗).
Then, note that by Lemma 3.8 (2), for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n the following chain of embeddings
hold:
τn(s, ∗) f↪−−−→ τn−1(σ(s), ∗) f↪−−−→ τn−2(σ(s), ∗) f↪−−−→ · · · f↪−−−→ τ0(σn(s), ∗).
This mean that we can express the action of f−n(s,∗) in f
n(τn(s, ∗)) as a composition of
functions defined in (3.5). That is,
τn(s, ∗)
f
−1,[n]
(s,∗)←−−−− f(τn(s, ∗))
f
−1,[n−1]
(σ(s),∗)←−−−−−− f 2(τn(s, ∗))
f
−1,[n−2]
(σ2(s),∗)←−−−−−− · · ·
f
−1,[1]
(σn−1(s),∗)←−−−−−−− fn(τn(s, ∗)).
Or in other words,
f−n(s,∗) ≡
(
f
−1,[n]
(s,∗) ◦ f−1,[n−1](σ(s),∗) ◦ · · · ◦ f−1,[1](σn−1(s),∗)
) ∣∣
fn(τn(s,∗)).
Moreover, combining this with Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, it holds that
fn(τn(τ , ?)) ⊆ fn(τn(s, ∗)) and f−n(s,∗)|fn(τn(τ ,?)) ≡ f−n(τ ,?)|fn(τn(τ ,?)) for all (τ , ?) ∈ In(s, ∗).
4. Logarithmic coordinates
A commonly used tool for studying functions in the Eremenko-Lyubich class B is the
logarithmic change of coordinates, a technique firstly used in this setting in [EL92, Section
2]. Our incursion on the topic will be very brief, since we will only make use of these co-
ordinates to get some expansion estimates, as well as when seeking accuracy on citations.
For a more detailed overview of this technique we refer the reader to [Six18, Section 5],
[RRRS11, Section 2] or [RG16, Section 3].
As in the previous section, for f ∈ B, fix an euclidean disk DL c S(f) and define the
tracts Tf of f as the connected components of f−1(C\DL). Let H ..= HlogL = exp−1(C\DL)
be the right half plane containing all points with real part greater than logL, and let
T ..= exp−1(f−1(C \ DL)). Note that each component of T is a simply connected domain
whose boundary is homeomorphic to R. Moreover, by the action of the exponential map,
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both “ends” of the boundaries have real parts converging to +∞, and both T and H are
invariant under translation by 2pii. We can lift f to a map F : T → H satisfying
exp ◦F = f ◦ exp (4.1)
and such that F is 2pii-periodic. We call F a logarithmic transform of f .
By construction, the following facts that will be useful for us also hold:
(a) each tract T of T is an unbounded Jordan domain that is disjoint from all its 2piiZ-
translates. The restriction F |T : T → H is a conformal isomorphism whose continuous
extension to the closure of T in Cˆ satisfies F (∞) = ∞. (T is called a logarithmic tract
of F ; we denote the inverse of F |T by F−1T .)
(b) The components of T have pairwise disjoint closures and accumulate only at ∞; i.e.,
if {zn}n ∈ T is a sequence of points all belonging to different components of T , then
zn →∞.
Remark. It is possible to define functions satisfying the same properties as logarithmic
transforms that not necessarily arise as a lift of a globally defined f in class B. The class
of such functions is denoted by Blog. See for example [RG16, Definition 3.3].
By Carathe´odory-Torhorst Theorem, the function F |T in (a) can be continuously extended
to the boundary of T . In addition, since T is a Jordan domain, this extension is a homeo-
morphism, and in particular F |T extends continuously to a homeomorphism between the
closures T and H (taken in C). Together with property (b), this implies that F extends
continuously to the closure T of T in C. We then define
J(F ) ..= {z ∈ T : F j(z) ∈ T for all j ≥ 0}.
We say that a logarithmic transform F is of disjoint type if the boundaries of the tracts
of F do not intersect the boundary of H; i.e. if T ⊂ H. In particular, in such case
J(F ) =
⋂
n≥0 F
−n(T ). Recall that disjoint type functions in class B can be characterized
as those for which there exists a disk D ⊃ S(f) such that f−1(D)∩∂D = ∅, see Observation
2.3. Hence, if F is a logarithmic transform of a disjoint type function f ∈ B, then F is of
disjoint type. Moreover, by the characterization mentioned, if f is of disjoint type, then
J(f) =
⋂
n≥0 f
−n(Tf ), and so
exp(J(F )) = J(f). (4.2)
This equality does not hold for all functions in class B. However, using a standard expansion
estimate for logarithmic transforms derived from Koebe’s 1
4
−theorem, see [EL92, Lemma
1], it holds that for all w ∈ T ,
|F ′(w)| ≥ 1
4pi
(ReF (w)− logL) , (4.3)
which allows us to see that a partial inclusion still holds in some cases:
Observation 4.1. Let F : T → HL be a logarithmic transform for f ∈ B. If X ⊂
J(F ) ∩HL+8pi and F (X) ⊂ X, then exp(X) ⊂ J(f).
Proof of observation: For the sake of contradiction, let us suppose that there exists w ∈
exp(X)∩F (f). In particular, w = exp(z) for some z ∈ X, and by (4.3), |(F n)′(z)| > 2 for
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all n ≥ 0. As I(f) ⊂ J(f) by f ∈ B, w /∈ I(f). Since exp(F (z)) = f(exp(z)), it holds that
|f ′(w)| = |F
′(z)||f(w)|
|w| ≥ 2
|f(w)|
|w| .
Consequently, by this and the chain rule, for any n ≥ 0,
|(fn)′(w)| ≥ 2n|fn(w)|/|w| ≥ Λn eL /|w|.
Thus, |(fn)′(w)| → ∞ as n → ∞, which by Marty’s theorem contradicts w ∈ F (f) \
I(f). 
Property (a) of logarithmic transforms allows us to define, in an analogous way as we
did in the previous section, symbolic dynamics for F .
Definition 4.2 (External addresses for logarithmic transforms). Let F be a logarithmic
transform. An (infinite) external address is a sequence s = T0T1T2 . . . of logarithmic tracts
of F . We define
Js(F ) ..= {z ∈ J(F ) : F n(z) ∈ Tj for all n ≥ 0}.
We denote by Addr(J(F )) the set of external addresses s such that Js(F ) 6= ∅.
Observation 4.3 (Correspondence between external addresses for F and f). Let f ∈ B
and let F be a logarithmic transform of f . In particular, the set of logarithmic tracts TF
of F is mapped under the exponential to the set Tf of tracts of f . Let Addr(J(F )) be
defined with respect to the tracts in TF and suppose that external addresses in the sense
of Definition 2.4, and thus fundamental domains, have been defined for f with respect to
some curve δ lying outside Tf . Then, each fundamental domain lies in a tract of f and
has one preimage under the exponential map on each tract Ti ⊂ TF of F . However, by
2pii-periodicity of F , all images under F of such preimages are mapped into the same tract
of F . Consequently, we can define the following equivalence relation on addresses of F : for
a pair of addresses s = T0T1T2 . . . and τ = T
′
0T
′
1T
′
2 . . .
s ∼ τ ⇐⇒ T ′0 = T0 + 2piik for some k ∈ Z and Tj = T ′j for all j > 0, (4.4)
and this leads to a one to one correspondence between Addr(f) and Addr(J(F ))/∼.
As a consequence of (4.3), the following expansion result holds for points with the same
external address:
Proposition 4.4 (Expansion along orbits). Let F : T → HlogL be a logarithmic transform
such that T ⊂ HlogL+8pi. For each n ≥ 0 and s ∈ Addr(J(F )), if z, w ∈ Js(F ), then
|z − w| ≤ 1
2n
|F n(z)− F n(w)|. (4.5)
Proof. By the assumption T ⊂ HlogL+8pi, using (4.3) it holds that |F ′(z)| ≥ 2 for all z ∈ T .
In particular, if for any tract T ∈ T we let F−1T : HlogL → T to be the inverse branch of F
onto the tract T , then it holds that
|F−1T (v)| ≤
1
2
for all v ∈ HlogL. (4.6)
Moreover, the function F is of disjoint type by definition, and hence
J(F ) =
⋂
n≥0
F−n(T ) ⊂ T ⊂ HlogL+8pi. (4.7)
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Let s = T0T1 . . . and choose any pair w, z ∈ Js(F ). Let γ be the straight line joining F (z)
and F (w). Since HlogL is a right half plane, and hence a convex space, γ ⊂ HlogL. In
particular, (4.6) holds for all points in γ, and hence
|z − w| ≤ `eucl(F−1T (γ)) =
∫
|(F−1T )′(γ(t))|γ′(t)|dt ≤
1
2
∫
|γ′(t)|dt = 1
2
|F (z)− F (w)|.
Since z, w ∈ Js(F ), then F k(z), F k(w) belong to a same tract for each k ≥ 0 and by (4.7),
F k+1(z), F k+1(w) ⊂ HL. Hence, the same argument as before applies and equation (4.5)
follows by induction. 
We conclude this section providing the definition of a condition on logarithmic transforms
for which the existence of dynamic rays is known [RRRS11, Theorem 4.7]. In addition, dis-
joint type functions for which a logarithmic transform satisfies this condition have Cantor
Bouquet Julia sets, [BJR12, Corollary 6.3]. Compare to Proposition 6.5.
Definition 4.5 (Head-start condition). [BJR12, Definition 4.1] Let F ∈ Blog and let
ϕ : R→ R be a (not necessarily strictly) increasing continuous function with ϕ(x) > x for
all x ∈ R. We say that F satisfies the uniform head-start condition for ϕ if:
(1) For all tracts T and T ′ of F and all z, w ∈ T with F (z), F (w) ∈ T ′,
Re w > ϕ(Re z) =⇒ Re F (w) > ϕ(Re F (z)) . (4.8)
(2) For all external addresses s ∈ Addr(J(F )) and for all distinct z, w ∈ Js(F ), there
exists M ∈ N such that Re FM(z) > ϕ(Re FM(w)) or Re FM(w) > ϕ(Re FM(z)).
5. Cantor Bouquets and Julia sets
In this section we provide a formal definition for the topological structure known as Can-
tor Bouquet, that has been found to be that of the Julia set of many transcendental entire
functions, see Proposition 6.5 for examples. A common problem studied in the literature
is that of trying to show that the Julia set of a particular class of functions with certain
characteristics is a Cantor Bouquet. Instead and conversely, in this section we assume for
a function that its Julia set has this structure, and infer dynamical properties of the map.
Our main goal is to prove Theorem 1.6, that is, to show that if g is an entire function of
disjoint type whose Julia set is a Cantor Bouquet, then there is a way of “projecting” J(g)
in a continuous fashion to a set of points whose orbit lies in a neighbourhood of infinity.
More precisely, recall that for each R > 0 we define
JR(g) ..= {z ∈ J(g) : |gn(z)| ≥ R for all n ≥ 1}. (5.1)
Then we shall see that there exists a continuous map pi, defined in equation (5.3), such that
for each z ∈ J(g), pi(z) ∈ JR(g) and both z and pi(z) lie in the same connected component
of J(g). We have been able to achieve this result thanks to the fact that the Cantor
Bouquet structure provides some control on how much the connected components of J(g),
which are curves, can “bend back and forth”, see Proposition 5.2. Compare to [RRRS11,
Propositions 4.4 and 4.6], as a similar phenomenon occurs for connected components of
Julia sets of logarithmic transforms satisfying a uniform head start condition. In addition,
Proposition 5.3 gathers more general properties that all entire functions whose Julia set is
a Cantor Bouquets share.
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Definition 5.1 (Straight brush, Cantor Bouquet). [BJR12, Definition 2.1] A subset B of
[0,+∞)× (R \Q) is called a straight brush if the following properties are satisfied:
• The set B is a closed subset of R2.
• For every (x, y) ∈ B there exists ty ≥ 0 such that {x : (x, y) ∈ B} = [ty,+∞). The
set [ty,+∞)×{y} is called the hair attached at y and the point (ty, y) is called its
endpoint.
• The set {y : (x, y) ∈ B for some x} is dense in R\Q. Moreover, for every (x, y) ∈ B
there exist two sequences of hairs attached respectively at βn, γn ∈ R \Q such that
βn < y < γn, βn, γn → y and tβn , tγn → ty as n→∞.
A Cantor Bouquet is any subset of the plane that is ambiently homeomorphic2 to a straight
brush. A hair (or endpoint) of a Cantor Bouquet is any preimage of a hair (or endpoint)
of a straight brush under a corresponding ambient homeomorphism.
Remark. Any two straight brushes are ambiently homeomorphic, see [AO93], which in a
broad sense means that such homeomorphism preserves the “vertical” order of the hairs
in the brushes. In particular, the definitions of hair and endpoint of a Cantor Bouquet are
independent of the straight brush taken. Moreover, we note that even if we have referred
informally to dynamic rays as hairs in the introduction, we note that from then on, we
have exclusively refer to dynamic rays by such name, and have reserved the word hair for
this context. In particular, hairs of Cantor Bouquets are not necessarily dynamic rays. See
Proposition 5.3.
An interesting property of Cantor Bouquets, which will play a crucial role in our future
arguments, is the following:
Proposition 5.2. Given a Cantor Bouquet X, for each R > 0 there exists a bounded
simply connected domain SR c DR such that each hair of X intersects ∂SR at most once.
Proof. Let B be a straight brush and let ψ : X → B be the ambient homeomorphism in
the definition of Cantor Bouquet such that ψ(X) = B. Fix any R ≥ 0. Then, since ψ(DR)
is a bounded set by ψ(DR) being the image of a compact set under a continuous function,
ψ(DR) b {(x, y) ∈ R2 : |x| < Q and |y| < Q} =.. (−Q,Q)2 for some Q ∈ Q. By the choice
of Q being a rational number, each hair of the brush B intersects the boundary of (−Q,Q)2
in at most one point. Defining SR ..= ψ
−1((−Q,Q)2), the proposition follows. 
Whenever the Julia set of an entire function is a Cantor Bouquet, we will informally refer
to is as a Julia Cantor Bouquet. We shall now see that without further assumptions, this
structure already has interesting dynamical implications for entire functions, in particular
regarding which the type of singular values cannot occur on its Julia set. Recall that for
a function f , an asymptotic value a is logarithmic if there exists a neighbourhood U of a
and a connected component V of f−1(U) such that f : V → U \ {a} is a universal covering
map.
Proposition 5.3 (Implications of Julia Cantor Bouquets). Let g be an entire function and
suppose that J(g) is a Cantor Bouquet. Then, the following hold:
(A) J(g) does not contain critical values nor logarithmic asymptotic values. In partic-
ular, if S(g) is finite, then S(g) ∩ J(g) = ∅.
2Two sets A and B in Rn are ambiently homeomorphic if there is a homeomorphism of Rn to itself
that sends A onto B.
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(B) If η is a hair of J(g), then g(η) is a hair of J(g).
(C) If z ∈ J(g) ∩ I(g) and γ is the (piece of) hair joining z to infinity, then gn|γ → ∞
uniformly.
If in addition g is of disjoint type, then each hair of J(g) is a dynamic ray together with
its endpoint.
Proof. We start by proving item (A) by contradiction. Suppose that J(g) contained a log-
arithmic asymptotic value z, which in particular would be in a hair η. Then, by definition
of logarithmic asymptotic value, g−1(η) would contain a curve separating the plane, which
contradicts the definition of J(g) being a Cantor Bouquet. Now suppose that there exists
z ∈ Crit(g) ∩ J(g) and let η be the hair to which z belongs. By continuity of g, g(η) must
be contained in a hair, say η˜. Then, since g acts as the map zdeg(g,z) locally in a neighbour-
hood of z, J(g) being a Cantor Bouquet and hence a collection of hairs, has the following
implications: it can only occur that deg(g, z) = 2, z cannot be the endpoint of η and g(z)
must be the endpoint of η˜, that we denote by e˜. For the same reason, the endpoint e of
η cannot be a critical point and g(e) = e˜. We might assume without loss of generality
that z is the point in Crit(g) ∩ η with least potential, i.e., such that the the restriction of
η between e and z, that we denote by η[e, z], does not contain any other critical point.
We can make this assumption because the restriction of η between e and any critical point
in η is compact, and thus a critical point with minimal potential must exist. We have
that g(η[e, z]) ⊂ η˜ and g(e) = g(z) = e˜. These two conditions can only be simultaneously
fulfilled if η[e, z] contains at least another critical point, which contradicts that by the
minimality of z, all points between e and z are regular. Thus, we have shown that J(g)
cannot contain logarithmic asymptotic values nor critical values. Since for functions with
finite singular set these are all types of points that S(g) can contain, item (A) is proven. In
particular, we have shown in the proof of (A) that the endpoint of a hair must be mapped
to the endpoint of the hair that contains its image under g, and so we have shown item (B).
In order to prove item (C), for each constant R > 0, let SR be a bounded set provided
by Proposition 5.2. Let z ∈ J(g)∩I(g) and let γ be the (piece of) hair joining z to infinity.
Since z ∈ I(g), there exists a natural number N ..= N(R, z) ≥ 0 such that⋃
n≥N
gn(z) ⊂ C \ SR. (5.2)
This together with Proposition 5.2 implies that gn(γ) ⊂ C \ SR ⊂ C \DR for each n ≥ N ,
since otherwise gn(γ) would intersect ∂SR at least twice, contradicting Proposition 5.2.
Hence, since this argument applies to all R, gn|γ →∞ uniformly.
If g ∈ B is of disjoint type then its postsingular set P (g) ⊂ F (g) lies completely on its
Fatou set. By this and since the image of each hair must lie in a hair, the restriction of
g to any hair of J(g) is injective. By [RG16, Theorem 5.8], each hair of J(g) but at most
its endpoint belongs to I(g), and thus, by item (C), each hair of J(g) is a dynamic ray
together with its endpoint. 
As a consequence of the previous proposition, since for functions in class B the escaping
set is contained in the Julia set, we have the following corollary.
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Corollary 5.4 (Julia Cantor Bouquet implies criniferous). Any entire function f ∈ B such
that J(f) is a Cantor Bouquet is criniferous.
5.5 (Definition of the functions piR). Let g ∈ B be a disjoint type function for which J(g)
is a Cantor Bouquet. In particular, note that any hyperbolic function for which J(g) is
a Cantor Bouquet is of disjoint type: by the structure of J(g) as a collection of curves,
C \ J(g) is connected. We define a partial order relation “” in J(g) by arranging the
points on each hair according to their potentials. More specifically, if J(g) = ψ−1(B) for
some straight brush B, for any pair of points z, w belonging to the same hair of J(g), we
say that
w  z ⇐⇒ the real coordinate of ψ(w) is greater than or equal to that of ψ(z).
That is, ψ(w) is in the same hair and “more to the right” than ψ(z) in B. Or equivalently,
if the hair in J(g) containing z and w is parametrized as a curve, the parametrization of
z would have less potential than such of w. Note that the relation “” provides a total
order when restricted to each hair of J(g), and its definition is independent of the home-
omorphism “ψ” chosen. As usual, ≺, and  denote the inverse and strict orders, i.e.,
w  z if and only if z  w. The relation given by “” allows us to define the following
functions:
For each R > 0, let SR be a domain given by Proposition 5.2 and let JR(g) be the set
defined in (5.1). Then, we define the function piR : J(g)→ JR(g) as
piR(z) ..= min
{
w  z :
⋃
n≥0
gn(w) ⊂ C \ SR
}
. (5.3)
That is, provided we show that piR is well-defined (i.e., for each z ∈ J(g) the set in the
definition of piR(z) is non-empty and contains a total minimum), the function piR acts as
the identity for all those points whose forward orbit never meets SR (and in particular in
JR(g)), while points that don’t satisfy such property are projected to the closest point to
their right in the hair they belong to that satisfies it.
Observation 5.6. Note that for all z ∈ J(g), by definition piR(z) ∈ (C \ SR) ⊂ (C \ DR),
and so the codomain of piR is indeed JR(g). Moreover, if Q > R is a constant such that
SR b DQ, then for any w ∈ JQ(g), by definition piR(w) = w, and hence JQ(g) ⊂ piR(J(g)).
We shall see in the next proposition that for each R > 0, the function piR given in
(5.3) is well-defined by showing that there exists a point on each hair of (g) to which all
points “to its left” are projected, and in addition, when moving transversally onto different
hairs, their corresponding “projecting” points are close enough for the function piR to be
continuous.
Theorem 5.7 (Continuity of piR). In the setting described in 5.5, for each R > 0 the
function piR : J(g) is well-defined and continuous. In particular, for each hair η of J(g),
there exists a point zη ∈ η such that piR(w) = zη for all w ≺ zη, and piR(w) = w otherwise.
Moreover, if g has a logarithmic transform G : T → HL such that T ⊂ HL+8pi, then there
exists a constant Q > R such that pi(z) ∈ A(Q−1|z|, Q|z|) for all z ∈ J(g).
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Proof. Seeking simplicity in notation, in this proof we will refer to the function piR by pi.
For each n ≥ 0, we define the functions pin : J(g)→ JR(g) as
pin(z) ..= min
{
w  z :
n⋃
j=0
gj(w) ⊂ C \ SR
}
. (5.4)
We are aiming to prove that the functions pin are well-defined, continuous and converge
to the function pi as n tends to infinity. Seeking clarity on exposition, we may assume
without loss of generality that J(g) is an embedding on C of a straight brush. This is due
to the fact that otherwise, we could prove that the functions pin are continuous by showing
that, after the usual identification of C and R2, the functions ψ−1 ◦ pin ◦ ψ : B → B are
continuous, where B and ψ are a straight brush and the corresponding ambient homeo-
morphism such that ψ(B) = J(g). Thus, with this assumption made, the set SR is of
the form SR = (−Q,Q)2 for some Q ∈ Q, and by Proposition 5.2, each hair of J(g) is a
horizontal line parallel to the real axis intersecting ∂SR in at most one point belonging to
the vertical line {z : Re z = Q}.
Let us fix some n ≥ 0 for the rest of the proof, and define for each hair η of J(g) the
point
zn ..= zn(η) = min
{
z ∈ η :
n⋃
j=0
gj(z) ⊂ C \ SR
}
,
where the minimum value is taken with respect to the relation “”. Note that this point
is indeed well-defined: by Proposition 5.3, for each 0 ≤ j ≤ n, gj|η is a bijection to a hair of
J(g), and the intersection of the hair g(η) and ∂SR consists by Proposition 5.2 in at most
one point. Thus, since ∂SR ⊂ C \ SR, zn is either the endpoint of η, or zn is the point in η
with greatest potential such that gj(zn) ∈ ∂SR for some j. This allows us to conveniently
express the functions pin the following way:
if z ∈ η, then pin(z) =
zn(η) if z ≺ zn(η),z if z  zn(η),
and thus, it follows that the functions pin are well-defined. For each hair η, it is worth
noting the following relation between the points in the set {zn(η)}n≥0:
Claim 1. For each hair η and all n ≥ 0, zn(η)  zn+1(η).
Proof of claim. Since gn|η maps bijectively to another hair, then for any z, w ∈ η, z ≺ w if
and only if gn(z) ≺ gn(w). In particular, using Proposition 5.2, if gn+1(zn) ∈ C \ SR then
zn = zn+1, and if on the contrary g
n+1(zn) ∈ SR, then zn+1 = gn+1(η) ∩ ∂SR and thus
zn ≺ zn+1. 4
In order to prove continuity of each function pin, we will use that for “close enough”
hairs, their corresponding projection points “zn” are close. More precisely:
Claim 2. Let η be a hair in J(g) for which gj(zn(η)) ∈ ∂SR for some 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Then,
there exists a constant α ..= αn(η) > 0 such that if η˜ is another hair of J(g) for which
Bα(zn(η)) ∩ η˜ 6= ∅, then zn(η˜) ∈ Bα(zn(η)).
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Proof of claim. Seeking clarity on exposition, for the proof of this claim we use the nota-
tions zj ..= zj(η) and z˜j ..= zj(η˜) for each 0 ≤ j ≤ n. Let
0 ≤ j1 < j2 < . . . < jk ≤ n (5.5)
be the sequence of iterates for which gji(zn) ∈ ∂SR. Note that by the assumption in the
claim, k ≥ 1. It follows from Claim 1 that zj = zn for all j1 ≤ j ≤ n. Thus, our first goal
is to find a neighbourhood A1 of zj1 such that if another hair η˜ intersects that neighbour-
hood, then its corresponding z˜j1 belongs to it. If j1 = 0, since Q is a rational number,
we can choose any 1 > 0 such that |Q − Im(z0)| < 1. If η˜ is a hair intersecting B1(z0),
since η˜ is a horizontal straight line, either z˜0 is the single point in ∂SR ∩ η˜ whenever such
intersection is non-empty, or z˜0 is the endpoint of η˜. In any case z˜0 ∈ B1(z0), and so we
define A1 ..= B1(z0).
If on the contrary j1 6= 0, since by definition gj(zj1) ⊂ C \ SR for all j < j1, using that
g is an open map, we can find δ > 0 such that gj(Bδ(zj1)) ⊂ C \ SR for all 0 ≤ j < j1. By
the same reason, we can choose some 1 > 0 so that
B1(g
j1(zj1)) ⊂ gj1(Bδ(zj1)) and |Q− Im(gj1(zj1))| < 1.
That is, we are choosing some ball centred at gj1(zj1) and contained in the j1th-image of
Bδ(zj1) such that by our assumption of SR being the open square (−Q,Q)2 and because
gj1(zj1) ∈ ∂SR, half of the ball lies in SR. See Figure 2. Let A1 be the preimage of
B1(g
j1(zj1)) in Bδ(zj1) that contains zn, that is,
A1 ⊆ g−j1(B1(gj1(zj1))) ∩Bδ(zj1).
Figure 2. Construction of a neighbourhood of zn(η) in Claim 2 by pulling
back balls centred at gj(zn) for all j ≤ n such that gj(zn) ∈ ∂SR.
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We claim that if η˜ is any other hair in J(g) such that η˜ ∩ A1 6= ∅, then z˜j1 ∈ A1. In-
deed, by definition of A1, the hair g
j1(η˜) must intersect B1(g
j1(zj1)), and so, two cases can
occur according to whether gj1(η˜) intersects SR or not. If g
j1(η˜)∩ SR = ∅, by the assump-
tion of J(g) being a straight brush, the endpoint of the hair gj1(η˜) must be contained in
B1(g
j1(zj1)) \SR. Thus, A1 contains the endpoint of η˜ that we call e˜, and so by the choice
of δ, f j(e˜) ⊂ C\SR for all j < j1. Hence, z˜j1 = e˜ is the endpoint of η˜. If on the other hand
gj1(η˜) ∩ SR 6= ∅, since B1(gj1(zj1)) is convex and gj1(η˜) is a horizontal straight line, there
exists a single point in B1(g
j1(zj1)) ∩ gj1(η˜) ∩ ∂SR, that we denote by p. In particular, by
definition of z˜j1 , p  f j1(z˜j1), and so, if q is the preimage of p in A1, q  z˜j1 by Claim 1.
But by the choice of δ, f j(q) ∈ C \ SR for all 1 ≤ j < j1, and so, by minimality of z˜j1 , it
must occur that z˜j1 = q ∈ A1.
If j1 = n we have proven the claim. Otherwise, we can choose 1 in the definitions above
small enough such that for all j1 < j ≤ min(j2 − 1, n), it holds that gj(B1(zn)) ⊂ C \ SR.
This implies that for any such j and any hair η˜ intersecting A1, g
j(z˜j1) ∈ C\SR, and thus,
z˜j1 = . . . = z˜min(j2−1,n).
If k = 1 in equation (5.5) we are done. Otherwise, we aim to define a neighbourhood
A2 ⊂ A1 of zj2(= zn) with analogous properties to those of A1. That is, such that if
η˜ ∩ A2 6= ∅ for some hair η˜, then z˜j2 ∈ A2. In order to do so, by the same argument as
when we chose 1, we can choose 2 such that
B2(g
j2(zj2)) ⊂ gj2(A1) and |Q− Im(gj2(zj2))| < 2.
Let A2 ⊂ g−j2(B2(gj2(zn))) ∩ A1 be the connected component containing zn and let η˜ be
any other hair in J(g) such that η˜ ∩ A2 6= ∅. By definition, since gj2(η˜) is a horizontal
straight line, if gj2(z˜j2−1) ∈ C \SR, then z˜j2−1 = z˜j2 ∈ A2. Otherwise, gj2(η˜) intersects ∂SR
in a single point p ∈ B2(gj2(zn)) such that p  gj2(z˜j2−1), and so z˜j2 is the preimage of p
in A2 ⊂ A1. If j2 6= n, then we choose 2 small enough so that gj(B2(zn)) ⊂ C \ SR for all
j2 ≤ j < min(j3 − 1, n) and hence, for any η˜ intersecting A2 and j1 < j ≤ min(j3 − 1, n),
z˜j2 = . . . = z˜min(j3−1,n).
Continuing the process for each ji in equation (5.5), we build a nested sequence of open
sets Ak ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ai ⊂ · · · ⊂ A1 such that z˜n ∈ Ak ⊂ Bδ(zn) for any hair η˜ such that
η˜ ∩ Ak 6= ∅. Hence, choosing any α so that Bα(zn) ⊂ Ak the claim follows. 4
Continuity of the functions pin is now a consequence of Claim 2: let z be any point in
J(g), in particular belonging to some hair η, and fix any  > 0. We want to see that there
exists δ > 0 such that pin(Bδ(z)) ⊂ B(pin(z)). Three cases might occur:
• z  zn(η), and so pin(z) = z. In particular, gj(z) ∈ C \ SR for all j ≤ n, and thus, we
can choose δ <  small enough such that gj(Bδ(z)) ⊂ C \ SR for all 0 ≤ j ≤ n. This
already implies that pin(w) = w for all w ∈ Bδ(z) ⊂ B(z), since by Proposition 5.2, if
η˜ is the hair containing w, then w ≺ zn(η˜) only if gj(w) ∈ SR for some j ≤ n, which
cannot occur by the choice of δ.
• z ≺ zn(η), and hence pin(z) = zn(η) and z is not the endpoint of η. Let αn(η) be the con-
stant given by Claim 2. If we choose δ < min(αn(η), ), by J(g) being a straight brush,
any hair intersecting Bδ(z) also intersects Bαn(η)(zn(η)). By Claim 2, if w ∈ η˜∩Bδ(z) for
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some hair η˜ and w ≺ zn(η˜), then pin(w) = zn(η˜) ∈ Bmin(αn(η),)(zn(η)). Otherwise,the case
of w  zn(η˜), and so pin(w) = w, can only occur when w ∈ Bδ(z) ∩ Bmin(αn(η),)(zn(η)),
and thus again pin(w) ∈ B(zn(η)), as we wanted to show.
• z = zn(η), and hence pin(z) = z. If gj(zn(η)) ∈ C \ SR for all j ≤ n, then z is the
endpoint of η and the same argument as in the first case applies. If on the contrary
gj(zn(η)) ∈ ∂SR for some j ≤ n, then the same argument as in the second case applies.
Now that we have shown that the functions pin are continuous, our next goal is to prove
that they converge to a limit function. In order to do so, we start by showing that for
each hair η of J(g), the sequence {zn(η)}n is convergent by being a Cauchy sequence. By
Claim 1, for each n ≥ 1 either zn−1 = zn or zn−1 ≺ zn, the latter case occurring only if
gn(zn−1) ∈ SR ∩ {z : 0 ≤ Re(z) < Q} and gn(zn) ∈ ∂SR. Thus, in the latter case, the
Euclidean length of the piece of the hair gn(η) joining gn(zn−1) and gn(zn), that we denote
by γ, is at most Q. That is,
`eucl(γ) ≤ Q. (5.6)
Since the map g is of disjoint type, and in particular hyperbolic, we can find an open
neighbourhood U of P (g) such that g(U) ⊂ U , see Observation 2.3. We might assume
without loss of generality that U has finite Euclidean perimeter and a smooth boundary,
since otherwise we can take a slightly smaller domain P (g) ⊂ U ′ ⊂ U with such properties.
Let W ..= C\U . We can then define the set of tracts Tg for g as the connected components
of g−1(W ), that will satisfy Tg ⊆ g−1(W ) ⊂ W . Thus, g : Tg → W is a covering map, and
J(g) =
∞⋂
n=1
g−n(W ) b W. (5.7)
We can endow W with the hyperbolic metric induced from its universal covering map.
Then, g expands uniformly the hyperbolic metric of W , that is, there exists a constant
Λ > 1 such that ||Dg(z)||W ≥ Λ for all z ∈ Tg. See [Rem09, Lemma 5.1] or [BRG17,
Proposition 3.1].
By Observation 2.3, only finitely many pieces of tracts in Tg intersect SR. Let us consider
the collection {K1, . . . , KM˜} of the closures of such pieces of tracts. By the choice of ∂U
being smooth and analytic, so are the boundaries of the tracts in Tg, and in particular the
boundaries of the sets Ki. By this and since Ki ⊂ W for each i ≤ k, the density function
ρW is continuous in each compact set Ki, and so, by equation (5.7), it attains a maximum
value Mi on it. Let M ..= maxiMi. Recall that the straight line γ joining g
n(zn−1) and
gn(zn) belongs to J(g) ∩ SR. Hence, by equation (5.7) must be totally contained in one of
the compact sets Ki, and by (5.6), we have the following bound for its hyperbolic length:
`W (γ) =
∫
|γ′(t)|ρW (γ(t))dt ≤M
∫
|γ′(t)|dt = M · `eucl(γ) ≤M ·Q. (5.8)
Let β be the piece of η joining zn−1 and zn. Then, by equation (5.7) and the fact that
||Dg(z)||W ≥ Λ, by a similar argument to that in the proof of Corollary 8.8,
dW (zn−1, zn) ≤ `W (β) ≤ `W (γ)
Λn
≤ M ·Q
Λn
. (5.9)
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Note that the bounds on the lengths of curves do not depend on the points zn−1 and zn,
and hence {zn(η)}n forms a Cauchy sequence in the complete space (W, ρW ), and so it
converges to a limit point that we denote by zη. Consequently, we have shown that the
functions pin converge to a continuous function limit function pi such that
if z ∈ η, then pi(z) =
zη if z ≺ zη,z if z  zη. (5.10)
In particular, using the definition of the functions pin in equation (5.4), the limit function
pi must be equal to that defined in (5.3), and thus we have proved the first part of the
statement.
For the second part we assume that g has a logarithmic transform G : TG → HL such
that TG ⊂ HL+8pi in order to get for each z ∈ J(g) an estimate on the Euclidean distance
between z and pi(z). Fix any z ∈ J(g) and let η be the hair it belongs to. If z  zη then
pi(z) = z. Otherwise, by (5.10) pi(z) = zη and zη cannot be the endpoint of η. Thus, it must
occur that gn(zη) ∈ ∂SR for some n ≥ 0, and in particular gn(z) ∈ SR∩{z : 0 ≤ Re(z) < Q}
by J(g) being a straight brush. By lifting using the exponential map, let w and wη be
a pair of respective preimages of z and zη under the exponential map lying in the same
connected component of J(G). In particular, each hair of J(g) must be lifted to a connected
component of J(G), and thus w,wη ∈ Js(G) for some s ∈ Addr(J(G)). Moreover, by (4.1),
Gn(w), Gn(wη) ⊂ V (0, logQ), and by Proposition 4.4,
|w − wη| ≤ 1
2n
|Gn(w)−Gn(wη)| ≤ logQ
2n
< logQ. (5.11)
That is, wη ∈ V (Re w − logQ,Re w + logQ), and so zη ∈ A(Q−1|z|, Q|z|). 
Observation 5.8 (Action of the map piR). Under the conditions of the previous theorem,
let η be a hair of J(g). Then by Proposition 5.3 there exist another hair η˜ such that g
maps η bijectively to η˜. This together with the definition of zη˜ implies that either both
zη, zη˜ ∈ C \ SR and then g(zη) = zη˜, or zη ∈ ∂SR and zη˜ ≺ g(zη). In the latter case, by
Proposition 5.2, if x is the preimage of zη˜ in η, then x ∈ SR. In particular, we have shown
that in any case g(pi(η)) ⊆ pi(η˜).
We conclude this section by pointing out the close relation between disjoint type func-
tions with Julia Cantor Bouquets and disjoint type criniferous functions. It follows from
Corollary 5.4 that all all disjoint type functions with Julia Cantor Bouquets are criniferous.
In order to study if the converse holds, it is more convenient for us to use the following
characterization of Cantor Bouquets.
Theorem 5.9 (Characterization of Cantor Bouquets). [ARG17, Theorem 2.8] A set X ⊂ C
is a Cantor Bouquet if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) X is closed.
(2) Every connected component of X is an arc connecting a finite endpoint to infinity.
(3) For any sequence yn converging to a point y, the arcs [yn,∞) converge to [y,∞) in
the Hausdorff metric.
(4) The endpoints of X are dense in X.
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(5) if x ∈ X is accessible from C \X, then x is an endpoint of X. (Equivalently, every
hair of X is accumulated on by other hairs from both sides.)
Proposition 5.10 (Properties of disjoint type criniferous functions). If f is a criniferous
disjoint type function, then J(f) is a set in C satisfying conditions (1), (2), (4) and (5)
in Theorem 5.9.
Proof. Item (1) holds by definition of Julia set, and item (2) follows from [RG16, Corollary
5.6] and [BRG17, Remark 4.15]. All repelling periodic points and points with bounded
orbits lie at the endpoints of the curves, since as f is disjoint type, by [RG16, Corollary
5.6] all points in a hair but maybe the endpoint are in I(f). Thus, since repelling periodic
points are dense in J(f), item (4) follows. By [RG16, Theorem 2.3], any point accessible
from F (f) must be an endpoint of a connected component of J(f), and thus proves item
(5). 
Remark. It follows from the previous proposition that for a disjoint type function, having
a Julia Cantor Bouquet would be equivalent to being criniferous if (3) in Proposition 5.10
holds for all disjoint type criniferous functions. However, whether this is the case or not
remains an open question.
6. The Class CB
This section is devoted to the definition and basic properties of the class CB of functions.
Recall that we defined it in the introduction as
CB ..=
{
f ∈ B : exists λ ∈ C : g ..= λf is of disjoint type and J(g) is a Cantor Bouquet
}
.
In this section we provide an equivalent and more precise definition of this class of maps, as
well as study some properties that all functions belonging to this class share. Recall that for
an entire function with bounded singular set, its parameter space comprises all functions
quasiconformally equivalent to it. Two maps f, g ∈ B are said to be quasiconformally
equivalent (∼ near infinity) if there exist quasiconformal maps ϕ, ψ : C→ C such that
ψ(g(z)) = f(ϕ(z)) (6.1)
for all z ∈ C (∼ whenever |f(z)| or |g(ϕ(z))| is large enough).
Proposition 6.1 (All functions in B have disjoint type maps in their parameter space).
Let f ∈ B. Then, for all λ ∈ C with modulus small enough, the maps hλ ..= λf and gλ
given by gλ(z) ..= f(λz) are of disjoint type and belong to the parameter space of f .
Proof. The maps hλ and gλ are trivially quasiconformally equivalent to f : (6.1) holds
for gλ by taking ψ to be the identity map and ϕ the map that factors by λ, and for
hλ the proper occurs taking ψ the function that factor by 1/λ and ϕ the identity map.
Since f ∈ B, we can choose R > 0 such that {S(f), 0, f(0)} ⊂ DR. For λ ∈ C with |λ|
sufficiently small, f(λDR) ⊂ DR and λf(DR) ⊂ DR. Thus, for any such λ, gλ(DR) ⊂ DR
and hλ(DR) ⊂ DR. Moreover, for every λ ∈ C∗, expanding definitions, it is easy to see that
S(hλ) = λS(f) ⊂ DR and S(gλ) = S(f) ⊂ DR. The combination of these two facts is by
Observation 2.3 enough to characterize the functions gλ and hλ as disjoint type maps. 
Note that if two maps are quasiconformally equivalent to a third one, then they are qua-
siconformally equivalent between themselves, since the composition of two quasiconformal
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maps is quasiconformal. In particular, all disjoint type maps in the parameter space of a
function f ∈ B are pairwise quasiconformally equivalent, and the following result tells us
that their dynamics are closely related.
Theorem 6.2 (Conjugacy between disjoint type maps). [Rem09, Theorem 3.1] Any two
disjoint type maps quasiconformally equivalent are conjugate on their Julia sets.
In particular, a conjugacy between Julia sets implies that the topological structure of
the sets must be the same.
Corollary 6.3. Let f ∈ B. Then any two disjoint type maps on its parameter space are
conjugate on their Julia sets, and hence these sets have the same topological structure.
This corollary implies for us that in order to investigate if a function f ∈ B belongs to
CB is enough to check the topological structure of the Julia set of any disjoint type map
quasiconformally equivalent to it. In particular, this adds some robustness to the definition
of the class CB, that we restate here.
Definition 6.4 (Class CB). We say that a transcendental entire function f belongs to
Class CB if the Julia set of any (and thus all) disjoint type function on its parameter space
is a Cantor Bouquet.
We note that even if not under this terminology, many functions in CB have already be
studied before, and in particular all maps in both the exponential and cosine families belong
to it. To illustrate this, we gather together, up to date and to the author’s knowledge,
classes of functions appearing on the literature that are known to be in CB:
Proposition 6.5 (Sufficient conditions for functions in CB). A transcendental entire func-
tion f ∈ B is in class CB if one of the following holds:
(A) f is a finite composition of functions of finite order,
(B) there is a logarithmic transform F of f that satisfies a linear head-start condition
for some ϕ (see Definition 4.5),
(C) there is a logarithmic transform G for a function g of disjoint type given by g(z) =
f(λz) such that G satisfies a uniform head-start condition for some ϕ.
Proof. If f ∈ B is a finite composition of functions of finite order, then by [RRRS11,
Theorem 5.6 and Lemma 5.7] there exists a logarithmic transform F : TF → HlogL of f
satisfying a linear head start condition for some ϕ. In such case, the map
G : TG = (TF − log λ)→ HlogL given by G(w) = F (w + log λ)
is a logarithmic transform of the map g given by g(z) = f(λz), since eF (w+log λ) =
f(ew+log λ) = f(λ ew) = g(ew) = eG(w). Moreover, G also satisfies a linear (in partic-
ular uniform) head start condition, and for λ sufficiently small, both G and g are of
disjoint type. By [BJR12, Corollary 6.3], since G satisfies a uniform head start condition
and is of disjoint type, both J(G) and J(g) are Cantor Bouquets. We have shown that
(A)⇒ (B)⇒ (C)⇒ f ∈ CB and so the statement follows. 
Our next goal is to show that if a function belongs to class CB, then all its iterates also
belong to CB. This will be a consequence of the following property regarding composition
of maps that are quasiconformally equivalent near infinity. We use in our proof some tools
from quasiconformal and quasiregular maps gathered in [Rem09, Section 2]. We refer to
[LV73, Ric93, Vuo88] for more general definitions.
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Proposition 6.6 (Composition of quasiconformally equivalent maps). Suppose that f1, g1 ∈
B are quasiconformally equivalent near infinity to f2 and g2, respectively. Then, f1 ◦ g1 is
quasiconformally equivalent near infinity to f2 ◦ g2.
Proof. For the maps f1, g1 ∈ B, being quasiconformally equivalent near infinity to f2 and
g2 respectively means that there exist quasiconformal maps ϕg, ϕg, ψg, ψf : C → C such
that
ψf (f1(z)) = f2(ϕf (z)) and ψg(g1(z)) = g2(ϕg(z)) (6.2)
whenever max{|f1(z)|, |f2(ϕf (z))|} > Rf and max{|g1(z)|, |g2(ϕg(z))|} > Rg for some
Rf , Rg > 0. Equivalently, the semiconjugacies between the functions f1 and f2, and g1
and g2, are respectively defined in the sets
A(Rf ) ..= f
−1
1 (C \ DRf ) ∪ ϕ−1f (f−12 (C \ DRf )) and
B(Rg) ..= g
−1
1 (C \ DRg) ∪ ϕ−1g (g−12 (C \ DRg)).
(6.3)
By increasing the constant Rf , we can assume that A(Rf ) b C \ (DRg ∪ ψ−1g (DRg)) and
there exists a ring R ⊂ C such that DRg ∪ψ−1g (DRg) is compactly contained in the bounded
component of C \ R, A(Rf ) in the unbounded one, and such that if R− and R+ are the
inner an outer boundaries of R, then the curves ψg(R−) and ϕf (R+) are the respective
inner an outer boundaries of a topological ring. See Figure 3.
Figure 3. Proof of Proposition 6.6 by interpolating the maps ψg and ϕf
using the annulus shown in orange.
Using [LV73] (see the formulation in [Rem09, Proposition 2.11]), we can interpolate
ψg and ϕf in the following way: by the cited result, there exists a quasiconformal map
ψ˜g : C → C that agrees with ψg in the bounded component of C \ R and with ϕf in
the unbounded component of C \ R. In particular, since by construction ψ˜g ≡ ψg in
∂DRg∪ψ−1g (DRg) and by the Alexander trick the isotopy class of a homeomorphism between
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two Jordan domains is determined by its boundary values,
ψ˜g is isotopic to ψg in C \ (DRg ∪ ψ−1g (DRg)) relative to the boundary. (6.4)
Our next goal is to replace the map ϕg by another map ϕ˜g by “lifting” the map ψ˜g in such
a way that the relation ψ˜g(g1(z)) = g2(ϕ˜g(z)) holds for all z ∈ B(Rg). In order to do so,
note that by construction, the restriction of ϕg to any connected component Ci ⊂ B(Rg)
is a homeomorphism into its image, and moreover, the closure of each domain ϕg(Ci) is by
definition mapped injectively to C \ (DRg ∪ ψ−1g (DRg)). Hence, the inverse branches of g2
from C\(DRg ∪ψ−1g (DRg)) to each ϕ(Ci), which we will denote by g−12|ϕg(Ci), are well defined,
and by (6.2), ϕg(Ci) = g
−1
2|ϕg(Ci)(ψg(g1(Ci)). We define from each connected component Ci
of B(Rg) a map ϕ˜g|Ci : Ci → ϕg(Ci) as
ϕ˜g|Ci ..= g
−1
2|ϕg(Ci) ◦ ψ˜g ◦ g1.
By equation (6.4) and the fact that ψ˜g ≡ ψg in g1(∂Ci), we have that ϕg and ϕ˜g|Ci are
isotopic in Ci, and moreover by construction, the continuous extension of ϕ˜g|Ci to ∂Ci
equals ϕg|∂Ci . Thus, we can then define a homeomorphism of the plane ϕ˜g : C→ C as
ϕ˜g(z) ..=
ϕ˜g|Ci if z ∈ Ci for some iϕg(z) otherwise,
which by the glueing lemma (see [Proposition 2.10][Rem09]) is a quasiconformal map.
Consequently, ψ˜g(g1(z)) = g2(ϕ˜g(z)) for all z ∈ B(Rg). Since by construction ϕf ≡ ψ˜g in
A(Rf ), we have that
ψf (f1(g1(z))) = f2(ϕf (g1(z))) = f2(ψ˜g(g1(z))) = f2(g2(ϕ˜g(z)))
for all z ∈ C such that max{|f1(g1(z))|, |f2(g2(ϕ˜g(z))|} > Rf , and so we have proven the
proposition. 
Corollary 6.7 (Class CB is closed under iteration). If f ∈ CB, then fn ∈ CB for all n ≥ 0.
Proof. By Proposition 6.1, we can choose λ ∈ C \ {0} such that hλ ..= λf is a disjoint
type function quasiconformally equivalent to f near infinity. Let us fix any n > 0. By
Proposition 6.6 used recursively n−1 times, the function fn is quasiconformally equivalent
near infinity to hnλ. Moreover, again by Proposition 6.1, we can choose µ ∈ C\{0} such that
gµ ..= µf is a disjoint type function quasiconformally equivalent to f near infinity. Then, gµ
and hnλ are two disjoint type functions quasiconformally equivalent near infinity. Thus, by
Corollary 6.3, J(gµ) and J(h
n
λ) have the same topological structure. Since by assumption
f ∈ CB, J(hλ) is a Cantor Bouquet, and since Julia sets are completely invariant, J(hnλ),
and thus J(gµ) are also Cantor Bouquets. Consequently we have shown that f
n ∈ CB. 
Conjugacy near infinity
Note that in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 we are left to show that all
functions in CB are criniferous. This will be a consequence of a more powerful result from
[Rem09] that can be regarded as a sort of analogue of Bo¨ttcher’s Theorem for functions in
class B. More specifically, this result (see Corollary 6.10) allows us for any function f ∈ CB
to conjugate its dynamics near infinity to those of a disjoint type function in its parameter
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space. In particular, since by assumption the disjoint type map has a Julia Cantor Bouquet,
this semiconjugacy will imply the existence of ray tails for f and hence Theorem 1.3. We
remark that for us, the importance of this section goes beyond Theorem 1.3, as we set
here the ground to prove Theorem 1.4: Corollary 6.10 together with Proposition 6.14 will
provide a first approximation of the semiconjugacy we aim to build between the model
space and J(f).
6.8 (Definition of functions). Let us fix f ∈ CB and choose any K > 0 such that S(f) ⊂
DK . Let L ≥ K be any constant sufficiently large such that f(DK) ⊂ DL. In particular,
no preimage of C \ DL intersects DK , that is,
f−1 (C \ DL) ⊂ C \ DK . (6.5)
Denote
λ ..=
K
e8piL
and define the map g ..= gλ : C 7→ C given by gλ(z) ..= f(λz). (6.6)
Then for each z ∈ C such that |g(z)| = |f(λz)| > L, by equation (6.5) |λz| > K and hence
|z| > e8piL. That is,
g−1 (C \ DL) ⊂ C \ De8pi L, (6.7)
and thus by Observation 2.3 and Proposition 6.1, g is a disjoint type map in the parameter
space of f . Let us fix a logarithmic transform for f and g: let
F : TF → HlogL with TF ..= exp−1(f−1(C \ DL)) and HlogL = exp−1(C \ DL),
which by equation (6.5), satisfies TF ⊂ Hlog(K). Then, the map
G ..= Gλ : TG = (TF − log λ)→ HlogL given by G(w) = F (w + log λ)
is a logarithmic transform for g, since eF (w+log λ) = f(ew+log λ) = f(λ ew) = g(ew) = eG(w).
By the choice of the constant λ in equation (6.6), it holds that
TG ⊂ HlogL+8pi. (6.8)
We can now state the announced result from [Rem09] for the logarithmic transforms F
and G just defined. In order to do so, for any logarithmic transform F and constant Q > 0
we denote
JQ(F ) ..= {z ∈ J(F ) : Re(F n(z)) ≥ Q for all n ≥ 1}.
The following result is a compendium of [Rem09, Theorem 3.2, Lemma 3.3 and Theorem
3.4], in a version adapted to our setting3:
Theorem 6.9 (Conjugacy near infinity for logarithmic transforms). Let λ ∈ C∗ and the
logarithmic transforms F , G determined in 6.8. For every constant Q > 2| log λ|+ 1, there
exists a continuous map4 Θ ..= Θλ : JQ(G)→ J(F ) such that
Θ ◦G = F ◦Θ, |Θ(w)− w| ≤ 2| log λ| (6.9)
and is a homeomorphism onto its image. Moreover, J2Q(F ) ⊂ Θ(JQ(G)) and Θ can be
chosen so that Θ(w + 2pii) = Θ(w) + 2pii.
3[Rem09, page 250] with F0 = G, κ = − log λ, and Fκ = F .
4The map Θ extends to a quasiconformal map Θ : C→ C. See [Rem09, Theorem 3.4 or Theorem 1.1].
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Remark. In [Rem09, Theorem 3.2], it is assumed that the logarithmic transforms F an G
are normalized. Even if for us F and G might not be normalized, all that is required in
the proof of [Rem09, Theorem 3.2] is that G satisfies the inclusion in equation (6.7).
We can transfer this result to the dynamical planes of f and g. Recall from (5.1) that
for each entire function g and constant R ≥ 0 we define
JR(g) ..= {z ∈ J(g) : |gn(z)| ≥ R for all n ≥ 1} and IR(g) ..= I(g) ∩ JR(g).
Theorem 6.9 has the following implications:
Corollary 6.10 (Conjugacy near infinity in the dynamical plane). Let λ ∈ C∗ and the
functions f , g be determined in 6.8. For every constant R > exp(2| log λ|+ 8pi +L), there
exists a continuous map θ ..= θR : JR(g)→ J(f) ∩ Tf such that
θ ◦ g = f ◦ θ (6.10)
and is a homeomorphism onto its image. Moreover, Je2R(f) ⊂ θ(JR(g)) and for every
z ∈ JR(g), θ(z) ∈ A(λ2|z|, λ−2|z|). In particular, θ(IR(g)) ⊂ I(f).
Proof. Let us fix any constant R as in the statement and let Q ..= log(R). Note that by
assumption Q ≥ 2| log λ|+8pi+L, and hence we can apply Theorem 6.9 to the logarithmic
transforms F and G defined in 6.8. In particular, by (6.9) and the lower bound on Q, it
holds that
Θ(JQ(G)) ⊂ H(Q−2| log λ|) ⊂ HlogL+8pi ∩ J(F ).
In addition, by the commutative relation in (6.9), F (Θ(JQ(G))) ⊂ Θ(JQ(G)) ⊂ J(F ).
Hence, since F is a logarithmic transform of f , by Remark 4.1 applied to the set Θ(JQ(G)),
it holds that exp(Θ(JQ(G))) ⊂ J(f) ∩ Tf . Moreover, since g is of disjoint type, by (4.2),
exp(J(G)) = J(g). Hence, by all of the above together with the fact the map Θ is 2pii
periodic, there exists a map θ : JR(g) → J(f) defined by the relation exp ◦Θ = θ ◦ exp.
Then,
θ ◦ g ◦ exp = θ ◦ exp ◦G = exp ◦Θ ◦G = exp ◦F ◦Θ = f ◦ exp ◦Θ = f ◦ θ ◦ exp,
and since exp is a continuous surjective map, (6.10) holds. This is reflected in the following
diagram:
JQ(G) JR(g) JR(g) JQ(G)
J(F ) J(f) J(f) J(F ).
Θ
G
exp g
θ θ Θ
exp
F
exp f exp
By equation (6.9), for any w ∈ JQ(G)
{w,Θ(w)} ∈ V (Re(w)− 2| log λ|,Re(w) + 2| log λ|).
Hence, if z ∈ JR(g), then z, θ(z) ∈ A(λ2|z|, λ−2|z|), and in particular θ(IR(g)) ⊂ I(f). 
Next we shall see that the conjugacy in Corollary 6.10 establishes a convenient relation
between the respective external addresses of the maps involved.
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6.11 (Fixing addresses for f and g). Let f and g be determined in 6.8. Let Tf and Tg be
the set of tracts of f and g defined as the respective connected components of f−1 (C \ DL)
and g−1 (C \ DL), and let us choose a curve δ ⊂ C \ (Tf ∪ Tg ∪DL) joining ∂DL to infinity.
Following 2.2, we define fundamental domains for f and g as the connected components of
the respective preimages of C \ (D ∪ δ) under f and g. Consequently, we define external
addresses for f and g as sequences of the just defined fundamental domains, see Definition
2.4. As usual, Addr(f) and Addr(g) denote the sets of respective admissible external
addresses for f and g.
Observation 6.12 (θR relates Addr(g) and Addr(f)). Under the conditions in 6.11, for
each constant R sufficiently large, the map θ ..= θR from Corollary 6.10 establishes a bijec-
tion between Addr(f) and Addr(g) that preserves their cyclic orders. See 2.7. Moreover,
if Jgs is a Julia constituent of J(g) for some s ∈ Addr(g), then θ(Jgs ) ⊂ Jfτ for some
τ ∈ Addr(f), where Jfτ is the corresponding Julia constituent of f . Thus, by the first
claim, we assume from now that
θ(Jgs ) ⊂ Jfs .
Moreover, with some abuse of notation and since it will be clear from the context, we
drop the dependence of the Julia constituents on their functions. That is, we will write
θ(Js) ⊂ Js.
Proof of observation. Fix any constant R > exp(2| log λ|+8pi+L) and let Addr(J(F )) and
Addr(J(G)) be the sets of external addresses for F and G defined with respect to the sets
TF and TG of logarithmic tracts. See Definition 4.2. Let Θ be the map from Theorem 6.9
for the constant Q = logR. Then, it is stated in [Rem09, Proof of Theorem 3.2] that by
construction, for every w ∈ JR(G), the external address s˜ of Θ(w) is uniquely determined
by the external address s of w. More precisely, if s = T0T1, . . ., then s˜ = T˜0T˜1, . . .,
where each T˜j ⊂ TF is the set Tj − | log λ|. In particular, the map Θ acts as a bijection
between Addr(J(F )) and Addr(J(G)). Recall that exp(TF ) = Tf and exp(TG) = Tg,
and by Observation 4.3, there exist bijections between Addr(J(F ))/∼ and Addr(f), and
Addr(J(G))/∼ and Addr(g), where ∼ is the equivalence relation that identifies the first
coordinate of external addresses of logarithmic transforms. See equation (4.4). Since the
map Θ preserves the vertical order at infinity of rays and exp ◦Θ = θ ◦ exp, the map θ
preserves the cyclic order at infinity of Julia constituents, and thus by (2.8) the first claim
follows. The second part, that is, the fact that for each s ∈ Addr(g), θ(Jgs ) ⊂ Jfτ for some
τ ∈ Addr(f), follows from the choice of the curve δ defining external addresses for f and g
in 6.11 so that δ∩ (Tf ∪Tg) = ∅, together with θ(JR(g)) ⊂ C\Dλ2R∩J(f) ⊂ C\DL∩J(f)
and the commutative relation θ ◦ g = f ◦ θ. 
Observation 6.13 (Different choice of Addr(f)). We note that if instead of defining
external addresses for f using the tracts Tf and fundamental domains specified in 6.11,
tracts and external addresses are defined for f with respect to a domain D such that
S(f) b D ⊂ DL, then 6.12 still holds for that new set of addresses. The reason for this
is that in that case, if TD ..= f−1(C \D) is the new set of tracts, then Tf ⊂ TD and thus,
up to a convenient choice of the curve δ in the definition of fundamental domains, see 2.2,
Julia constituents with respect to the tracts Tf are contained in Julia constituents with
respect to the tracts TD.
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Note that until now, in this subsection we have not made use of the fact that since by
assumption we are considering f ∈ CB, g has a Julia Cantor Bouquet. We will use this
now to show that the just established semiconjugacy near infinity for f and g implies that
dynamic rays also exist for f .
Proposition 6.14 (θR determines a valid initial configuration). Under the assumptions in
6.11, for each R > exp(2| log λ|+ 8pi+L), let θ ..= θR be the map from Corollary 6.10 and
let pi ..= pi
R
: J(g)→ JR(g) be the map defined in (5.3). Then, for each s ∈ Addr(g) the set
γ0s
..= θ(pi(Js)) (6.11)
is either a ray tail for f or a dynamic ray together with its endpoint. Moreover, {γ0s}s∈Addr(f)
is a valid initial configuration for f in the sense of Definition 2.13.
Remark. We have defined the curves γ0s using the map pi just for convenience in future
arguments, namely continuity of the first approximation of the function ϕ from Theorem
1.4, see Proposition 9.4. However, we note that the same result holds if instead we define
γ0s
..= θ(Js) for each s ∈ Addr(g).
Proof of Proposition 6.14. Since g is a disjoint type function and f ∈ CB, by Corollary
6.3 J(g) is a Cantor Bouquet and by Proposition 5.3 each of its Julia constituents Js is
a dynamic ray together with its endpoint. Moreover, by definition of the function pi and
Theorem 5.7, pi(Js) is either a ray tail or a dynamic ray together with its endpoint, the
latter case occurring whenever Js ⊂ JR(g). Then, using that by Corollary 6.10 f ◦θ = θ ◦g
in JR(g) and θ maps injectively onto its image when restricted to I(g), we can transfer this
property to γ0s
..= θ(pi(Js)). That is, γ
0
s is either a ray tail or dynamic ray with its endpoint.
We shall next see that {γ0s}s∈Addr(f) is a valid initial configuration for f . First, note
that by Observation 6.12, γ0s ⊂ J∞s for each s ∈ Addr(f). Moreover, by Observation 5.8,
g(pi(Js)) ⊆ pi(Jσ(s)) and this together with Corollary 6.10 imply that
f(γ0s ) = f(θ(pi(Js))) = θ(g(pi(Js))) ⊆ θ(pi(Jσ(s))) = γ0σ(s).
We are left to show that all points in I(f) are eventually mapped to a curve in {γ0s}s∈Addr(f).
By Observation 5.6, for all constants Q > R sufficiently large, JQ(g) ⊂ pi(J(g)). Let us fix
any such constant Q. If we show that θ(JQ(g)) ⊃ JM(f) for some M > 0, then the result
follows, since we would have that
JM(f) ⊂ θ(JQ(g)) ⊂ θ(pi(J(g))) =
 ⋃
s∈Addr(f)
γ0s
 ⊂ θ(JR(g)).
If follows from [Rem09, Proof of Theorem 3.2] that the map θ in Corollary 6.10 is defined
in the same manner for all Q > exp(2| log λ| + 1), and hence, it holds that for all Q > R,
θ(JQ(g)) ⊃ Je2Q(f) by applying Corollary 6.10 for the constant Q. Alternatively, this can
also be seen directly using that by Corollary 6.10, for all z ∈ JR(g)
z, θ(z) ∈ A(λ2|z|, λ−2|z|). (6.12)
More specifically, let us choose Q > e2R and let z ∈ Jλ−2Q(f). In particular, z ∈ Je2R(f),
and so there exists w ∈ JR(g) such that θ(w) = z. Since |fn(z)| = |θ(gn(w))| > λ−2Q
for all n ≥ 0, then by (6.12) it holds that |gn(w)| > Q, and so w ∈ JQ(g). Thus,
Jλ−2Q(f) ⊂ θ(JQ(g)) as we wanted to show. 
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As a consequence of the previous Proposition 6.14 and Observation 2.14, we have crinif-
erousness for f .
Corollary 6.15 (Functions in CB are criniferous). If f ∈ CB, then f is criniferous.
7. A model space for functions in CB
So far, gathering together results from previous sections, we have shown that if f ∈ CB,
then
(1) f is criniferous (Corollary 5.4), and hence I(f) can be foliated as a collection of
canonical tails indexed by Addr(f)±(Proposition 2.15).
(2) f is semiconjugated to a disjoint type function g belonging to its parameter space
in set of points of their respective Julia sets whose orbits stay in a neighbourhood
of infinity. (Corollary 6.10).
Recall that our ultimate goal is to define a model for the action of f in J(f). Ideally
we would extend the semiconjugacy in (2) to the whole Julia set of a disjoint type func-
tion, a strategy used before for example in [Rem09, MB12]. However, as reflected in (1),
the presence of critical values, and hence critical points in I(f), provides the escaping
set with a topological structure different from a (Pinched) Cantor Bouquet. Nonetheless,
(1) suggests the use of two copies of J(g) as a candidate model space: the function ϕ
that semiconjugates the model to J(f) would map one copy of J(g) to those canonical
tails with signed addresses that have the sign “+”, and the other copy would be mapped
to canonical tails with addresses signed “−”. This is exactly what will happen in Section 9.
Note that for the function ϕ to be continuous, we need to provide the set J(g)×{−,+}
with the “correct topology”. That is, we want to make use of the map θ from Corollary
6.10 to conjugate each copy of J(g)×{−,+} near infinity to J(f), and since by Observation
6.12 the function θ preserves the cyclic orders in Addr(g) and Addr(f), see 2.7, we must
endow J(g)×{−,+} with a topology that is compatible with that of Addr(f)± defined in
2.9. Indeed, this is what we will do in this section. Even if a topology could be defined
directly over J(g) × {−,+}, for convenience and simplification of arguments, we instead
define it in two copies of any straight brush B, and using the ambient homeomorphism
ϕ : J(g)→ B we induce a topology in our model set.
Recall (see Definition 5.1) that a straight brush is defined as a subset of [0,∞)×R \Q.
Hence, we consider the set
M ..= [0,∞)× R \Q× {+,−}, (7.1)
that we aim to endow with a topology. Note that we use the symbols “∗, ?,~” to refer to
generic elements of {+,−}.
7.1 (Topology in (R\Q)×{+,−}). We start by providing (R\Q)×{+,−} with a topology
compatible with that of Addr(g)±, see Definition 2.10. Let <i be the usual linear order on
irrationals, and let us give the set {+,−} the order {−} <∗ {+}. Then, for elements in
the set (R \Q)× {+,−}, we define the order relation
(r, ∗) < (s, ?) if and only if r <
i
s or r = s and ∗ <∗ ?. (7.2)
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This gives a total order to (R \ Q) × {+,−}. Thus, we can define a cyclic order induced
by < in the usual way: for a, x, b ∈ (R \Q)× {+,−},
[a, x, b]
I
if and only if a < x < b or x < b < a or b < a < x.
Moreover, given two different elements a, b ∈ (R \Q)×{+,−}, we define the open interval
from a to b, denoted by (a, b), to be the set of all points x ∈ (R \ Q) × {+,−} such that
[a, x, b]. The collection of all such open intervals forms a base for the cyclic order topology,
that we denote by τI .
Before we proceed defining a topology in M, let us check that indeed the topological
spaces (Addr(J(g)±, τA) and the just defined (R \Q), τI) are closely related.
Proposition 7.2 (Correspondence between spaces). Let ψ : J(g) → B be an ambient
homeomorphism, and for each s ∈ Addr(J(g)), let Irr(s) ..= y, where y is the unique
irrational such that ψ(Js) = [ty,∞)× {y} ⊂ B. Let C : Addr(J(g))± → (R \Q)× {−,+}
be given by C((s, ∗)) = (Irr(s), ∗). Then C is an open map.
Proof. Let s, τ , α ∈ Addr(g). Then, it holds for the cyclic order defined in 2.7 that
[s, τ , α]
`
(1)⇐=⇒ [Js, Jτ , Jα]∞ (2)⇐=⇒ [ψ(Js), ψ(Jτ ), ψ(Jα)]∞ (3)⇐=⇒ [Irr(s), Irr(τ), Irr(α)]i
where (1) is the last claim in 2.7, (2) is by ψ being a homeomorphism and hence preserving
the cyclic order at infinity, and (3) is defining a cyclic order in the irrationals from the usual
linear order. Then, by respectively cutting these cyclic orders in some external address
s and the corresponding Irr(s), since the linear orders including {−,+} in equations 2.11
and 7.2 are defined the same way, it follows that
[(s, ∗), (α, ?), (τ ,~)]
A
if and only if [C((s, ∗)), C((α, ?)), C((τ ,~))]
I
. (7.3)
Then, since we have used these orders to define the respective the cyclic order topologies
τA and τI in the respective domain and codomain of C, it is an open map. 
Going back to our goal of defining a topology forM, we first remark some properties of
the topological space defined in 7.1.
Observation 7.3 (Open and closed sets in (R\Q×{−,+}, τI)). If (s,−), (s,+) ∈ A, where
A is an open set of (R \Q×{−,+}, τI), since τI is generated by open intervals, there exist
irrationals s− <
i
s <
i
s+ such that ((s−, ∗), (s+,+)) 3 (s,−) and ((s,−), (s+, ∗)) 3 (s,+),
and so (s,−), (s,+) ∈ ((s−, ∗), (s+, ∗)) ⊂ A. Moreover, for any pair r <
i
s, all sets
of the form U ..= ((r,+), (s,−)), U ∪ {(r,−)}, U ∪ {(s,+)} and U ∪ {(s,+), (r,−)} =
((s,−), (r,+)) =.. V are open. In addition, V is also closed: by the previous argument, if
r <
i
α <
i
s, then (α,−), (α,+) ∈ ((α−,−), (α+,+)) ⊂ V, and any sequence converging to
(α, ∗) will eventually be contained in such interval. Otherwise, if s+k → s from above, then
(s+k , ∗) → (s,+) ∈ V , and analogously, if r−k → r from below, then (r−k , ∗) → (r,−) ∈ V .
Hence, V contains all its limits points and so it is closed.
Remark. The space (R\Q×{−,+}, τI) is not second-countable. That is, it is not possible to
find a countable collection U of open subsets of τI such that any open set in τI can be written
as a union of some elements in U . This can be seen by noting that if I ..= ((t,+), (s,−))
with t <
i
s is an open interval, then, for any other irrational α such that s <
i
α <
i
τ , we
can write I = ((t,+), (α,+)) ∪˙ ((α,−), (s,−)) as a disjoint union of intervals. Applying
the same reasoning to each of the two subintervals, and iterating this process, I can be
expressed as an uncountable union of pairwise disjoint intervals.
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7.4 (Definition of topologies). Let M be the set from (7.1). We define the topological
space (M, τM) with τM being the product topology of [0,∞) with the usual topology, and
(R \ Q) × {+,−} with the topology τI . Let B and ψ be a straight brush and usual
ambient homeomorphism for which ψ(J(g)) = B. Then, B± ..= B × {+,−} can be
defined as a subspace of M with the induced topology τB± from τM. Consider the set
J(g)± ..= J(g)×{+,−} and the map ψ˜ : J(g)± → B± defined as ψ˜((z, ∗)) = (ψ(z), ∗). We
can then induce a topology in J(g)± from the space (B±, τB±), namely
τJ ..= {ψ˜−1(U) : U ∈ τB±}. (7.4)
Note that in particular, since ψ˜ is a bijection, ψ˜ : (J(g)±, τJ)→ (B±, τB±) is a homeomor-
phism. We moreover define I(g)± ..= I(g)× {+,−} ⊂ J(g)± as a subspace equipped with
the induced topology.
Definition 7.5 (Model for functions in CB). Let f ∈ CB and let g be any disjoint type
function on its parameter space. Then, we say that (J(g)±, τJ) with the topology τJ
defined following 7.4 is a model space for f . Moreover, we define its associated model
function g˜ : (J(g)±, τJ)→ (J(g)±, τJ) as g˜((z, ∗)) = (g(z), ∗).
Remark. Since by the remark preceding 7.4, unlike C, (M, τM) is not a second countable
space, it cannot be (topologically) embedded on the plane. By a similar argument, be-
cause of the third property in the definition of straight brush, neither can (B±, τB), and
consequently nor (J(g)±, τJ). Nonetheless, consider any open set U of M of the form
U ..= (t1, t2) × (x, y), with t1 < t2 ∈ [0,∞) and x = (r, ∗), y = (s, ?) ∈ (R \ Q) × {+,−}
for some r <
i
s. Then the interval (x, y) comprises all elements (α, ∗) with r <
i
α <
i
s,
and hence we can think of U as being a sort of “box”. This intuition will become clearer
in the proof of the next proposition.
Proposition 7.6 (Continuity of functions from the model space). For f ∈ CB, let J(g)±
be a model space for f . Then, both its associated model function g˜ and the function
Proj : J(g)± → J(g) given by Proj(z, ∗) = z are continuous.
Proof. Let ψ˜ : J(g)± → B± and ψ : J(g)→ B be homeomorphisms specified in 7.4. Then,
proving continuity of the function Proj is equivalent to proving continuity of the map
P ..= ψ−1 ◦ Proj ◦ ψ˜ : B± → B, and hence we do so. For any (t, r, ∗) ∈ B±,
P((t, r, ∗)) = ψ−1(Proj(ψ˜(x))) = ψ−1(Proj((ψ(x), ∗)) = ψ−1(ψ(x)) = (t, r). (7.5)
Fix x = (t, r, ∗) ∈ B±, any  > 0 and let B((t, r)) be the (Euclidean) ball of radius 
centred at P(x) = (t, r). We can find a pair of irrational numbers r1 < r < r2 such that
the rectangle (t − /2, t + /2) × (r1, r2) ⊂ B((t, r)). Then, R ..= ((t − /2, t + /2) ×
((r1,+), (r2,−)) ∩B±) is an open subset of B± containing x and such that
P (R) = (t− /2, t+ /2)× (r1, r2) ⊂ B((t, r)),
and so P is continuous. Similarly, proving that g˜ : J(g)± → J(g)± is continuous is
equivalent to proving that its lift h˜ ..= ψ˜−1 ◦ g˜ ◦ ψ˜−1 : B± → B± is continuous. For any
x = (t, r, ∗) ∈ B±,
h˜(x) = ψ˜(g˜(ψ˜−1(x))) = ψ˜(g˜((ψ−1((t, r)), ∗))) = (ψ(g(ψ−1((t, r)))), ∗).
That is, h˜((t, r, ∗)) = (h(t, r), ∗), where h ..= ψ ◦ g ◦ ψ−1 : B → B is a continuous function.
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Fix x ∈ B± and let Vx be an open neighbourhood of h˜(x) =.. (t, α, ∗). We may assume
without loss of generality that Vx is of the form Vx ..= (t1, t2)× (w, y), with t1 < t < t2 ∈ R
and w = (r,~), y = (s, ?) ∈ B± such that r ≤i α ≤i s. Let P : B± → B be the function
specified in (7.5). If strict inequalities hold for α, that is, r <
i
α <
i
s, then by as-
sumption (t, α,−), (t, α,+) ∈ Vx and by Observation 7.3, there exists a pair of irrationals
α−, α+ such that r ≤ α− < α < α+ ≤ s and H ..= (t1, t2) × ((α−,+), (α+,−)) ⊂ Vx.
In particular, P(H) is open and P−1(P(H)) = H. Since both h and P are contin-
uous functions, P−1(h−1(P(H))) is an open set in B±, which by construction satisfies
h˜(P−1(h−1(P(H)))) ⊂ Vx. Otherwise, either r = α, which implies that w must be of
the form w = (r,−) and h˜(x) = (t, r,+) so that Vx is an open neighbourhood of h˜(x),
or by the same reasoning y = (s,+) and h˜(x) = (t, s,−). We only argue continuity in
the first case and remark that the second case can be dealt with analogously. Define
R ..= (t1, t2) × (t, r,+) and H ..= (t1, t2) × ((t, r,+), (r+,−)) ⊂ Vx for some r < r+ <
s. Note that P(H) is an open set and P(R) ∈ ∂P(H). Since g is of disjoint type,
J(g) ∩ Crit(g) = ∅, and so g is locally injective in J(g). Therefore, so is h, which im-
plies that h preserves locally the order of the hairs of he straight brush B. Consequently,
h−1(P(R)) ∈ ∂(h−1(P(H))). By construction and a similar argument to that in the previ-
ous case, the set (h−1(P(R)),+) ∪ P−1(h−1(P(H))) is an open neighbourhood of x whose
image under h˜ lies in Vx, and continuity follows. 
We conclude this section showing some topological properties of model spaces that will
be of use to us in Section 9 when proving surjectivity of the function ϕ from Theorem 1.4.
Lemma 7.7 (Compactification of the model space). Let f ∈ CB. Then any model space
(J(g)±, τJ) for f admits the one point (or Alexandroff)-compactification τ∞. The new
compact space (J(g)±∪{∞˜}, τ∞) is a sequential space. Moreover, given a sequence {xn}n ⊂
J(g)± ∪ {∞˜},
lim
k→∞
xk = ∞˜ ⇐⇒ lim
k→∞
Proj(xk) =∞. (7.6)
Proof. We show that J(g)± admits a one-point compactification by proving that J(g)± is
a locally compact, Hausdorff space. Equivalently, since these are topological properties
(preserved under homeomorphisms), we instead show that a corresponding double brush
(B±, τB±) is locally compact and Hausdorff. Note that the space (M, τM) defined in 7.4 is
Hausdorff: for any (t, s) ∈ R2,
(t, s,−) ∈ V− ..= (t− t/2, t+ 1)× ((s− 1,−), (s,+))
(t, s,+) ∈ V+ ..= (t− t/2, t+ 1)× ((s,−), (s+ 1,+))
and V− ∩ V+ = ∅. Disjoint neighbourhoods of any pair of points in M can be constructed
similarly. Since being Hausdorff is a hereditary property, (B±, τB±) is Hausdorff.
We prove local compactness of (B±, τB±) by showing that for any point x ∈ B±, the
closure Ux of any open bounded neighbourhood Ux 3 x is compact. With that purpose,
let U = {Ui}i∈I be an open cover of Ux. By definition, B± \ Ux is an open set, and so
U ′ = {Ui}i ∪ {B± \ Ux}
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is an open cover of B±. Hence, for each (t, s, ∗) ∈ B± there exists U(t,s,∗) ∈ U ′ such that
(t, s, ∗) ∈ U(t,s,∗). For each (t, s) ∈ B define V(t,s) ..= U(t,s,−)∪U(t,s,+) and V ..= {V(t,s)}(t,s)∈B.
Let P : B± → B be the projection function specified in (7.5), and observe that P(V(t,s))
might not be open, but by Observation 7.3, it contains an open neighbourhood W(t,s) 3
(t, s). Then
W ..= {W(t,s)}(t,s)∈B
forms an open cover of B ⊂ R2, and in particular of the closure P(Ux). Note that P(Ux)
is a bounded set, since Ux is bounded and we showed in the proof of Proposition 7.6 that
P is continuous. Since the straight brush B ⊂ R2 satisfies the Heine-Borel property, there
exists a finite subcover W˜ = {Wk}k∈I ⊂ W of P(Ux). For each k ∈ I choose Vk ∈ V such
that Wk ⊂ P(Vk), and define V˜ ..= {Vk}k∈I and
U˜ ..= {U(t,s,∗) ∈ U : U(t,s,∗) ⊂ Vk ∈ V˜}.
The set V˜ has the same number of elements as W˜ does, and U˜ has at most double, and
so a finite number. By construction, U˜ is an open subcover of Ux: P−1(W˜) is an open
cover of P−1(P(Ux)) ⊃ Ux, and hence so it is V˜ . Therefore, for each (t, s, ∗) ∈ Ux, there
exists k ∈ I such that (t, s, ∗) ∈ Vk = U(t′,s′,+) ∪ U(t′,s′,−) for some (t′, s′) inB. If both
U(t′,s′,−) = {B± \ Ux} = U(t′,s′,+), then Vk ∩ Ux = ∅, which contradicts (t, s, ∗) ∈ Vk. Hence
(t, s, ∗) ∈ U(t′,s′,∗) ∈ U˜ for some ∗ ∈ {−,+}, and so U˜ is an open subcover of Ux. Thus,
(B±, τB±) is locally compact.
We have shown that B± admits a (Hausdorff) one-point compactification, that we denote
byB±∪{∞˜}. We will see thatB±∪{∞˜} is a sequential space by proving that more generaly,
it is a first-countable space, i.e., each point of B± ∪ {∞˜} has a countable neighbourhood
basis. By definition, the open sets in B± ∪ {∞˜} are all sets that are open in B± together
with all sets of the form (B± \ C) ∪ {∞˜}, where C is any closed and compact set in B±.
For each (t, s, ∗) ∈ B±, a local base can be chosen to be the collection of sets {Ui}i∈N given
by
Ui ..= ((t− i, t+ i)× ((s− 1,−), (s+ 1,+))) ∩B±,
for some sequence of i → 0, since each Ui is an open set in the subspace topology τB± , see
7.4. In order to find a local basis for ∞˜, for each N ∈ N let
CN ..= [0, N ]× ((−N,−), (N,+)),
and note that by Observation 7.3, CN equals its closure. Thus, reasoning as we did in
the first part of the proof of this lemma, it holds that CN is compact, and therefore,
{(B± \ CN) ∪ {∞˜}}N∈N form a nested sequence of neighbourhoods of {∞˜}. Thus, we have
shown that B± ∪ {∞˜} is a sequential space.
Finally, if {xk}k ⊂ B ∪ {∞˜} is a sequence such that xk → ∞˜, then for every N ∈ N
there exists a constant K(N) such that xk ∈ (B± \ CN) for all k ≥ K(N). Hence,
P(xk) ∈ P((B± \ CN)) ⊂M\ ([0, N ]× [−N,N ]) for all k ≥ K(N). Therefore,
N →∞ ⇐⇒ K(N)→∞ ⇐⇒ xk → ∞˜ ⇐⇒ P(xk)→∞,
and the last claim of the statement follows. 
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8. Strongly postcritically separated functions
Even if in Section 7 we have defined a model space for all functions in CB, recall that
Theorem 1.4, and thus the semiconjugacy between a model space and the corresponding
function in class CB, is only achieved for those maps that are also strongly postcritically
separated. The reason being that for the latter class of maps, it is shown in [PS19] that
postsingular points in the Julia set are “sufficiently spread” as to guarantee that the maps
are expanding in a neighbourhood of the Julia set with respect to an orbifold metric. Here
we provide precise definitions and include the main results from [PS19] that will be of use
to us when constructing the desired semiconjugacy.
Definition 8.1 (Postcritically separated and subhyperbolic functions). We say that a
transcendental entire function f is postcritically separated if PJ ..= P (f) ∩ J(f) is discrete
and PF ..= P (f) ∩ F (f) is compact. In the particular case when P (f) ∩ J(f) is finite, f is
called subhyperbolic, and when P (f) ∩ J(f) = ∅, f is hyperbolic.
Observation 8.2 (Dichotomy for points in PJ). If f is postcritically separated, then any
p ∈ PJ is either (pre)periodic or it escapes to infinity: if p /∈ I(f) then Orb+(p) ⊂ DR for
some R > 0 and by discreteness of PJ in DR the claim follows. In particular, if in addition
f ∈ B, there can be at most finitely many points in P (f) ∩ J(f).
Recall that for a holomorphic map f : S˜ → S between Riemann surfaces, the local degree
deg(f, z0) of f at a point z0 ∈ S˜ is the unique integer n ≥ 1 such that the local power
series development of f is of the form
f(z) = f(z0) + an(z − z0)n + (higher terms),
where an 6= 0. Thus, z0 is a critical point if and only if deg(f, z0) > 1. We also say that
f has bounded criticality in a set A if AV(f) ∩ A = ∅ and there exists a constant M <∞
such that deg(f, z) < M for all z ∈ A.
Definition 8.3 (Strongly postcritically separated functions). A postcritically separated
transcendental entire map f is called strongly postcritically separated with parameters
(c,K,M) if:
(a) f has bounded criticality in J(f),
(b) for all z ∈ J(f), #(Orb+(z) ∩ Crit(f)) ≤ c,
(c) M > 0, K > 1 and for all r > 0, #
({
z ∈ PJ such that z ∈ A(r,Kr)
}) ≤M.
Note that the idea that for any f strongly postcritically separated map P (f) ∩ J(f) is
“sufficiently spread” becomes explicit in item (c) above. This condition tells us that there
exist constants M and K such that each annulus of the form A(r,Kr) for some r > 0
contains at most M postcritical points in J(f). In particular, this implies that the orbit
of any point in S(f) ∩ I(f) must converge to infinity at more than a constant rate.
Remark. When f is subhyperbolic and condition (a) holds, then f is called strongly subhy-
perbolic. Note that for subhyperbolic maps, conditions (b) and (c) are trivially satisfied, and
thus any strongly subhyperbolic map is a strongly postcritically separated one. (Strongly)
subhyperbolic functions were firstly introduced and studied in [MB12].
Observation 8.4. If f is a strongly postcritically separated map of parameters (c,K,M),
so it is fn for all n ≥ 0. This follows from the facts that AV(fn) = ⋃i f i(AV(f)), CV(fn) =⋃
i f
i(CV(f)), J(fn) = J(f) and P (fn) = P (f).
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Figure 4. Illustration of the relationships between the classes of functions
defined in this section
The types of Fatou components that can occur for postcritically separated functions
follow from classical results.
Lemma 8.5 (Fatou components for postcritically separated maps). [PS19] Let f be post-
critically separated. Then F (f) is either empty or consists of a collection of attracting
basins, Baker domains and escaping wandering domains. The number of attracting basins
must be finite, and in the two latter cases, the domains do not contain singular values. In
particular, PF is contained in a finite union of attracting basins and every periodic cycle in
J(f) is repelling. If in addition f ∈ B, F (f) consists of at most a finite union of attracting
basins.
The main result in [PS19] regarding strongly postcritically separated maps is that if f
is any such map, then a pair of hyperbolic orbifolds (O˜,O) can be constructed such that
f : O˜ → O is an obrbifold covering map, and fexpands uniformly the metric in O c J(f).
In particular, this implies that when taking inverse branches as specified in Section 3, the
length of bounded curves gets shortened with respect to such metric, a property that will be
crucial in the construction of our semiconjugacy. We include here the essential definitions
and results that we shall use in the next section and refer the reader to [PS19] for a more
gentle presentation of the concepts as well as for the proofs of the results.
Definition 8.6 (Basic orbifold definitions). A (Riemann) orbifold is a pair (S, ν) consisting
of a Riemann surface S, called the underlying surface, and a ramification map ν : S → N≥1
such that the set {z ∈ S : ν(z) > 1} is discrete. Let O˜ = (S˜, ν˜) and O = (S, ν)
be Riemann orbifolds. A holomorphic map f : O˜ → O is a holomorphic map f : S˜ → S
between the underlying Riemann surfaces such that
ν(f(z)) divides deg(f, z) · ν˜(z) for all z ∈ S˜.
If in addition f : S˜ → S is a branched covering map such that
ν(f(z)) = deg(f, z) · ν˜(z) for all z ∈ S˜,
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then we say that f : O˜ → O is an orbifold covering map. If there exists an orbifold covering
map between O˜ andO and the surface S˜ is simply-connected, we call O˜ a universal covering
orbifold of O.
Remark. In particular, a traditional Riemann surface is a Riemann orbifold with ramifica-
tion map ν ≡ 1. We note that a map f : O˜ → O can be an orbifold covering map even
if f : S˜ → S is a not a covering map in the usual sense, and indeed that will be the most
frequent case for us.
As a generalization of the Uniformization Theorem for Riemann surfaces, with only two
exceptions, every Riemann orbifold has a universal covering orbifold. See [McM94, The-
orem A2]. In analogy to Riemann surfaces, we call an orbifold O elliptic, parabolic or
hyperbolic if all of its connected components are covered by Ĉ,C or D respectively.
The results in this paper only concern hyperbolic orbifolds. In particular, if O = (S, ν)
is a hyperbolic orbifold, it is possible to induce a metric in O by pushing forward the
hyperbolic metric on D by a universal covering map. We denote this metric by ρO(w)|dw|
and call it the orbifold metric of O, which is uniquely determined by normalizing the
curvature to −1. The orbifold metric in O determines a singular metric in the surface S,
which is again a complete metric with singularities at the discrete set of points on which
the ramification map ν assumes values greater than 1. That is, if ν(w0) = m > 1 for some
w0 ∈ S, then ρO(w)|dw| has a singularity of the type |w−w0|(1−m)/m near w0 of multiplicity
m in S.
Remark. The singular metric determined in S in the sense above is topologically equivalent
to the Euclidean metric in S, that is, both metrics generate the same topology on S.
Moreover, if γ is a curve in O, then γ ∈ L1, since the set of ramified points in γ, and thus
singularities of the orbifold metric, is discrete and so of Lebesgue measure 0. We will use
these facts without further comment in the proofs of Section 9.
The next theorem gathers together the main results concerning orbifolds for our class of
functions that we will use.
Theorem 8.7 (Orbifold expansion for strongly postcritically separated maps). Let f ∈ B
be a strongly postcritically separated map with parameters (c,K,M). Then there exist
orbifolds O = (S, ν) and O˜ = (S˜, ν˜) with the following properties:
(a) S = C\C, for C a finite union of closed Jordan domains, S˜ ⊆ S and J(f) ⊂ S∩ S˜.
(b) f : O˜ → O is an orbifold covering map between hyperbolic orbifolds.
(c) There exists a constant Λ > 1 such that
‖Df(z)‖O ..= |f
′
(z)|ρO(f(z))
ρO(z)
≥ Λ. (8.1)
(d) There exists a constant R > 0 such that if p, q ∈ A(r,Kr) ⊂ A(r/K, rK2) ⊂ O for
some r > 0, then dO(p, q) ≤ R.
Corollary 8.8 (Curves get shorter under pullbacks). Under the conditions of Theorem
8.7, for any curve γ0 ⊂ O, for all k ≥ 1 and each curve γk ∈ f−k(γ0) such that fk|γk is an
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orbifold covering map,
`O(γk) ≤ `O(γ0)
Λk
.
Note that the preceding corollary is only of use when considering curves γ0 of bounded
orbifold length. A priori we might not be able to guarantee so in the cases we are interested
in, so instead we can consider rectiafiable curves in the same “sort of homotopy class” in
the following sense. Recall that if f is an entire function, for any two simple curves
γ, β ⊂ f(C)\P (f) homotopic relative to their endpoints, by the homotopy lifting property,
for each curve in f−1(γ) there exists a curve in f−1(β) homotopic to it relative to their
endpoints. Proposition 8.11 is an analogue version of this result that holds for a class
of curves that contain postsingular points, and is stated in terms of a modified notion of
homotopies. We start by providing the new definition we will use.
8.9 (Definition of the classes Hqp(W (k))). Let us fix an entire function f and let k ≥ 0. We
suggest the reader to keep in mind the case when k = 0, since it will be the one of greatest
interest for us. Let W (k) be a finite set of points in f−k(P (f)) totally ordered with respect
to some relation “<”. That is, W (k) ..= (W (k), <) = {w1, . . . , wN} ⊂ f−k(P (f)) such that
wj−1 < wj < wj+1 for all 1 < j < N . Note that in particular W (k) can be the empty
set. Then, for every pair p, q ∈ C \W (k), we denote by Hqp(W (k)) the collection of all
simple curves γ in C with endpoints p and q that join the points in W (k) in the order “<”
starting from p. More formally, let use denote by int(γ) the curve obtained by removing
the endpoints of a curve γ. Then γ ∈ Hqp(W (k)) if int(γ) ∩ f−k(P (f)) = W (k) and γ
can be parametrized so that γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q and γ( j
N+1
) = wj for all 1 ≤ j ≤ N . In
particular, γ can be expressed as a concatenation of N + 1 curves
γ = γw1p · γw2w1 · · · · · γqwN , (8.2)
with endpoints in W (k)∪{p, q} and such that int(γw1p ), int(γwi+1wi ), int(γqwN ) ⊂ C\f−k(P (f))
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N . See Figure 5.
Figure 5. Example of two curves γ, β ∈ Hw4w0 ({w1, . . . w4}) that are post-k-
homotopic. Points in f−k(P (f)) are represented by black dots.
We use a modified notion of homotopies for these classes of curves:
Definition 8.10 (Port-k-homotopic curves). Let W (k) = {w1, . . . , wN} ⊂ f−k(P (f))
and let γ, β be two curves belonging to HwN+1w0 (W (k)) for some w0, wN+1 ∈ C \ W (k).
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We say that γ is post-k-homotopic to β if for all 0 ≤ i ≤ N , γwi+1wi is homotopic to
β
wi+1
wi in C \ f−k(P (f)) ∪ {wi, wi+1}.
In other words, for each i ≤ N , the restrictions of γ and β between wi and wi+1 are
homotopic in the space C\f−k(P (f))∪{wi, wi+1}. See Figure 5. It is easy to see that this
defines an equivalence relation in Hqp(W (k)). Then, for each γ ∈ Hqp(W (k)), we denote by
[γ]
k
its equivalence class. Note that for Hqp(W (k)) with W (k) = ∅ and p, q ∈ C\f−k(P (f)),
[γ]
k
equals the equivalence class of γ in C \ f−k(P (f)) in the usual sense. Moreover, if γ is
any curve that meets only finitely many elements of f−k(P (f)), then the equivalence class
[γ]
k
is defined in an obvious sense and is unique up to reparametrization of γ. Hence, the
notion of post-k-homotopy is well-defined for all such curves.
As a consequence of the Homotopy Lifting Property, we obtain the following result for
post-k-homotopic curves:
Proposition 8.11 (Post-homotopy lifting property). [PS19] Let f be an entire map and
let C ⊂ C be a domain such that f−1(C) ⊂ C and AV(f)∩C = ∅. Let γ ⊂ C be a bounded
curve such that #(γ ∩ P (f)) <∞. Then, for any k ≥ 0 and any curve γk ⊂ f−k(γ) such
that fk|γk is injective, for each β ∈ [γ]0 there exists a unique curve βk ⊂ f−k(β) satisfying
βk ∈ [γk]k . In particular, βk and γk share their endpoints.
Finally, the next result tells us that if f is an entire function that has dynamic rays and
K is certain subdomain of any hyperbolic orbifold, there exists a constant µ such that for
every piece of dynamic ray contained in K, we can find a curve in its post-0-homotopy
class with orbifold length at most µ. This result will be of great use to us for the following
reason: in Lemma 9.5, rather than pulling back pieces of dynamic rays that might not be
rectifiable, we will instead pull-back curves in their same post-0-homotopy class, for which
by Theorem 8.12 we have a uniform bound on their length.
Theorem 8.12 (Post-0-homotopic curves with bounded length). [PS19] Fix f ∈ B and let
O = (S, ν) be a hyperbolic orbifold with S ⊂ C. Let K b S be a simply connected domain
with locally connected boundary for which P (f) ∩K ⊂ J(f) is a finite set and there exists
a dynamic ray landing at each point in P (f) ∩K. Then, there exists a constant LK ≥ 0,
depending only on K, such that for any connected piece of ray tail ξ ⊂ K, there exists
δ ∈ [ξ]0 with `O(δ) ≤ LK .
9. The semiconjugacy
We have developed in Sections 2-8 all the necessary tools to prove a more precise version
of Theorem 1.4 in this one. We start by setting all the parameters that we will use and
recalling the functions that will be involved in the proof.
9.1 (Combination of previous results). Let f ∈ CB be an arbitrary but fixed, strongly
postcritically separated function with parameters (c,K,M). Let us fix a pair of orbifolds
O = (S, ν) and O˜ = (S˜, ν˜) provided by Theorem 8.7. In particular, by Theorem 8.7(a),
S = C \ C, where C is a, possibly empty, compact set. By Observation 8.2, we can fix
K > 0 sufficiently large so that
{PJ \ I(f), C, S(f), 0, f(0)} ⊂ DK/2. (9.1)
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By definition, since f is strongly postcritically separated, AV (f) ∩ J(f) = ∅, and since
f ∈ CB, by Corollary 6.15 f ∈ B and is criniferous. Moreover, by Observation 8.2, condition
(PF) holds for f , and thus all results in Section 3 apply to f . In particular, in order to
make use of them, we define fundamental hands for f (see Definition 3.2) and then the set
of external addresses Addr(f) for f in according to 3.4, and so that in particular tracts for
f are defined as preimages of C \D, where the domain D is provided by Proposition 3.1.
Let us choose a constant L > K such that D ∪ f(DK) b DL. Then, since f ∈ CB, using
this constant L in 6.8, we define a function
g ..= gλ
given by gλ(z) ..= f(λz) for some λ ∈ C∗ with small enough modulus such that g is of
disjoint type. Hence, Corollary 6.10 applies to f and g, and in particular, we can fix some
constant R > K big enough for which Corollary 6.10 provides us with a continuous map
θ ..= θ
R
: JR(g)→ J(f) ∩ Tf .
Moreover, if we define the set Addr(g) of external addresses for g as specified in 6.11, by
Observations 6.12 and 6.13, the map θ establishes a correspondence between Addr(g) and
Addr(f). Then, for such constant R we consider the map
pi ..= piR : J(g)→ JR(g)
defined in (5.3). By Proposition 6.14, for each s ∈ Addr(g) the curve
γ0s
..= θ(pi
R
(Js)) (9.2)
is either a ray tail for f or a dynamic ray together with its endpoint, and the set
{γ0s}s∈Addr(f) (9.3)
is a valid initial configuration for f in the sense of Definition 2.13. Let Addr(f)± be the
set of signed external addresses for f (see Definition 2.10). Using the initial configuration
(9.3), we define the set of canonical tails
C ..= {γn(s,∗) : n ≥ 0 and (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)±}
provided by Proposition 2.15. In particular, by Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 3.8, for each
curve γn(s,∗) ∈ C, there exists a neighbourhood τn(τ , ?) b γn(s,∗) where we can define the
inverse branch
f
−1,[n]
(s,∗)
..=
(
f |τn(s,∗)
)−1
: f(τn(s, ∗))→ τn(s, ∗) (9.4)
as well as the inverse branch provided by Observation 3.9
f−n(s,∗)
..=
(
fn|τn(s,∗)
)−1
: fn(τn(s, ∗))→ τn(s, ∗), (9.5)
having both of them convenient properties. Next, using the function g, we fix a model space
(J(g)±, τJ) for f (see Definition 7.5) and the corresponding associated model function
g˜ : (J(g)±, τJ)→ (J(g)±, τJ).
given by g˜((z, ∗)) = (g(z), ∗). Moreover, we let
Proj : J(g)± → J(g)
be the projection function defined in Proposition 7.6 given by Proj(z, ∗) = z. Finally, we
define the set of external addresses Addr(g)± for g from the set of addresses Addr(g).
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For clarity on exposition, we foliate the model space J(g)± into the sets whose images
under the map Proj share the same signed external address. That is, since g is a disjoint
type function, each z ∈ J(g) belongs to a unique set Js for some s ∈ Addr(g), see (2.5).
This allows us to define analogous sets for all points in J(g)±. More precisely:
Definition 9.2 (Addressed components of the model). For each (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(g)±, we
define
J(s,∗) ..= {(z, ∗) ∈ J(g)± : z ∈ Js} and I(s,∗) ..= J(s,∗) ∩ I(g)±,
and for each x ∈ J(g)± we will say that addr(x) ..= (s, ∗) if and only if x ∈ J(s,∗).
Remark. Note that similar notations have been used for two different concepts: in Lemma
3.8, I(s, ∗)) 3 (s, ∗) denotes an interval of addresses in (Addr(f)±, τA), while the just
defined set I(s,∗) is a collection of points of the topological space J(g)±. Even if that could
potentially generate confusion, we have opted to keep these notations seeking consistency
with other papers in the literature, and because we believe that their meaning will be clear
from the context they appear on.
Once we have set all the functions that we will use, for ease of understanding, we provide
an overview of the idea proof of Theorem 1.4. For the functions f and g˜ fixed in 9.1, we
aim to obtain the function ϕ that conjugates them in J(g)± and J(f) as a limit of functions
ϕn : J(g)± → J(f) that are successively better approximations of ϕ. For each x ∈ J(g)±
and each n ≥ 0, roughly speaking, ϕn(x) will be constructed the following way: we iterate
x under our model function g˜ a number n of times. In particular, if addr(x) = (s, ∗), then
g˜n(x) ⊂ J(σn(s),∗). Then, we use the functions Proj, pi and θ to move from the space J(g)±
to the dynamical plane of f . More precisely, if Proj(x) = z, then θ(pi(gn(z))) ⊂ γ0(σn(s),∗).
Then, we use the composition of n inverse branches of f of the form (9.4) to obtain, thanks
to Lemma 3.8 and Observation 3.9, a point in γn(s,∗) that will be ϕn(x). See Figure 6.
Since we have shown in different propositions throughout the document that the func-
tions involved are continuous, continuity of the functions ϕn will follow easily in Proposition
9.4. Moreover, in order to see that the functions ϕn converge to a limit one, we show in
Lemma 9.5 that thanks to f being expanding with respect to an orbifold metric in a neigh-
bourhood of J(f), see Theorem 8.7, the pointwise distance between the functions converges
to 0 as n→∞, as desired. Finally, we will use that since J(g) is a Cantor Bouquet, all but
some of the endpoints of its hairs are escaping (Proposition 5.3). Hence, the projections
pi(gn(z)) will be successively better approximations of gn(z), and thus the limit function
ϕ : J(g)± → J(f) will indeed be surjective.
We now formally define the functions ϕn inductively.
Definition 9.3 (Functions ϕn). Under the hypotheses of 9.1, for each n ≥ 0 we define the
function ϕn : J(g)± → J(f) as
ϕ0(x) ..= θ(pi(Proj(x))) ϕn+1(x) ..= f
−1,[n]
addr(x)(ϕn(g˜(x))).
We shall now see that these functions are indeed well-defined. The function ϕ0 is well-
defined since by definition of pi, it holds that pi(Proj(J(g)±)) ⊂ JR(g). For each n ≥ 1,
choose any x ∈ J(g)± and suppose that addr(x) = (s, ∗). Then, expanding definitions and
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Figure 6. Definition of the functions ϕn.
using Observation 3.9,
ϕn(x) =
(
f
−1,[n]
addr(x) ◦ f−1,[n−1]addr(g˜(x)) ◦ · · · ◦ f−1,[1]addr(g˜n(x)) ◦ ϕ0 ◦ g˜n
)
(x)
=
(
f
−1,[n]
(s,∗) ◦ f−1,[n−1](σ(s),∗) ◦ · · · ◦ f−1,[1](σn(s),∗) ◦ ϕ0 ◦ g˜n
)
(x)
= f−n(s,∗)(ϕ0(g˜
n(x))).
(9.6)
Since the equalities in (9.6) only depend on addr(x) but not on the point x itself, the action
of ϕn can be expressed in terms of the sets from Definition 9.2 in the following way:
ϕn|J(s,∗) ≡ f−n(s,∗) ◦ ϕ0 ◦ g˜n|J(s,∗) . (9.7)
Thus, since each x ∈ J(g)± belongs to a unique set J(s,∗) for addr(x) = (s, ∗), ϕn is a well-
defined function for all n ≥ 0. In particular, by Observation 3.9, for each (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(g)±,
ϕn(J(s,∗)) = γn(s,∗). (9.8)
Moreover, by construction it holds that for all n ≥ 0,
ϕn ◦ g˜ = f ◦ ϕn+1. (9.9)
Proposition 9.4 (Continuity of the functions ϕn). For each n ≥ 0, the function ϕn :
(J(g)±, τJ)→ J (f) is continuous.
Proof. The function ϕ0 is continuous as it is the composition of three continuous functions,
see Corollary 6.10, Theorem 5.7 and Proposition 7.6. Fix any n ≥ 1, and let us choose an
arbitrary x ∈ J(g)±, let addr(x) = (s, ∗) and In(s, ∗) = ((α,−), (β,+)) be the interval in
Addr(f)± provided by Lemma 3.8. Note that by the choice of functions in 9.1, we showed
that θ establishes a one-to-one correspondence between Addr(f) and Addr(g). Hence,
up to this correspondence, the topological spaces Addr(f)± and Addr(g)± are the same,
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and so is an open interval in (Addr(J(g))±, τA). Let us denote by A the set of connected
components in J(g)± from Definition 9.2 such that their projections have addresses in
In(s, ∗), that is
A ..=
⋃
(τ ,?)∈In(s,∗)
J(τ ,?).
Then, by Observation 3.9 and equation (9.7),
ϕn|A ≡ f−n(s,∗) ◦ ϕ0 ◦ g˜n|A. (9.10)
It follows that ϕn|A is continuous as a composition of continuous functions: we have just
shown that ϕ0 is continuous, and g˜
n is continuous by Proposition 7.6. Moreover, by Obser-
vation 3.9 it holds that ϕ0(g˜
n(A)) ⊂ f(τn(s, ∗)) for each (τ , ?) ∈ In(s, ∗), and thus, f−n(s,∗)
is well defined and continuous in ϕ0(g˜
n(A)).
We are only left to show that A contains an open neighbourhood of x. Recall that we
defined in Proposition 7.2 an open map C : (Addr(J(g))×{−,+}, τA)→ (R\Q×{−,+}, τI).
Since ψ˜(x) = (t, C(s, ∗)) ∈ B for some t > 0 and C is an open map, C(In(s, ∗)) is an
open interval in (R \ Q × {−,+}, τI). Then, U ..= ((t1, t2) × C(In(s, ∗))) ∩ B is an open
neighbourhood of ψ˜(x) in B for any choice of reals t1 < t < t2. Consequently, see 7.4,
ψ−1(U) is an open neighbourhood of x that lies in A. 
Convergence to the semiconjugacy
For the orbifold O c J(f) fixed in 9.1, let dO be the orbifold distance on O induced
from its universal cover. Then, we shall now see using results from Section 8 that for any
given point x ∈ J(g)±, dO(ϕn+1(x), ϕn(x))→ 0 as n→∞.
Lemma 9.5 (The functions ϕn form a Cauchy sequence). There exists a constant µ > 0
such that for each x ∈ J(g)±,
(A) dO(Proj(x), ϕ0(x)) < µ.
(B) dO(ϕn+1(x), ϕn(x)) ≤ µΛn for every n ≥ 0 and some Λ > 1.
Proof. Fix x ∈ J(g)± and let z = Proj(x). In order to prove (A), we note that ϕ0(x) =
θ(pi(z)). By our choice of the constant λ in equation (6.6), there exists a logarithmic
transform G of g satisfying (6.8), and in particular the map g satisfies the assumptions
on Theorem 5.7. Consequently, there exists a constant M , that does not depend on the
point z, such that pi(z) ∈ A(M−1|z|,M |z|). Recall that by construction, see equation (9.1),
J(g) ⊂ C \ DK ⊂ O. By definition, pi(J(g)) lies outside DR, and so by Corollary 6.10
θ(pi(J(g))) ⊂ C \ Dλ2R ⊂ C \ DK . (9.11)
Consequently, θ(pi(J(g))) ∪ J(g) ⊂ C \ DK ⊂ O. Moreover, by Corollary 6.10, θ(pi(z)) ∈
A(λ2|pi(z)|, λ−2|pi(z)|), and so
{z, θ(pi(z))} ∈ A(λ2M−1|z|, λ−2M |z|) ∩ (C \ DK) . (9.12)
By Theorem 8.7, there exist constants R˜ > 0 and K˜ > 0 such that for any r > 0 such that
if A(r, K˜r) ⊂ O, the O-distance between any two points in A(r, K˜r) is less than R˜. Let
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r ..= λ2M−1|z| and let N(r) be the smallest non-negative integer such that K˜N(r)r > K.
Then, by equation (9.12),
{z, θ(pi(z))} ⊂
N(r)⋃
i=1
A
(
K˜i−1K, K˜iK
)
∪
N⋃
i=N(r)+1
A
(
K˜i−1r, K˜ir
)
, (9.13)
where N ..=
⌈
2 logM−4 log λ
log K˜
⌉
is the smallest natural number for which K˜N ≥ λ−4M2. Note
that for all z ∈ J(g), N(r) < N , since Kr−1 = K|z|−1λ−2M ≤ λ−2M < λ−4M2, and so the
second union in equation (9.13) is never empty. Thus, since N is independent of the point
z ∈ J(g), dO(ϕ0(x),Proj(x)) ≤ N ·R˜ =: µ1 for any x ∈ J(g)±, and statement (A) is proven.
We now prove item (B). Let addr(x) = (s, ∗), and recall that by (9.8), since by Propo-
sition 2.15 γn(s,∗) ⊆ γn+1(s,∗),
{ϕn(x), ϕn+1(x)} ⊂ γn+1(s,∗).
Thus, the length of the piece of γn+1(s,∗) between ϕn(x) and ϕn+1(x) provides an upper bound
for the distance between these two points. Let δ(n) be that curve. Then, using equa-
tions (9.7) and (9.9), it holds that fn(ϕn(x)) = ϕ0(g˜
n(x)), fn(ϕn+1(x)) = ϕ1(g˜
n(x)) and
δ(1) ..= fn(δ(n)) ⊂ γ1σ(s) is a curve with endpoints ϕ0(g˜n(x)) and ϕ1(g˜n(x)) and such that
f−n(s,∗)(δ(1)) = δ(n). See Figure 6. Since f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 8.7 and
Corollary 8.8, it suffices to bound `O(δ(1)) in order to get a bound for `O(δ(n)). In par-
ticular, if we find a constant C that bounds the orbifold-length of the subcurve in γ1addr(y)
between ϕ0(y) and ϕ1(y) for all y ∈ J(g)±, being C independent of the point y, then the
result would follow. However, those subcurves are pieces of ray tails and in principle might
not be rectifiable. Therefore and instead, we find curves in their post-0-homotopy class
with bounded orbifold length (See Definition 8.10). More specifically:
Claim. There exists a constant µ2 > 0 such that for each x ∈ J(g)± and n ≥ 0, if δ(1) is the
piece of γ1(s,∗) joining ϕ0(x) and ϕ1(x), then there exists δ˜(1) ∈ [δ(1)]0 with `O(δ˜(1)) ≤ µ2.
Proof of claim. For an arbitrary x ∈ J(g)±, if ϕ0(x) = ϕ1(x), the claim holds trivially.
Otherwise, note that expanding definitions and using Corollary 6.10 and equation 9.9,
f(ϕ0(x)) = θ(g(pi(Proj(x)))) and f(ϕ1(x)) = ϕ0(g˜(x)) = θ(pi(Proj(g˜(x)))).
Thus,
ϕ0(x) 6= ϕ1(x) ⇐⇒ g(pi(Proj(x))) 6= pi(Proj(g˜(x))), (9.14)
but by Observation 5.8, this implies that if w is the preimage of piR(Proj(g˜(x))) in Jσ(s),
then the piece of Jσ(s) between w and pi(Proj(x)) is totally contained in SR. Hence, we are
aiming to bound the length of pieces of dynamic rays totally contained in θ(SR ∩ JR(g)).
However, the length of these curves can in principle be infinite, so instead, we will find
curves 0-post homotopic to them with bounded length using Corollary 8.12.
More precisely, by equation (9.11) and Corollary 6.10, θ(SR∩JR(g)) ⊂ SR \ DK∩Tf ⊂ O.
Note that (SR \ DK)∩P (f) ⊂ I(f), since by the choice of the constant K, (P (f)\ I(f)) ⊂
DK/2. Moreover, by discreteness of PJ , P (f)∩SR \ DK is a finite set, and by Corollary 2.20,
there exists at least one dynamic ray landing at each of its points. By Observation 2.3,
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only finitely many pieces of tracts in Tf intersect SR \ DK . Each of them must be simply-
connected and its boundary is an analytic curve and hence locally connected. Thus, we
can apply Corollary 8.12 to the closure of each of those pieces of tracts in SR \ DK . By
considering µ2 as the maximum value of those provided by Corollary 8.12 for each of the
finitely many pieces of tracts, the claim follows. 4
In particular, for an x ∈ J(g)± and n ≥ 0, if δ(1) is the piece of γ1(s,∗) joining ϕ0(g˜n(x))
and ϕ1(g˜
n(x)), then there exists δ˜(1) ∈ [δ(1)]0 with `O(δ˜(1)) ≤ µ2. Hence, by Proposition
8.11, for the curve δ(n) ⊂ f−n(s,∗)(δ(1)) joining ϕ0(x) and ϕ1(x), there exists a unique curve
δ˜(n) ∈ f−n(s,∗)(δ˜(1)) satisfying δ˜(n) ∈ [δ(n)]0 . In particular, δ˜(n) has endpoints ϕ0(x) and
ϕ1(x), and by Corollary 8.8 there exists a constant Λ > 1 such that
dO(ϕn+1(x), ϕn(x)) ≤ `O(δ˜(n)) ≤ `O(δ˜(1))
Λn
≤ µ2
Λn
.
Letting µ ..= max{µ1, µ2} the lemma follows. 
Finally, we state and prove the more detailed version of Theorem 1.4:
Theorem 9.6. Let f ∈ CB be strongly postcritically separated, let J(g)± be a model space
for f and let g˜ be its associated model function. Then here exists a continuous surjective
function
ϕ : J(g)± → J(f) so that f ◦ ϕ = ϕ ◦ g˜
and ϕ(I(g)±) = I(f). In addition, there exists a constant K such that for every z ∈ I(f),
#ϕ−1(z) = # Addr(z)± < K. Moreover, for each (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(g)±, ϕ|J(s,∗) is injective
and ϕ(J(s,∗)) is a canonical ray together with its endpoint.
Proof. For f in the statement, we can assume without loss of generality that J(g)± and
g˜ have been defined according to 9.1. Then, let {ϕn}n≥0 be the sequence of functions
given by Definition 9.3. By Proposition 9.4 and Lemma 9.5, for each x ∈ J(g)± the maps
{ϕn}n≥0 form a Cauchy sequence of continuous functions. Since the orbifold metric in O
is complete, they converge uniformly to a continuous limit function ϕ : J(g)± → O, which
by the functional equation (9.9) satisfies
ϕ ◦ g˜ = f ◦ ϕ. (9.15)
By Lemma 9.5,
dO(ϕ(x),Proj(x)) ≤ dO(ϕ(x), ϕ0(x)) + dO(ϕ0(x),Proj(x))
≤
∞∑
k=0
dO(ϕk+1(x), ϕk(x)) + µ ≤ 2
∞∑
j=0
µ
Λj
=
2µΛ
Λ− 1 .
This means for sequences {xn}n ⊂ J(g)± that
ϕ(xn)→∞ if and only if Proj(xn)→∞. (9.16)
In particular, this will be true when {xn}n = {g˜n(x)}n is the orbit of some x ∈ I(g)±.
Using that ϕ(g˜n(x)) = fn(ϕ(x)), we have that x ∈ I(g)± if and only if ϕ(x) ∈ I(f). In
other words,
ϕ(I(g)±) ⊆ I(f) and ϕ(I(g)c±) ⊆ I(f)c. (9.17)
Then, the equality ϕ(I(g)±) = I(f) will follow from the following claim.
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Claim. ϕ|I(s,∗) → Γ (s, ∗) ∩ I(f) is a bijection.
Proof of claim. Recall that I(s,∗) = Is×{∗}, where Is is either a ray tail or dynamic ray, and
so can be parametrized as a curve from [0,∞) or (0,∞) respectively. We prove injectivity
of ϕ|I(s,∗) by showing that for any ray tail ξ ∈ Is, there exists N ≥ 0 such that
ϕ|(ξ×{∗}) ≡ ϕn|(ξ×{∗}) for all n ≥ N, (9.18)
and each ϕn|(ξ×{∗}) is injective. Indeed, since ξ is a ray tail, there exists N such that
gn(ξ) ⊂ C \SR for all n ≥ N , and so by definition, the map pi acts as the identity in gn(ξ).
Hence, for all n ≥ N , by equation (9.7),
ϕn(g˜
n(ξ × {∗})) = f−n(s,∗)(ϕ0(g˜n(ξ × {∗}))) = f−n(s,∗)(θ(gn(ξ)), (9.19)
and injectivity of ϕn|(ξ×{∗}) follows from being a composition of injective functions, see
Proposition 5.3, Corollary 6.10, and Lemma 3.8. For any n ≥ m ≥ N , by equation (6.10)
in Corollary 6.10
ϕm(g˜
m(ξ × {∗})) = f−n(s,∗)(fn−m(θ(gm(ξ)))) = f−n(s,∗)(θ(gn(ξ))) = ϕn(g˜n(ξ × {∗})),
and so equation (9.18) follows. By (9.8), ϕn(J(s,∗)) = γn(s,∗) for all n ≥ 0, and thus, using
the relation 9.18, ϕ(I(s,∗)) ⊂ Γ (s, ∗). Fix any z ∈ Γ (s, ∗). By Proposition 2.15, there
exists M such that z ∈ γm(s,∗) for all m ≥ M , and in particular fM(z) ∈ γ0(s,∗) ⊂ θ(IR(g)).
By injectivity of all the functions in the following equation, there exists a unique element
x ∈ I(s,∗) such that
g˜M|I(s,∗)(x) = θ
−1(fM|Γ (s,∗)(z)).
Since by definition ϕ ≡ θ in γ0(s,∗), ϕ ◦ g˜M = ϕ ◦ fM in J(g)± and ϕ is injective in I(s,∗), it
follows that ϕ(x) = z. 4
Since g = Proj ◦ g˜ is a disjoint type function whose Julia set is a Cantor Bouquet, by
Proposition 5.3, each of its Julia constituent Js is a dynamic ray together with its end-
point, and hence contains at most one non-escaping point. That is, for each ∗ ∈ {−,+},
J(s,∗) \ I(s,∗) ⊆ {(e, ∗)}. If (e, ∗) ∈ I(g)c±, by equation (9.17) ϕ((e, ∗)) ∈ J(f) \ I(f), and
so by the previous claim injectivity of ϕ|J(s,∗) follows. In particular, ϕ(J(s,∗)) is a canonical
ray together with its endpoint.
In order to prove surjectivity of ϕ, let J(g)± ∪{∞˜} be the one point compactification of
J(g)± provided in Lemma 7.7, and denote by J(f) ∪ {∞} the compactification of J(f) as
a subset of the Riemann sphere Ĉ. By equation (9.16) and Lemma 7.7, given a sequence
{xn}n ⊂ J(g)± ∪ {∞˜}, we have
lim
n→∞
xn = ∞˜ ⇐⇒ lim
n→∞
Proj(xn) =∞ ⇐⇒ lim
n→∞
ϕ(xn) =∞.
Since by Lemma 7.7 J(g)± ∪ {∞˜} is a sequential space, and so is Cˆ, the notions of
continuity and sequential continuity for functions between these spaces are equivalent.
Thus, by the previous relation, we can extend ϕ to a continuous map ϕˆ : J(g)± ∪ {∞˜} →
J(f) ∪ {∞} by defining ϕˆ(∞˜) =∞. By continuity of ϕˆ, we have that ϕˆ (J(g)± ∪ {∞˜}) is
compact. By definition of ϕˆ, it must occur ϕˆ(J(g)±) = ϕ(J(g)±), and by removing {∞}
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from the codomain of ϕˆ, we can conclude that ϕ(J(g)±) is (relatively) closed in J(f) with
respect to the original topologies, as desired. By this and since
I(f) = ϕ(I(g)±) ⊂ ϕ(J(g)±) ⊂ J(f) = I(f),
ϕ(J(g)±) must be equal to J(f), and hence ϕ is surjective. 
As a consequence of this theorem, Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 follow.
10. Itineraries and rays landing together
Disclaimer. The current aim of this section is to give an idea of how itineraries can be
defined for the class of functions considered in the article, and to indicate how they can
be used to give a combinatorial description of rays landing together. This is a preliminary
version of a more detailed one to be expected in the next revision of the article.
In this section, for each strongly postcritically separated function f ∈ CB we give a
combinatorial description of canonical rays landing together in terms of their itineraries
with respect to a dynamical partition of the plane. This idea, that comes from polynomial
dynamics, has already been used previously in the study of the exponential and cosine fam-
ilies. See for example [Rem06, Sch07]. Moreover, a more general and systematic definition
of itineraries for geometrically finite functions is included in [MB09, Chapter 5]. Recall
that a transcendental entire function is said to be geometrically finite if S(f) ∩ F (f) is
compact and P (f) ∩ J(f) is finite. In particular, only attracting and parabolic basins can
occur as Fatou components for this class of maps. Since for strongly postcritically sepa-
rated functions the only possible Fatou components are attracting basins, the definitions
in [MB09, Chapter 5] adapt smoothly to out setting, and hence we follow this approach.
For the rest of the section let us fix f ∈ CB strongly postcritically separated. The main
goal is to define a simply connected domain K ⊂ C \ S(f) such that J(f) ⊂ K with
the following property: every canonical ray is either totally contained in the interior of
some connected component of f−1(K), or it belongs to ∂f−1(K), see Proposition 10.4.
Recall that by Corollary 1.5, every point in S(f) ∩ J(f) is the landing point of at least
one canonical ray. We will use these rays as boundaries of K to achieve our goal. For each
z ∈ S(f) ∩ J(f), let γz be a canonical ray together with its endpoint z, and note that in
particular γz might be a canonical tail. Then, we define
KJ ..=
⋃
z∈S(f)∩J(f)
γz. (10.1)
In addition, we also need to take care of excluding the singular values in F (f). Recall
that for strongly postcritically separated maps in class B, by Lemma 8.5, their Fatou set
is either empty or consists of a collection of finitely many attracting basins. We define the
following curves that lie in attracting basins.
Since P (f) ∩ F (f) is compact, C \ (P (f) ∩ F (f)) is an open set that is not necessarily
simply-connected. The idea is to remove a full set K with F (f) ⊃ K ⊃ S(f) together with
a collection of periodic curves that connect a component of K to infinity. One part of such
a curve will be a periodic dynamic ray; the other part will be a preperiodic simple curve
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inside an attracting basin. For each attracting periodic point z0 ∈ F (f), A∗(z0) denotes
the immediate attracting basin of z0.
Definition 10.1 (Attracting periodic rays). [MB09, Definition 5.2]. Let f be a transcen-
dental entire function and let z0 be an attracting periodic point of f of period n. A simple
curve α : (0,∞)→ A∗(z0) is called an attracting periodic ray of f at z0 (of period n) if
(i) fn(α(t)) = α(2t),
(ii) limt→∞ α(t) = z0,
(iii) limt→0 α(t) = w where w ∈ ∂A∗(z0) is a periodic point of f of period d|n.
Observation 10.2. It follows from the definition that if α is an attracting periodic ray of
f at z0 then f(α) is an attracting periodic ray of f at f(z0). Furthermore, if f is strongly
postcritically separated, by Lemma 8.5, w = limt→0 α(t) must be a repelling periodic point
of f .
The next proposition tells us that for every attracting periodic point we can find an
attracting periodic ray at it that contains a prescribed point in its immediate basin of
attraction. This result is a version of [MB09, Proposition 5.3] stated for our class of maps.
Since the proof is exactly the same that for geometrically finite maps, we omit it.
Proposition 10.3. Let f ∈ B be strongly postcritically separated and let z0 be an attracting
periodic point of f . Then for any point w that belongs to the unbounded component of
A∗(z0) \ P (f), there exists an attracting periodic ray of f at z0 in A∗(z0) \ P (f) that
contains w.
In a rough sense, our next aim is, using the previous proposition and the fact that
PF ..= P (f) ∩ F (f) is compact, to enclose PF into a finite number of connected sets, each
of them consisting of a bounded Fatou domain with (a preimage of) an attracting periodic
ray attached that lands at either infinity or a repelling periodic point. In the latter case,
using Corollary 1.5, we will choose a dynamic ray landing at the periodic repelling point.
These sets together with dynamic rays landing at the singular values in the Julia set will
form the boundary of the set K we are aiming to define. We now formalize these ideas
following the same approach as in [MB09, Definition and Proposition 5.4]:
Since PF is compact, there exists a finite collection A1, . . . , An of components of F (f)
such that
⋃n
i=1Ai ⊃ PF and is minimal in the sense that PF ∩Ai 6= ∅ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We
can assume without loss of generality that f has only one attracting cycle, since otherwise
the same argument applies for each cycle, say {z1, . . . zm} with corresponding immediate
basins such that zi ∈ Ai for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m and so that f(Aj) ⊂ Aj−1 for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n. Let us
pick any point z∗ ∈ An so that f j(z∗) does not belong to P (f) for every j ∈ {0, . . . , n−m}.
Then, by Proposition [MB12, Proposition 3.1], there exists a collection of n Jordan do-
mains {Ji}ni=1 such that Ji ⊂ Ai, J ..=
⋃n
i=1 Ji ⊃ (PF ∪ Orb+(z)) and f(J) b J b F (f).
Let ξ ..= fn−m(z∗) ∈ Jm ⊂ PF . By Proposition 10.3 there is an attracting periodic ray αm
at zm ∈ Jm that contains ξ. For i < m we denote the iterated forward images of αm by
αi ..= f
m−i(αm), which by Observation 10.2 are themselves attracting periodic rays at the
corresponding points zi. We note that it might occur that limt→0 αi(t) = limt→0 αk(t) for
some i ≤ k.
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Let us denote by α∗m the piece of αm that connects ξ to ∂Am, let wm ..= limt→0 αm(t)
be the periodic endpoint of αm, and define the curve αm+1 as the connected component of
f−1(α∗m) belonging to Am+1 that contains f
n−m+1(z∗). We remark that by Proposition 10.3,
since αm ∩P (f) = ∅, this curve is unique and well defined, and moreover limt→0 αm+1(t) is
either ∞ when wn is an asymptotic value, or it is a point wm+1 such that f(wm+1) = wm.
Similarly and proceeding recursively, we define for each j ∈ {m+ 2, . . . n} the curve αj as
the connected component of f−1(α∗j−1) belonging to Aj that contains f
n−j(z∗), that has
analogous properties to those of the curve αm+1. That is, either limt→0 αm+1(t) is is ∞ or
it is a point wj such that f(wj) = wj−1. Note moreover that for any such j, the union
Jj ∪ αj is a connected set, since fn−j(z∗) ∈ αj ∩ Jj.
For every i ∈ 1, . . . , n we define K˜i ..= Ji ∪ αi, which by construction is closed and
connected and f(K˜i) ⊂ K˜i−1 for all i ≥ 2 as well as f(K˜1) ⊂ K˜m. Note that the sets
K˜i are not necessarily simply connected, as the curve αi might intersect ∂Ji more than
twice. Thus, we define K˜ as the unbounded component of fill-in of
⋃
i K˜i. That is, K˜
equals
⋃
i K˜i together with all bounded components of the complement in C of the union.
Then K˜ is an closed, connected and simply-connected such that by the Open Mapping
Theorem, satisfies f(K˜) ⊂ K˜. Moreover, K has finitely many connected components, and
(C\ K˜)∩PF = ∅, and each of the connected component of K˜ that intersects the attracting
cycle contains exactly one periodic point in its boundary, namely the (nonseparating)
endpoint of an attracting periodic ray. Let us label the distinct points that arise as a finite
limit limt→∞ αi for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} as {w1, . . . , wl}, noting that it might occur that
l < n. Every wi is a (pre)periodic point in J(f). Let V be the minimal set that contains
{w1, . . . , wl} and satisfies f(V ) ⊂ V (i.e., V is the set of forward images of the points wi).
By Corollary 1.5, for every w ∈ V there exist at least one preperiodic canonical ray gw
that lands at w. We choose any such one and define
KF ..=
⋃
w∈V
gw ∪ K˜.
Then C \ KF is a simply-connected domain, and each of the finitely many connected
components of KF either contains (a preimage of) an attracting periodic ray with finite
limit point, or consists of a periodic dynamic ray. with a bounded set attached that lies in
the Fatou set. Finally, we define
K ..= KJ ∪KF
and note that the sets KJ and KF might share some periodic point in S(f) together with a
dynamic ray that lands on it and lies inKJ∩KF . Moreover, by construction C\K∩S(f) = ∅
and each connected component of C \ K is simply connected, since otherwise K would
enclose a domain that escapes uniformly to infinity, contradicting that int(I(f)) = ∅ as
f ∈ B. Thus, since f is an open map, all connected components of f−1(C \K) are simply
connected. Moreover, each simple preimage of X is totally contained in the boundary of
one of such domains, and hence we can conclude that U is a countable union of simply-
connected components, which we will label as U0, U1, . . ..We moreover define
W ..= V ∪ (S(f) ∩ (J(f) \ I(f))),
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which is a set of finite cardinal, since by Observation 8.2 #(S(f)∩ (J(f) \ I(f)) <∞ and
#V is also finite by construction.
Recall that by Theorem 9.6, each curve Γ (s, ∗) = ϕ(I(s,∗)) is a canonical ray and so
ϕ(J(s,∗)) =.. Γ (s, ∗) is a canonical ray together with its landing endpoint. In the next
proposition, we assign to each of the sets Γ (s, ∗) that do not intersect ∂U a unique com-
ponent of U :
Definition and Proposition 10.4. Let Γ (s, ∗) be a canonical ray for some (s, ∗) ∈
Addr(f)±. Then, either Γ (s, ∗) is totally contained in ∂U and lands at a periodic point of
W , or there exists a unique component U of U such that Γ (s, ∗)∩U 6= ∅. In the latter case
we define
U(s, ∗) ..= U.
Definition 10.5 (Itineraries for canonical rays). For each (s, ∗) ∈ Addr(f)±, we define
the itinerary of (s, ∗) as the sequence
itin(s, ∗) ..= U(s, ∗)U(σ(s), ∗)U(σ2(s), ∗) . . . .
Moreover, we will denote by itinN(s, ∗) the restriction of the sequence to its first N terms.
Finally, we can give a description of canonical rays landing together in terms of their
itineraries:
Corollary 10.6. Let f ∈ CB strongly postcritically separated. Then two canonical rays
Γ (s, ∗) and Γ (τ , ?) land together if and only if one of the following holds:
• Orb+(Γ (s, ∗)) ∩W = ∅ and itin(s, ∗) = itin(τ , ?).
• N ..= minn fn(Γ (s, ∗) ∪ Γ (τ , ?)) ∩ W < ∞, itinN−1(s, ∗) = itinN−1(τ , ?) and
fN(Γ (s, ∗)) and fN(Γ (τ , ?)) land together.
In particular, in the last case both rays land at a preperiodic point p such that fN(p) ⊂ W .
Idea of the proof. That two rays landing together have the same itinerary follows from the
analysis of the sets Γ in Section 2. The converse can be shown using expansion of f with
respect to an orbifold metric, that is Theorem 8.7. 
Remark. In this section we have focused on providing a combinatorial description of canoni-
cal rays landing together. However, it has been a constant theme throughout the document
that canonical rays overlap with at least one other ray tail on each of its points. A combi-
natorial description of such overlappings is given in Proposition 2.16.
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